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   Foreword   

 The Indian subcontinent experiences mainly four seasons. Among them, the 
Southwest monsoon season (June to September) is the most important season as it 
contributes 70–90 % of the annual rainfall over the country. However, the northern 
parts of the country and neighboring Pakistan also experience a wet season during 
the winter, due to the passage of western disturbances, winter weather systems mov-
ing eastwards across the region. This season is very important as it plays an major 
role in the winter crop (Rabi) production and hydrology over the region. This region 
has a complex topography due to the Himalayas. The weather systems moving 
across this region interact with this complex topography and lead to more complex-
ity to the dynamics and predictability of weather systems. The synoptic features and 
dynamics of these weather systems were not explored in the past due to lack of 
adequate observations and modeling efforts. Over the years, our understanding of 
these winter weather systems has improved substantially due to improvement of 
observational networks over the region and systematic modeling efforts. Better 
understanding of these systems has also helped to improve weather prediction skills 
over the region, which is refl ected in the operational weather forecasts issued by the 
India Meteorological Department. 

 In concert with these developments, this book  Western Disturbances, An Indian 
Meteorological Perspective  by Prof A.P. Dimri and Dr. Chevuturi will prove to 
bridge an indispensable knowledge gap for earth scientists at all stages of their 
careers, from undergraduate students to the professionals. Western disturbances in 
the context of Indian meteorology are an important weather phenomenon which in 
the current context of climate change has gained importance due to its infl uence on 
the Himalayan snow cover, glaciers, northern Indian river feed, agriculture, etc. 
This book will provide readers with a broad perspective on development and inter-
pretation of physical, dynamical, and thermodynamical processes associated with 
winter weather systems over the Indian subcontinent. The description accompanied 
by numerous illustrations suffi ciently provides concise deliberations for established 
researchers and also policy makers. The book provides most adequate composite 
integration of available references right from the last decade to the latest. 
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 In the fi rst chapter of the book, updated understanding on structure and evolution 
of western disturbances is provided. This chapter provides more comprehension 
than many other treatments on the subject. With the advent of computational facili-
ties, observational reanalysis, and numerical methods, constructing the natural envi-
ronment became much easier. Simulations of the atmospheric fl ows/interactions are 
better understood and explained with such efforts. Chapter   2     dwells into those 
details and synthesizes efforts carried on this direction with the latest positioning. In 
the recent decade it is observed that midlatitude westerlies have strengthened their 
interactions with other seasonal weather systems. Chapter   3     deliberates on factors 
leading to such interaction and their effect. It is one of the important aspects in the 
context of recent global changes. In Chap.   4    , discussion on western disturbances 
embedded within large-scale westerlies is provided. In the context of global change, 
this is one of the most important aspects providing understanding of large-scale 
fl ows affecting the life cycle of weather systems. In the fi fth chapter, the western 
disturbances and their impacts and climate change issues are discussed. Prof. Dimri 
and Dr. Chevuturi have provided here an excellent summary on the Indian winter 
weather systems at different spatial and temporal scales. I believe this book will be 
an excellent reference for students, professionals, and policy makers on the winter 
weather systems over India.  

   Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology     M.     Rajeevan   
  Pune ,  India      

Foreword

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-26737-1_2
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-26737-1_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-26737-1_4
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  Pref ace   

 Meteorology, climatology, and atmospheric sciences have been extensively studied 
over India. But sometimes, a unifi ed compilation of such an extensive knowledge 
resource base is lacking, which may result in gaps in the information fl ow. With 
India having a vast and heterogeneous geography, it is imperative to have detailed 
understanding of its intricacies. This book comprehensively reviews a weather phe-
nomenon impacting the Indian subcontinent. Western disturbances (WDs), the win-
tertime precipitating events, are the focus of this book. This book can be used as a 
reference by students, professors, and other research scholars to achieve a detailed 
understanding on the subject. Other than its importance in terms of a meteorological 
phenomenon, WDs as precipitating events have signifi cant consequences on the 
ecology and the socioeconomy of the region. Overall this book answers the ques-
tions of what/when/why/how about the WDs. This book defi nes WDs and details 
the physical and dynamical understanding of their structure and migration. It also 
includes the causes and impacts with detailed illustrations and various case studies 
for a clear understanding of the subject. 

 The book’s visualization and conception came about during our research tenure 
that focused on the Himalayan climate. Wintertime precipitation over the Himalayas 
and northern India is a very interesting topic and has not been comprehensively 
researched. So many research questions on the topic are still unanswered. Further, 
most of the research is available in older formats that are not easily accessible. 
Without a review or a textbook understanding of the topic, intensive research on the 
topic is challenging. Thus, we came to believe that such a book would be a require-
ment in this fi eld of research, especially from the point of view of young research-
ers. All of these reasons compelled us as researchers to write this book. During the 
course of writing, we grew as authors and researchers. Despite our previous experi-
ence on the topic, while doing the researching behind this book, our knowledge 
grew as new information was uncovered. It was a uniquely interesting learning 
experience for us. 

 We would like to express gratitude for the scholastic support of the various 
experts whose peer-reviewed papers and other research work has been used and 
referred to in this book. Acknowledgment is indeed due to the different sources of 
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observational datasets that have been properly cited within the book. We would also 
like to thank our editor at Springer Petra van Steenbergen and our publisher Springer 
for making this book possible. We convey our appreciation for the reviewers for 
their suggestions and comments that helped us in improving the book. Last but not 
the least, we would also like to thank our colleagues, friends, and family who sup-
ported us in our endeavor and helped us during our journey.  

  New Delhi, India     A.  P.     Dimri    
     Amulya     Chevuturi     

Preface
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    Chapter 1   
 Western Disturbances – Structure                     

    Abstract     The Indian subcontinent is characterized by its large spatial expanse along 
with heterogeneity and the variability of land use and land cover. These characteris-
tics of India cause an extraordinary variety of climatic regimes over the various parts 
of the country. Western disturbances (WDs) are one of the many varied types of 
weather systems affecting Indian climate. The WD phenomenon causes precipitation 
over the Indian region mostly during the winter period and mostly over the northern 
part. WDs are a type of extra-tropical cyclone, which have mid-latitude frontal char-
acteristics, that migrate eastward embedded in the subtropical westerly jet stream. 
But WDs are not just a typical extra-tropical cyclone, but they also have unique char-
acteristics and dynamics. This chapter provides a detailed introduction to the topic 
and discusses the origin, migration, large-scale fl ow linkages and structure of WDs.  

         The Indian subcontinent is characterized by topographic heterogeneity and land use 
and land cover variability from north to south and west to east. Indian geography 
varies from the expanse of the  Himalayas , through the  Gangetic Plains  in the north, 
the  Thar Desert  in the west, the  Peninsular Plateau  and to the  Coastal Ghats  in 
south (Survey of India Maps; Fig.  1.1 ). With these diverse topographical features 
and a large spatial expanse, India also shows an extraordinary variety of climatic 
regimes over different parts of the country (Gadgil and Joshi  1983 ). Based on 
 Koppen-Geiger climatic classifi cation   (based on station data for precipitation and 
temperature), India has been divided into these regions and conditions: the northern- 
most Himalayas as  highlands with temperate  like conditions;  humid subtropical  
conditions in the rest of the Himalayas and Gangetic Plains;  arid  conditions in the 
Thar region; the Indian peninsular region having  topical wet and dry  climate; and 
the Coastal Ghats and Indian islands having  tropical wet  conditions, with a few 
parts of the peninsula and central India showing a  semi arid  climate (Peel et al. 
 2007 ). The Indian climate is known to be strongly infl uenced by the Himalayan 
Mountains and the Thar Desert (Reddy  2008 ).

   The India Meteorological Department (IMD) has classifi ed four broad climatic 
sub regions in India for long range forecasting, viz.: (i)  North and North East India,  
(ii)  North West India,  (iii)  Central India  and (iv)  South Peninsula.  Further these sub- 
regions are classifi ed into 36 different sub-divisions for short and medium range 
forecasting (  www.imd.gov.in    ). In addition, the annual climatic cycle over India is 

http://www.imd.gov.in/
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divided into four seasons as per the IMD classifi cation: (i)  pre-monsoon (March- 
April- May),  (ii)  monsoon (June-July-August-September),  (iii)  post-monsoon 
(October-December)  and (iv)  winter (January-February)  (Attri and Tyagi  2010 ; 
Hingane et al.  1985 ; Parthasarathy et al.  1994 ; Rao and Ramamurti  1968 ). 
Deviations, termed as extremes or anomalies (Dash et al.  2009 ; Goswami et al. 
 2006 ; Karl and Easterling  1999 ), are observed in the weather conditions from these 
year to year climatic trends. The extreme weather conditions are usually categorized 
due to meteorological factors and their subsequent impacts (Easterling et al.  2000 ). 
With reference to the seasons, various types of extreme events can be observed and 
which can be categorized as: (i)   cold waves    ,    fog    , snow storms and associated    ava-
lanches    ;  (ii)  heat waves and severe storms like    thunderstorms     hailstorms and dust 
storms;  (iii) h eavy rains and associated    landslides     and    fl ashfl oods    ;  and (iv)  tropical 
cyclones and    droughts    (De et al.  2005 ). 

  Fig. 1.1    Map of Indian Subcontinent (Source:   http://www.travelindia-guide.com/maps/topo-
graphical_map.php    ;   http://www.travelindia-guide.com/maps/political_map.php    )         
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1.1     Introduction 

 WDs are a weather phenomenon which causes precipitation over the Indian 
region. The precipitation caused by the WDs contributes signifi cantly to the northern 
Indian winter (December-January-February) monsoon (IWM)    (Dimri  2013a ,  b ) and 
thus has major consequences throughout the region. The importance of the 

Fig. 1.1 (continued)

1.1 Introduction
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hydrological cycle, with precipitation as its main components, is immeasurable. 
Precipitation along with temperature is one of the most signifi cant factors determin-
ing the  ecology   of a region and thus, in turn, infl uences societal structure and the 
economy of the said region. The climatic zones of a region are defi ned on the basis 
of the amount and type of precipitation received, thus defi ning arctic regions, tem-
perate regions, tropical regions, etc. (Peel et al.  2007 ). Based on these regional vari-
ations in precipitation, the vegetation of a region is defi ned and its ecological 
demarcation such as dessert, tropical forest, tundra vegetation, etc. Precipitation is 
also crucial for replenishing the fresh water resources on the land surface in the 
form of rivers, lakes or even glaciers. From an economic standpoint, even if envi-
ronmental services rendered by precipitation are not considered, it still plays a sig-
nifi cant role. For sustaining the food requirements of the growing population, 
agriculture is indispensible and in a country like India precipitation is a major source 
of irrigation. Other secondary services, which can be traced back to precipitation, 
are power generation and associated developmental projects and industrial and 
domestic use of water. There is an inverse relationship between  Eurasian snow cover   
(and  albedo  ) and the strength of the  following   Indian summer monsoon (ISM) 
(Vernekar et al.  1995 ; Dash et al.  2004 ,  2005 ; Mamgain et al.  2010 ). A recent weak-
ening of  the   El-Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-ISM relationship (Kucharski 
et al.  2007 ) suggests an increased role of the ‘internal’ interannual variability of the 
ISM which has not yet been detected in the context of wintertime Himalayan snow 
cover (KrishnaKumar et al.  1999 ,  2006 ; Saha et al.  2011 ). Snowfall in the central 
Himalayas occurs during southward excursions of the  subtropical westerly jet 
(SWJ)   (Schiemann et al.  2009 ) associated with terrain-locked low pressure systems 
(WDs) at the notch formed by the Himalayas and the Hindu Kush Mountains (Lang 
and Barros  2004 ). The mass balance of glaciers in the northwestern Himalayas is 
very much dependent upon winter precipitation (Bolch et al.  2012 ). The wintertime 
snow-cover build up is necessary for Himalayan glaciers forming the snow-fed riv-
ers and winter ( rabi  ) crop growth (Rangachary and Bandyopadhyay  1987 ; Benn and 
Owen  1998 ; Roy  2009 ; Thayyen and Gergan  2010 ). 

 So on one hand it can be said that precipitation of water is the source of life; but 
on the other hand it may be the cause of hazards to life and property in extreme 
conditions. The fl ood-like conditions in a continuous precipitation time period and 
draught conditions during the dry years are foremost examples of how precipitation 
negatively impacts lives. Anomalies in the mean climatic trends, defi ned as the 
severe weather events, or in the scope of this study, severe precipitating events, are 
also another illustration of harm caused by precipitation. Extreme precipitating 
events are of various kinds like  cloudbursts  , continuous torrential rains, severe snow 
storms or even  thunderstorms   and  hailstorms  . Such events in themselves are disas-
trous, but can further cause severe damage due to their secondary impacts. These 
resulting impacts include events like  fl ashfl oods  , glacial lakes outburst fl oods,  land-
slides  ,  avalanches  . These events usually lead to signifi cant cases of harm to human 
life and may also have health impacts in certain instances. Negative impacts on 
resources are realized in the form of crop damage, transport disruption and damage 
to property ultimately impacting people, infrastructure and economy. Natural haz-
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ards including landslides, avalanches, and fl oods that can be directly attributed to 
these winter storms and the associated precipitation are well documented 
(Rangachary and Bandyopadhyay  1987 ; Ganju and Dimri  2004 ; Das et al.  2006 ; 
Srinivasan et al.  2005 ; Thayyen et al.  2012 ). WDs are also associated with the for-
mation of  fog   conditions over northern India during winters (De et al.  2005 ). 
Additionally, in the context of the precipitation forming mechanism in conjunction 
with the complex topography, very little was published until Smith’s ( 1979 ) classic 
review on ‘The infl uence of the mountains on the atmosphere’ and the more recent 
paper by Houze Jr’s ( 2012 ) ‘Orographic effects of precipitating clouds’. Because 
WDs impact a region without an extensive observational network, this made the 
studies of WDs even more elusive. 

 From the preceding discussion, it is clear that a fundamental understanding of 
the dynamics of WDs is therefore essential not only to short–term and seasonal 
 hydrometeorological   forecasting but also to the assessment of regional climate 
change and its impacts. The objective of this book is to provide an overview of the 
state of knowledge of WDs in the context of prior and current research.  

1.2     Origin and Migration of Western Disturbances 

 WDs are in part extra-tropical cyclones originating as mid-latitude frontal systems 
and migrating eastward embedded in the subtropical westerly jet stream ( SWJ  ) 
(Mull and Desai  1947 ). As per Alexander and Srinivasan ( 1974 )  ‘The mean jet 
stream over the Indian sub—continent (in winter) lies near Lat. 27°N at a height of 
about 12 km (200 mb). The mean wind speed at the core is about 100 kts. There is a 
slight shift in the axis of the jet (by about 2—3 degrees of latitude) southwards as the 
season advances and towards end of winter or early spring, the jet stream reaches 
the southernmost position’ . Typical extra-tropical cyclones develop due to the 
imbalance between colder polar and warmer equatorial air masses. This imbalance 
is signifi cant over the mid-latitudes and thus, these extra-tropical cyclones are also 
called mid-latitude fronts. The temperature gradient between polar and equatorial 
regions is most pronounced during the winters and thus these storms are more 
intense during the winters (AIR Worldwide  2012 ). Sub-tropical Westerly Jet (SWJ) 
   is a jet stream that is contained in the mid-latitudes in the upper layers of the tropo-
sphere which develops around the Himalayan and  Tibetan high   ground (Alexander 
and Srinivasan  1974 ). According to Singh ( 1971a ,  1980)  there is a primary  SWJ 
  around 31°N at 200 hPa level. Further, there is a discrete jet present south of the 
primary jet termed as a secondary SWJ which is located around 23°N. WDs are 
eastward moving wave disturbances since these are embedded in the primary SWJ 
and move along the fl ow of the air within the jet stream. Deep troughs of the wave 
disturbances may be associated with the secondary SWJ. Detailed discussion on the 
jet stream and the WD is given later in this section. The disturbances start out as 
frontal systems and develop characteristics of a depression and extra-tropical 
cyclones, which, along with the surface low developed over western India, are 
defi ned as WDs (Dimri and Chevuturi  2014 ). They mainly originate in the 
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Mediterranean or West Atlantic region and travel across Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, 
Pakistan and India (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). The disturbances discussed in their 
work are in the form of waves within the  SWJ  . These wave disturbances develop as 
extra-tropical cyclones over the Mediterranean Sea. The WDs as discussed are usu-
ally eastward moving systems from the Mediterranean Sea to India, but in some 
cases these might also have a convoluted path as they travel towards India. The WD 
of 28–31 December 1960 moved south east from Mediterranean region towards the 
Arabian Sea, gained moisture and suddenly turned towards India by moving in a 
north-easterly direction (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). Thus, the track of the WD sys-
tems may vary based on their migration and may intensify as these pass over a large 
moisture source. 

 First we will be discussing the origin and formation of these WDs in their early 
stages. A Ukaranian high intensifi es and starts extending southwards towards the 
Iran region. This causes the intrusion of cold air from a polar front towards a region 
of comparatively warmer and moist air (Datta and Gupta  1967 ). These conditions 
are favorable for the development of  frontogenesis  . Associated with this frontogen-
esis, there is  cyclogenesis   taking place in the upper layers of the atmosphere over 
the Mediterranean region. Winds preceding the trough increase in intensity causing 
the  divergence   favorable for the cyclogenesis. The cold air intrusion develops a 
steep temperature gradient promoting frontogenesis. Likewise, an increase in the 
relative  vorticity   due to shifting of air mass from higher to lower latitudes favors 
cyclogenesis. The cyclogenesis further enhances the Mediterranean lows which 
exhibit an eastward movement. With the frontogenesis and cyclogenesis, the depres-
sion that is developed becomes a occluded front and the cold front trails the 
 depression being formed (Mull and Desai  1947 ) and tracing the origin of the WDs. 
Riehl ( 1962 ) classifi ed them as ‘weak’ extra-tropical disturbances originating in the 
Mediterranean traveling with the narrow but intense jet stream fl owing around the 
southern rim of the Indian Himalayas. Palmen and Newton ( 1969 ) reported that 
frontal cyclones as upper air troughs have a life cycle which can decay into various 
forms. Initialization of an upper-air trough formation is associated with the front, 
forming on its western side. An intense upstream ridge forms a deep trough down-
stream without the additional advantage of cold-air incursion to intensify the front 
(Singh et al.  1981 ). In Palmen and Newton ( 1969 ), as the frontal surface moves 
towards the eastern side of the trough from the western side, the trough slowly 
decays. 

 Further characterization of WDs by Datta and Gupta ( 1967 ) indicated that they 
move at a speed of 8–10° longitude/day (e.g., 10–12 m/s), except during the forma-
tion and dissipation stages when the movement is comparatively slow. Whereas, 
Subbaramayya and Raju ( 1982 ) showed that the WD systems had an eastward prop-
agating rate of 5–10° longitude per day and Rao and Srinivasan ( 1969 ) reported a 
propagation rate of 5° longitude per day. According to various studies, different life 
cycle durations have been suggested for the WDs. Dutta and Gupta ( 1967 ) reported 
a life cycle of WD as of 3–4 days, Rao and Srinivasan ( 1969 ) analysed a period of 
2–4 days for induced low systems, and Rao and Rao ( 1971 ) showed a 8–10 day 
 quasi-periodicity   that they assigned to WD. But according to the Subbaramayya and 
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Raju ( 1982 ) study, there two systems of WDs with different periodicity exist. The 
long-period system had a periodicity of 10.0–12.5 days, the short-period system had 
a periodicity for 4.5–5.5 days and they concluded that the short-period systems are 
caused by WDs. Similar fi ndings were reported by Chattopadhyay ( 1970 ), who 
studied three different periodicities during the winter period: shorter periodicities of 
2.5–3.5 days, medium periodicity of 4.0–5.3 days and larger periodicity of 8.0–9.6 
days. For all of these, the medium periodicities were deemed to be caused by the 
WDs. During the migration of the primary WD originating at the Mediterranean 
region, some secondary low pressure systems may become associated with the pri-
mary WD low. When the depression of the WD becomes occluded, the cold front 
trails behind the depression and sometimes secondaries form at the bend of the trail-
ing front. Other times the secondaries form at the angle of the residual warm sector 
of the occluded depression (Mull and Desai  1947 ). These secondaries form due to 
distribution of mountains or seas in the surrounding regions (Malurkar  1947 ). 
Secondaries develop at coastal regions west of the River Nile, south of Egypt, 
Sudan, the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, the Oman Peninsula and the Arabian Sea and 
sometimes at the head of Bay of Bengal. A rapid occurrence of successive depres-
sions causes a stable trough over the Persian Gulf with no secondary development 
possible. But secondaries may develop due to intrusion of air from cold Siberian 
anti-cyclones in the rear of the depression (Mull and Desai  1947 ). The secondary 
extra-tropical depression usually develops around the Persian Gulf or the Black Sea. 
Secondaries give rise to disturbed weather over the region and migrate eastward to 
north-eastward. These secondaries usually intensify the occluded parent depression. 
The secondary depressions, being shallow systems did not extend above 700 hPa, 
could not be tracked in the  synoptic   charts, and thus posed a challenge for forecast-
ers (Agnihotri and Singh  1982 ). These secondaries of the extra-tropical systems 
were generated over the eastern Mediterranean system and migrated eastward to 
north-eastward and have a weak organization at the surface. The secondaries migrate 
at the rate of 10° longitude per day from the Middle-East to India and generally take 
2 days to arrive over India. The primary WD is termed – the main WD, and the 
secondaries are termed – the induced WD. 

 In layman terms, WDs are atmospheric disturbances that originate west of India, 
in the Mediterranean region, and travel towards India where they cause precipita-
tion. Figure  1.2  shows satellite images of a WD travelling towards India. In the 
fi gure it can be noted clearly that a disturbance is generated over the Mediterranean 
region on the 7 February 2009, while there is no disturbance on 6 February 2009. 
This disturbance travels eastward in the subsequent days, reaches northern India 
around 13 February 2009 and remains active until 14 February 2009, after which it 
dissipates. WDs result in the overcast skies associated with precipitation, but they 
lose frontal characteristics during their travel towards India and may develop into a 
depression, due to the lowering of temperature and pressure gradients (Rao and Rao 
 1971 ; Srinivasan  1971 ). The moisture in these storms usually originates over the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. As they migrate eastward, these wave 
disturbances also pick up moisture from the Caspian and Arabian Seas as per their 
migratory pattern. WDs may intensify due to moisture incursion from the Arabian 
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  Fig. 1.2    Meteosat satellite image (Channel 2) for a WD travelling towards India. Satellite images 
of ( a – j)  are from 06 January 2009 to 15 January 2009 each at 0000 UTC.  Red circle  marks the 
migrating WD       
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Sea and from the Bay of Bengal, when over India, and are also infl uenced by the 
topography of the region (Singh et al.  1981 ). From the fi gure, it is evident that WDs 
intensify during the migration towards India from the accumulated moisture.

   As mentioned in the above paragraph, the WDs are embedded in the  SWJ  . The 
presence and behaviour of the jet stream over the central Asia is important for a 
number of reasons. Its associated processes are interesting and challenging to study. 
In particular, upper-level fl ow over the Tibetan plateau responds to the Asian conti-
nent’s physical and thermodynamical interactions (Academica Sinica  1957 ; Webster 
et al.  1998 ; Yanai et al.  1992 ; Wu and Liu  2003 ; Duan and Wu  2005 ). The increased 
availability of upper-air soundings from the 1950s to the 1970s enabled studies of 
jet stream dynamics leading to improved understanding (Chaudhury  1950 ; Murray 
 1953 ; Mohri  1953 ;  1958 ; Riehl et al.  1954 ; Bannon  1954 ; Endlich and McLean 
 1957 ; Defant and Taba  1957 ,  1958 ; Newton and Persson  1962 ; Serebreny et al. 
 1962 ). In the context of Indian weather, Ramaswamy ( 1956 ) elucidated the role of 
the  SWJ   in the pre-monsoon large-scale  convection   which lead to advances in  thun-
derstorm   predictability. In a subsequent study, Ramaswamy ( 1962 ) demonstrated 
the interaction of the  tropical easterly jet (TEJ)   and SWJ in defi ning gaps and active 
conditions during the  ISM  . However, the role of the jets in controlling winter 
weather was poorly understood until radiosonde observations revealed the  quasi- 
permanent   SWJ over the Indian subcontinent from October to May (Koteswaram 
et al.  1953 ; Koteswaram and Parathasarathy  1954 ). Knowledge of the day-to-day 
positioning of the jet streams proved invaluable for prognostic evaluation of Indian 
weather (Koteswaram  1957a ,  b ). According to Singh ( 1971a ,  b ), there is a  SWJ 
  located at 31°N which form major westerlies for the migratory WDs  movement. 
There is also a secondary and less defi ned  SWJ   at 23–25°N which becomes distinct 
in the presence of WDs with deep troughs. There is also a Polar Front Jet at 43°N at 
240 hPa which is located north of India (Singh  1971b ). In winter, the Polar Front Jet 
located at 43°N can merge with the  SWJ   (Singh  1971b ). The confl uence forces the 
SWJ to rise, thus allowing the southward migration of cold and dry polar air from 
the north. The temperature gradient intensifi es and builds  SWJ   with an elongated 
wind structure which can extend throughout the troposphere. An analysis of tem-
perature at three tropospheric pressure levels reveals two dynamic zones over west-
ern and central India at 25°N and one over northwest India at 33°N (Singh  1980 ). 
The southern zone corresponds to the meeting of a tropical air mass and a mid-lati-
tude air mass which coincides with the axes of WDs (Dimri and Chevuturi  2014 ). 
The southern zone is related to the evolution of an upper tropospheric temperature 
structure over the Middle East and  synoptic   predictability of the behavior of the jet 
stream over India. It has thus long been recognized that the seasonal meridional 
translation/progression of the  SWJ   is a good index for the determination of the natu-
ral synoptic scale weather/seasonal patterns (Bugayev et al.  1957 ; Academica Sinica 
 1957 ; Chanysheva et al.  1995 ). Schiemann et al. ( 2009 ) has characterized a SWJ 
over the Tibetan Plateau region which has a pronounced seasonal cycle. The WDs 
form as wave troughs in the westerlies at the 500 hPa level. These waves have 
variations in their intensity and amplitude during their eastward migration. There 
is also a possibility of merging of the waves to form deeper troughs as time 
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progresses (Ramaswamy  1966 ). Due to the upper level trough,  cyclogenesis   is 
observed at sea level and synchronized with the movement of the trough. During 
winter (December-April), during which WDs are pronounced over the northern 
India, this remains located at the southern edge of the Tibetan Plateau. Also, its 
intensity in terms of its monthly mean horizontal wind speed is strongest in winter 
and decreases in spring. It is important to mention, as Nigam and Lindzen ( 1989 ) 
has already shown, the modest variation in the latitudinal positioning of the jet 
over the Himalayas modulates the amount of stationary wave fl ux reaching from 
mid- and high latitudes. There are studies using the modern day reanalysis data which 
establish the relationship between the jet intensity and  baroclinic   wave activity over 
Northern Atlantic (Nakamura  1992 ) and the relationship between seasonal cycle of 
jet with meridional temperature gradient in the upper troposphere (Kuang and 
Zhang  2005 ). The baroclinic activity associated with WDs will be discussed in 
detail in the next chapter.  

1.3      Western Disturbances at a Synoptic Scale 

 WDs develop  instability   in the atmosphere as they migrate over the Indian region. 
Specifi cally, the interaction of the WDs with the northwestern Himalayas orography 
(Ramaswamy  1956 ) causes their intensifi cation and the subsequent precipitation. 
The WDs cause this instability due to the  baroclinicity   developing in the atmosphere. 
Baroclinicity develops a strong temperature gradient in the upper troposphere (Singh 
and Agnihotri  1977 ), which enhances the instability conditions. The fi rst long-term 
weather forecasts, using the link between the nature of snowfall and accumulation 
patterns in the Himalayas and rainfall in the rest of India, were conducted after the 
establishment of the India Meteorological Department in 1875 (Blanford  1884 ). The 
problem of long-range forecasting (LRF) of  ISM   rainfall has been one of the major 
tasks of Indian meteorologists for more than a century (Blanford  1884 ; Walker  1924 ; 
Montgomery  1940 ). Flohn ( 1968 ), for the fi rst time, provided an explanation of the 
role of the high Tibetan region in the role of wind within a limited set of observa-
tions. Over the western mountains and valleys, the largest portion of rainfall is pro-
duced by the traveling disturbances during the winter. ‘ This is an unique type of 
climate rarely adequately treated in textbooks of climatology’ . To look into the win-
ter weather, Venkiteshwaran ( 1939 ) relied on a simple sounding balloon at Agra 
(near New Delhi, India) to measure a synoptic weather system during the winter of 
1931, referring to it as a ‘Winter Disturbance’. An analysis of the relative positions 
of the tropical and extratropical depressions provided the fi rst systematic analysis to 
help predict wet and dry disturbances and providing the terminology ‘Western 
Disturbance’ for the fi rst time in the published literature (Malurkar  1947 ). The origin 
and structure of western depressions over northwest India was fi rst described and 
classifi ed as ‘weak’ extratropical disturbances traveling with the narrow but intense 
jet stream fl owing around the southern rim of the Indian Himalayas (Mull and Desai 
 1947 ; Riehl  1962 ). This jet stream has already be discussed as the  SWJ   over 
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northern India. Extra-tropical storms are a global, rather than a localized, phenom-
ena with moisture usually carried in the upper atmosphere and they behave locally 
as frontal systems. Primarily, interaction of air masses with different characteristics 
leads to formation of discontinuity surfaces called frontal systems. The atmosphere 
above India has a high probability of formation of fronts during winter season 
(Ramaswamy  1966 ). These fronts get disorganized and migrate along with the WDs 
and cause the associated changes in the atmosphere. 

 Winter WDs are very similar to the  Bjerknes cyclones   of the Pacifi c and Atlantic 
with an asymmetric upper-air trough with closer packing at the back of the forma-
tion (Fig.  1.3 ) (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). This is caused by the counter patterns of 
strong winds west of the trough and weak winds east of the trough in the upper 
levels of atmosphere. This pattern generates cyclonic  vorticity   in the trough line, and 
subsidence associated with this vorticity increases low-level cyclonic circulation 
downwards. In the following chapters, a detailed description on the northwesterly 
tilt of ‘so-called’ closer packing associated with WDs from the surface to the upper 
atmosphere is elucidated. For a synoptic analysis of a WDs life cycle Rao and Rao 
( 1971 ) reported on a generalized case of a WD. This can be considered an approxi-
mation of the synoptic situation of WD but not as representative synoptic situation. 
The WD started out as an eastward moving sea-level low over Afghanistan. On the 
subsequent day, this low had become well marked and now was lying over Pakistan 
and the western Indian region. On the next day, it was located over western India and 
had completely developed into a depression. After that, it weakened into a trough of 
low pressure and moved further east-north-eastward, and on the subsequent day it 
became more feeble and moved past West Bengal and Assam region and dissipated. 
As described by the Rao and Rao ( 1971 ) study, the WDs intensify or the trough 
deepens as they arrive over the northern Indian region. According to Pisharoty and 
Desai ( 1956 ), the addition of warm and moist air from the Arabian Sea and Bay of 
Bengal cause the increase in instability of the system and increased intensity.

h-2

h-1

h

  Fig. 1.3    An asymmetric upper-air trough with closer packing in the rear (Source: Pisharoty and 
Desai  1956 )       
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   Pisharoty and Desai ( 1956 ) explained that the heavy rainfall over the eastern 
Himalayan region was a result of the interaction of WDs with a break in the summer 
 monsoon trough  . Examining 10 years (1945–1955) of precipitation records over the 
Indian subcontinent, Mooley ( 1957 ) systematically classifi ed synoptic situations 
across the Himalayan region. In contrast to Pisharoty and Desai ( 1956 ), Mooley sug-
gested that WDs differ from extratropical depressions in that they generally do not 
always have well–marked cold or warm fronts either at the surface or upper levels, 
and concluded that orographic  convergence   plays a leading role in the production of 
locally heavy rain (Dimri and Niyogi  2012 ). This explanation added clarifi cation to 
the presence of extratropical cyclones in the mid-latitude westerlies. In showing that 
WDs are preceded by warm and moist air from southern latitudes and succeeded by 
cold and dry air from northern latitudes, Mooley ( 1957 ) provided the fi rst evidence 
linking the occasional presence of WDs during summertime with intensifi cation of 
 the   ISM. Interlocking/merging of WD lows with the  intertropical convergence zone 
(ITCZ)   associated with the ISM invigorates the monsoon fl ow. Although this study 
examined various facets of WD structure, interactions with Himalayan topography 
and ISM, among others, it did not provide a full description of the underlying 
dynamics. This was achieved by Singh ( 1963 ) with an in-depth study of a WD on 
28–31 December 1960, including vertical structure, evolution and decay, and associ-
ated jet stream movement. Singh’s study showed that the vertical structure of WDs 
exhibits two synoptic components: an upper-level trough and a lower-level cyclonic 
circulation. The upper level trough is mainly associated with the  SWJ   which is ‘in 
tune’ with the traveling extratropical cyclone and existence of lower-level cyclonic 
circulation becomes embedded with this upper-level trough. This combination is 
defi ned as WD which is ‘a subtle difference’ than the explicit extratropical cyclone 
(Riehl  1962 ). And this hypothesis is proven with modeling efforts by Dimri and 
Chevuturi ( 2014 ). Further, Ramaswamy ( 1966 ) analysed WDs, based on the princi-
ple of conservation of  vorticity   and dynamical consequences, and changed the ongo-
ing practice of forecasters relying on delineation of frontal systems at the synoptic 
scale. Chakravarti ( 1968a ,  b ) advanced two important insights: fi rst he stipulated the 
governing role of the Indian Himalayas in WD dynamics, and second, he noted that 
WDs leading to precipitation are initially generated and travel in upperatmospheric 
fl ow patterns. As an increasing number of ground and upper-air observations became 
available, the India Meteorological Department (IMD) published its fi rst manual to 
guide forecast analysis at the synoptic scale (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). Singh and 
Kumar ( 1977 ) established that a well-organized upper tropospheric frontal layer in 
westerlies over a pre-existing surface low is essential for WD development. The 
upper-level front propagates eastward in association with an upper-air trough, and 
the growth of the upstream ridge is one of the key mechanisms to create a deep 
trough downstream (Singh et al.  1981 ). 

 Some wave-like disturbances also are known to impact China and the Eastern 
China Sea during the winter months and sometimes during the summer periods also. 
As the  SWJ   shifts northwards, there is also an impact over the China region during 
the summer period. During the winter period, the wave-like disturbances that we 
describe as WDs impact China with a periodicity of 4–5 days (Nitta et al.  1973 ) in 
February and even a 6–7 day period (Yoshizaki  1974 ) in January. Similarly, Hara 
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et al. ( 2004 ) studied the WDs causing  avalanches   in the southern Tibetan Plateau. 
They reported that a  meso-alpha-scale    quasi-stationary   extratropical cyclone 
appeared along the Himalayan and Tibetan region, which is triggered as a trough 
west of the region. These waves propagated as tropospheric  Rossby waves   and 
coastal Kelvin waves or coastally trapped waves. The orography caused the block-
ing of the trough and slowed down the eastward movement of the system. Though 
this study pointed out that the vertical structure of the cyclone is barotropic, we will 
show from extensive review and research that it is not so. The WDs are caused due 
to  baroclinic instabilities   and will be described in detail in the next chapter. Also, 
since the focus of the book is the Indian region, we will not be going into much 
detail about other regions. 

 On a climatological basis, approximately four to six intensive WDs occur annu-
ally during the winter months from November to March (Mohanty et al.  1998 ), but 
there are higher precipitation days corresponding to the average life cycle of 2–3 
days of WDs over the Western Himalayas (WH). In the WD shown in Fig.  1.2 , it is 
noted that the lifecycle of the WD over the WH is 2 days. But the life cycles and 
periodicity of the WDs may vary according the intensity and movement of the WDs. 
This has been discussed in the above section in much detail. Further, the WDs might 
have a longer life span if multiple WDs are moving in continuous succession (Rao 
and Srinivasan  1969 ). Further, not all WDs may cause precipitation, a characteristic 
which is dependent upon the moisture that is infused during the migration and the 
instability conditions. Mohanty et al. ( 1998 ) suggested approximately four to six 
intensive WDs in the winter season, whereas Chattopadhyay ( 1970 ) had reported 
the occurrence on an average of fi ve WDs per month. According to Dimri ( 2006 ), 
Indian winters are impacted by six to seven WDs per month, of which two or three 
WDs can cause severe weather conditions. 

 For the last aspect of the synoptic study of WD, we will be discussing the clouds 
associated with this precipitating system. The winter season over India is associated 
with cloud cover moving from eastward in the northern Indian region as seen in Fig. 
 1.2 . This is the satellite imagery of an active WD travelling from the Mediterranean 
to the Indian region, which shows its evolution, migration and ultimately dissipation 
of a specifi c WD. Clouds associated with WDs are upper-tropospheric clouds asso-
ciated with the  SWJ   and high clouds with some  alto-clouds   (Srinivasan  1971 ). 
These form as short term  mesoscale   clouds in the  cirrus   formation, form around 
regions of relatively strong winds, and are organized in bands. The study reported 
that, even if the SWJ is a  quasi-stationary   feature of the winter circulation over 
India, the clouds are sporadic in nature. These clouds form only when there are 
troughs or disturbances within the SWJ fl ow. This defi nes that the clouds are associ-
ated with the WD travelling in the SWJ. High and medium clouds form during the 
winter over northern India with variable formations as described by Rao and Moray 
( 1971 ). These might form the vortex type cloud system of the extra-tropical cyclone 
or the frontal cloud system during the origin of a WD. Agnihotri and Singh ( 1982 ) 
described similar organized system of clouds which are similar to the clouds that 
develop during extra-tropical cyclones. Latitudinal and meridional bands of clouds 
form during the migration of the WD as described by Rao and Moray ( 1971 ). 
Srinivasan ( 1971 ) also described the formation of longitudinal or transverse bands 
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of clouds. Moreover, Agnihotri and Singh ( 1982 ) reported the formation of latitudi-
nal bands which slowly migrate eastward along with the broad shallow troughs in 
 SWJ  . Furthercloud types according to Rao and Moray ( 1971 ) were formed as the 
WD interacts with any form of orography; this further intensifi es the cloud system 
to form a overcast mass of clouds, which were further described by Agnihotri and 
Singh ( 1982 ) as shapeless and extensive. Formation and migration of low-level 
clouds through the valleys of the Himalayan mountain range depends on the interac-
tion of air fl ow from westerlies and the relative orientation of the mountain range 
(Barry  2008 ). The WDs generate synoptic level instability which is enhanced or 
suppressed by moisture and orography. So pockets of clouded regions form within 
the region where WD is located. These create the broken amorphous type of the 
cloud system which are the most common form of the cloud systems during a 
WD. This suggests that WDs cause sporadic precipitation over irregular spatial 
intervals rather than over continuous spatial terrain. However, not all the cloud sys-
tems form during each of the WDs. Depending on the synoptic conditions, the cloud 
systems associated with the WD attain the general geometry of the clouded area. 
These cloud systems are sporadic in occurrence over the Indian region and occur 
only with troughs of suffi cient amplitude (Srinivasan  1971 ). The associated second-
aries developed along with the primary WD also have associated cloud formation. 
The cloud system associated with the secondaries usually show well organized 
structure and continuity during the migration in the subsequent time periods 
(Agnihotri and Singh  1982 ). The cloud systems associated with the primary or 
induced WDs in the satellite imagery can be used to systematically track the WDs 
track, as well as the precipitation patterns associated with the WD. Research by 
Veeraraghavan and Nath ( 1989 ) also used the cloud-top temperatures of these cloud 
systems as an indicator of the precipitation occurring during an active WD. Further 
details on the satellite studies of WDs are provided in the subsequent chapter .  

1.4     Structure of Western Disturbances 

 As just discussed, the WD is an extra-tropical cyclone developing as a trough or low 
pressure system in the westerlies associated with a mid-latitude frontal system. The 
disturbances in the jet stream form a wave-like pattern with the trough in the mid- 
troposphere forming the upper portion of the WD. This is the extra-tropical depres-
sion, but as suggested by Chitlangia ( 1976 ), the pattern of the core of a WD is more 
complex and differs from a typical two-layer model of an extra-tropical depression. 
Singh et al. ( 1981 ) described the depression or the trough lying between two ridges 
in the jet stream fl ow. Formation of the extra-tropical cyclone associated with this 
trough follows the life cycle as described by Bjerknes which forms a cut off cyclone 
(Shapiro and Grønås  1999 ). According to the theory of formation of extra-tropical 
cyclones, there is front development or  frontogenesis   occurring to form frontal 
zones. This  cyclogenesis   forms as a wave along the frontal zone. This disturbance 
in the upper layer of the atmosphere causes the increase of  divergence   which in turn 
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causes lower-level  convergence   and an increase in the vertical movement of air. The 
associated cold and warm front occlude near the cyclone to develop the extra- 
tropical frontal cyclone. This is a cut off cyclone which is symmetrical thermally 
and has maximum vertical velocities during its peak intensities (Singh et al.  1981 ). 
But the vertical structure of a WD as suggested is quite unique on its own. This sec-
tion describes the structure of a WD in detail. 

 To understand the WD structure, the mid-troposphere provides indicators for 
WD migration in the  SWJ  . Figure  1.4  shows the 500 hPa (mid-troposphere) wind 
and  geopotential height   in an example of a WD occurring in February 2002. On 5 
February 2002, a depression is seen north-west of India which develops into a 
deeper depression on the next day 6 February 2002. Further intensifi cation leads to 
formation of cyclonic circulation that is characteristic of the WD. On 7 February 
2002, intensifi cation of cyclonic circulation over north-west India and Pakistan 
region at 500 hPa is seen. The cyclonic circulation on both 7 February 2002 and 8 
February 2002 weakens by 9 February 2002. This shows the western “disturbance” 
which develops as an anomalous circulation pattern or disturbance in the westerlies. 
This disturbance has different forms and changes according to its intensity. This 
may be in the form of a wave perturbation in the  SWJ   shown as a dip or a curve in 
the weather charts around a low pressure region called the westerly trough or a low. 
It can be in the form of a western depression which shows a circulation pattern with 
at least two closed  isobars  . And in further intense cases, it can also be called an 
extra-tropical cyclone which has at least four closed circle isobars on the weather 
charts. The induced WDs or the secondaries that form are classifi ed based on inten-
sity as an induced low or induced cyclonic circulation. Further, this fi gure illustrates 
the WD as a mid-tropospheric cyclone, but as Singh and Kumar ( 1977 ) established, 
the WD is not only a well-organized upper- to mid- tropospheric phenomenon in 
westerlies, but it also includes a pre-existing surface low as a part of the WD 
 structure. Dimri and Chevuturi ( 2014 ) described the WD structure in the vertical 
column in detail and this has been elaborated in this section below.

   The  geopotential-height anomaly   describes the vertical distribution of the low- 
pressure region formed during a WD occurrence. Figures  1.5  and  1.6  depict the 
geopotential-height anomaly at different pressure levels for a WD case in February 
2002, averaged over latitude and longitude respectively. The region shaded blue 
depicts the WD low. As noted in the Fig.  1.5 , the low-pressure region of the WD is 
showing a tilt when seen in the vertical cross section. The vertical tilt shifts towards 
the west during the early stage of development of the WD, which shifts towards the 
east as the WD propagates and subsequently dissipates. In Fig.  1.6 , clear and con-
sistent northly shift in the vertical dimension is seen during evolution of the 
WD. This suggests that the low at different pressure levels during a WD has a north- 
westerly tilt in the early days of the WD, which becomes northerly as the WD 
arrives at WHs and propagates to become a north-easterly tilt as the WD travels 
further eastward. This movement describes the motion of the WD over the course of 
its life cycle of origin-evolution-propagation-deterioration. The WDs are defi ned by 
two  synoptic   characteristics; an upper tropospheric depression in the STWJ (SWJ) 
and the pre-existing surface low (Singh and Kumar  1977 ). These extra-tropical  syn-
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optic   weather systems (low pressure systems) are brought by the  SWJ   stream from 
the Mediterranean region to the Indian region. The surface low already exists over 
western India, specifi cally over the Thar desert region of Rajasthan. The tilt of the 
low pressure system in the vertical axis can be attributed to the evolution of WD 
from west of India in the upper atmosphere and the stationary surface low seen over 
the India. During the lifetime of a WD, this tilt decreases or it disappears as the mid- 

  Fig. 1.4    500h Pa geopotential (×10 −2  m;  shaded ) and wind (m/s;  arrow ) for 05 February 2002 to 
09 February 2002 with WRF model simulation (Dimri and Chevuturi  2014 )       
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  Fig. 1.5    Vertical 
distribution of geopotential 
height anomaly averaged 
over latitude (25°N–40°N) 
for WD in February 2002       
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  Fig. 1.6    Same as Fig. 1.5 
but averaged over 
longitude (65°E–85°E)       
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tropospheric low travels towards the Himalayas. When the WD is situated exactly 
north of the surface low over the WHs, then the east-west tilt of the low is com-
pletely straight but the low still has a northerly tilt. As the WDs travel beyond WHs 
and further east, where they weaken, the tilt of the low-pressure system in the verti-
cal axis becomes north-easterly. To conclude, the vertical dynamical structure of the 
WD of 5–8 February 2002 is examined in both respects, through the vertical distri-
bution of a model-simulated geopotential  anomaly   on 7 February 2002 using the 
modeling framework of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) in the study 
of Dimri and Chevuturi ( 2014 ). The vertical axis of the WD that links the surface 
low to the upper-air depression is tilted north-westward from the surface to the 
upper atmosphere. In the course of the WD evolution-propagation-demise, the sur-
face low remains stationary but the upper-air depression moves eastwards in the 
upper level westerlies. Thus, subsequently the north-westward tilted axis straight-
ens and further tilts north-eastward with time.

    For a clearer understanding of the concept, Fig.  1.7  shows a conceptual model of 
a WD propagating west to east as a trough in the   SWJ   . The depression originating 
over the Mediterranean culminates in the formation of the  mid- to upper-level 
cyclonic circulation , which is associated with a stationary  surface low  over the 
western Indian region. This causes a low pressure column to develop in the vertical 
direction which is  tilted  along the movement of the upper level disturbances. These 
wave-like disturbances interact with the orography of the  Himalayan terrain  to gen-
erate instability conditions over the northern Indian region and so form the winter 
storms. The orographic lifting, along this steep relief in addition to moisture incur-
sion from the Arabian Sea, supports the development of  convective available poten-
tial energy (CAPE)   which is realized in the form  kinetic energy   required for storm 
development. The WD storms usually generate  precipitation  over the north-western 
Himalayas, which then dissipates as the WD moves eastwards. The dynamics of 
WDs and the orographic infl uence of the Himalayas on the WDs mentioned in this 
paragraph will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

1.5        Western Disturbances and Linkages 
with Large-Scale Forcing 

 Many studies pertaining to  the   ISM are available whereas very little is known 
regarding the winter precipitation related WDs and its association to large scale 
fl ow. Rasmusson and Carpenter ( 1982 ) recognized the role of  the   El Niño – Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) phases in defi ning the Indian winter  monsoon   (IWM). Meehl 
( 1994 ) has addressed the evolution of winter and summer upperair fl ow in conjunc-
tion with Indian sub-continent heating. Yanai and Li ( 1994 ) investigated the phase 
relationship between the  monsoon index  , mean  SST   of various parts of the equato-
rial oceans, and  Eurasian snow cover   and found that snow cover leads both SST and 
monsoon index in a  quasi-biennial   range which is more complicated and suggestive 
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of two-way interaction. Kawamura ( 1998 ) explained that, due to suppressed  con-
vection   over the Indonesian region and the symmetric Rossby response due to atten-
uated  Walker circulation   associated with  El-Nino   conditions, this will result in 
conditions more conducive for cyclonic circulations over the Western Himalayas 
during wet years. Yang et al. ( 2002 ) noted a possible link of the Asian – Pacifi c – 
American climate with the East Asian jet stream during  boreal   winter. During years 
of  high   IWM precipitation, a higher magnitude (nearly on the order of 10) of  kinetic 
energy   fl ux  convergence   and stronger  vorticity   generation prevail than during dry 
years. In the case of surface and upper-air fi elds, this lowers sea-level pressure and 
strengthens westerlies over the Saudi Arabian region. It is important to mention that 
the WDs are embedded in the westerlies and hence, due to strengthening of these 
westerlies, strengthening of WDs also takes place (Dimri  2013b ). In the upper air, 

  Fig. 1.7    Conceptual model of WDs ( MI:  Moisture incursion,  PRECIP:  Precipitation,  SL:  Surface 
low,  STWJ:  Sub-tropical westerly jet,  TA:  Westward tilted axis in vertical,  WD:  Upper air western 
disturbance)       
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signifi cant anomalous fi elds favor higher frequency and possible intensifi cation of 
WDs during years of higher precipitation. 

 Roy ( 2006 ) provided comprehensive linkages of IWM with the different phases 
of  ENSO  ,  Pacifi c Decadal Oscillation (PDO)  , and local  sea surface temperature  . 
Syed et al. ( 2006 ) explained the intensifi cation of WDs as they encounter a low- 
pressure trough, which is a dominant feature during positive  Northern Atlantic 
Oscillation (NAO)   and warm ENSO conditions. Further, examination of anomalous 
kinetic energy balance,  vorticity  ,  angular momentum  , and the heat and moisture 
budget reveals that turbulent exchanges in the middle troposphere result in latent 
heat release and, during  IWM  , signifi cant meridional moisture transport from the 
Arabian Sea to the western Himalayas due to the mean motion in the upper tropo-
sphere which takes place (Dimri  2007 ). The Himalayan  glaciation   itself has a posi-
tive feedback by increasing surface  albedo   (Bush  2000 ). Variations between 
sea-surface temperatures over the tropical Indian ocean impact winter precipitation 
over India. Increasing temperatures of the sea surface and reduced surface air tem-
peratures over northern India intensify the  SWJ  , with the embedded disturbances 
leading to higher amounts of precipitation over the region (Yadav et al.  2007 ). A 
positive precipitation  anomaly   over northwest India is typically found in correspon-
dence to subdued  convection   over the warm pool region. One proposed mechanism 
(Yadav et al.  2009 ) is that, in abnormally wet years, tropical cooling over the warm 
pool region due to suppressed convection generates an upper-level  convergence   
(cyclonic circulation) anomaly over South Asia which intensifi es the westerly jet 
stream over the Indian region. The  Rossby-gyre dynamics  , with strong vertical and 
westward meridional tilts in the tropical  baroclinic   atmosphere, forms cyclonic cir-
culation anomalies in the upper troposphere due to a weak Madden-Julian Oscillation 
( MJO  , Madden and Julian  1972 ) that intensifi es the westerly jet stream over the 
Indian region (Dimri  2013a ). The jet stream guides the WDs and hence increases 
precipitation over northwest India. Yadav et al. ( 2013 ) reported that the northern 
and central Indian winter precipitation becomes enhanced due to eastern Pacifi c 
 El-Nino   warming conditions. In association with the El-Nino, this warmsthe west-
ern Indian Ocean during winters and this strengthens the  Hadley cell   and causes 
subsidence over the central India. This sinking movement causes the intensifi cation 
of the  SWJ   over northern India which further intensifi es the surges/disturbances 
(WDs) embedded within it. This results in excess of precipitation over northern and 
central parts of India. Further details on  the   IWM will be given in the ensuing 
chapters.     
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    Chapter 2   
 Western Disturbances – Dynamics 
and Thermodynamics                     

    Abstract     To further expand our knowledge of the weather systems called western 
disturbances (WDs), in this chapter we present the dynamical basis of WDs. The 
mechanism of WD formation with details on the evolution of such storms are dis-
cussed, and a detailed explanation of the energetics and thermodynamics of the 
winter storms provided. The various studies on WDs using various tools such as 
satellite information or numerical modelling techniques are reviewed and summa-
rized. Last but not the least, the infl uence of surface variability in terms of orogra-
phy and land use – land cover impacts on WDs are in this chapter.  

         The previous chapter dealt with WDs in an introduction that detailed providing the 
typical structure and origin of these extra-tropical systems. To further expand our 
knowledge of these systems, this chapter develops the dynamical understanding of 
the WDs. The various studies on WDs using various tools such as satellite informa-
tion or  numerical modelling techniques   are have been reviewed and summarized. 
And fi nally the infl uence of surface variability in terms of orography and changes in 
land use and land cover changes on WDs are discussed in this chapter. 

 Before proceeding with the working sections of the chapter detailing information 
about the WDs we briefl y review the Himalayas. As will be discussed later, the 
Himalayas have a major impact on WDs and in further chapters we will note that 
there is a reciprocal impact from WDs on the Himalayas also. Hence, an introduc-
tion to the Himalayan mountain range is prudent. The Himalayas have been illus-
trated clearly in the Fig.   1.1     in the previous chapter. A detailed idea of the Himalayan 
extent and topography has been illustrated in Fig.  2.1 . The Himalayas extend 
2500 km which stretches from 34 to 36°N, 27° E and 27–28°N, 90° E with a width 
of 250–400 km (Barry  2008 ). West to east this mountain range is divided into 
regions called as the north-western Himalayas, central Himalayas and eastern 
Himalayas. Bordering on the northern edge of the Himalayas is the Tibetan Plateau. 
Moreover, the western part of the Himalayas is bordered by the Hindu-Kush range. 
According to Barry ( 2008 ), the Himalayas from north to south can be divided into 
three major ranges. The Greater Himalayas in the north have the highest mountains, 
with an average height of 6000 m. South of this range, in the middle, is the Lesser 
Himalayas with average peak height of 2000–3300 m. And down south the range is 
called the outer Himalayas or the Siwaliks which are shorter with peak height 
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 averaging 900–1200 m. The Himalayas have a natural variability in  land-cover   
 patterns. Thus, the  land-use   and land-cover variability and topographic heterogenity 
are the characteristic features of the Himalayas (Dimri  2012 ). The climatic condi-
tions for the temperature parameter show variability over the Himalayan region due 
to the variation in the orography (Dimri  2004 ) and the land use (Dimri  2009 ), as also 
reported in the study Dash et al. ( 2007 ). Temperature predictably decreases with 
altitude, and the mountain range also shows a normal latitudinal gradient over the 
lower Himalayas. Precipitation patterns over the Himalayas also have a large varia-
tion due to the heterogeneous topography and variation in the surface cover (Dimri 
 2012 ). From an ecological stand point, the Himalayas have an outer monsoon for-
est, a zone of inner  coniferous   forest, and a border zone in the north of arid  steppe  . 
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  Fig. 2.1    ( a ) Schematic representation of cascading Himalayan mountain ranges (Pir Panjal- Great 
Himalaya-Zanskar-Ladhak-Karakoram) and western-central–eastern Himalayan region ( b ) 
Topographic (×10 3  m) overview of the Himalayas       
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With increased human intervention, there has been clear changes in the  land-use   and 
 land-cover   variability of the region especially because of more unplanned urbaniza-
tion, agriculture and industrialization (Kala  2014 ).

   The Himalayas, due to their unique geographical position, provide a physical 
barrier that plays an important role in global weather patterns (Fig.  2.1 ), acting as a 
heat source during the summer and a heat sink during the winter. Topographic het-
erogeneity, land-use variability, and varying snow-cover extent are important cli-
mate actors affecting the  Indian summer monsoon (ISM)   (Boos and Kuang  2010 ). 
During winter, the Himalayan region is prone to severe weather and the large 
amounts of snowfall produced by WDs (Schiemann et al.  2009 ). Regional spring 
snowmelt runoff contributes 15–44 % of the discharge to the tributaries of the Indus, 
and 6–20 % of the Ganges discharge (Ramasastri  1999 ). Spring runoff becomes 
especially important in the case of a delayed monsoon onset (Bamzai and Shukla 
 1999 ; Liu and Yanai  2002 ), and is a factor in pre-monsoon fl ooding and  landslides   
(Agrawal  1999 ; Thayyen et al.  2012 ). 

2.1     Dynamics of Western Disturbances 

 In this section we examine the dynamics, energetics and thermodynamics of WDs. 
WDs are  synoptic   systems with associated large-scale circulation patterns. Various 
process studies into the energy and water budgets for large-scale synoptic systems 
are required to determine the dynamics of the systems. After reviewing many 
papers, Gupta and Mandal ( 1987 ) as well as Raju et al. ( 2011 ) noted the importance 
of large-scale synoptic systems in the generation, transfer and transformation of 
 kinetic energy   in the middle latitudes and their various patterns in the lower lati-
tudes. The available  potential energy   for the extra-tropical cyclonic weather systems 
is drawn from the latitudinal/meridional temperature gradient (between different 
latitudes) (Dimri et al.  2004 ). The difference in the temperatures between the tropics 
and mid-latitudes or even the polar region play a signifi cant role in generating the 
extra-tropical cyclones. The literature review also suggested that the WD  kinetic- 
energy   budget will be a more interesting topic to study since WDs are systems that 
move in the borderline zone of tropics and extra-tropics (Raju et al.  2011 ). Although 
WDs are considered similar to extra-tropical systems, they differ from such systems 
because their frontal structures dissipate due to the friction of the surface as they 
migrate long distances. Also, their movement across Himalayan orography causes 
energy changes that are different than those seen in the usual mid-latitude systems. 
A synthesis of the various studies on WD kinetic-energy budget is provided here for 
a deeper understanding of the WDs. 

 A study by Ananthakrishnan and Keshavmurty ( 1973 ) analysed the generation of 
 kinetic energy   over India during the winter season by diagnosing the  meridional 
wind   and the  zonal wind   fl ow. The study reported that the adiabatic kinetic energy 
within WDs is consumed by zonal wind fl ow along its track due to enhanced meridi-
onal wind fl ow and vice versa. Gupta and Mandal ( 1987 ) explained the behavior of 
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the  kinetic-energy   generation function during a WD. Their study revealed that the 
increase (decrease) in the kinetic energy content of the system could not be related 
directly to the positive (negative) contribution of the kinetic-energy generation 
function. Further, the zonal component of the kinetic energy generation function 
acted as a source, while the meridional component behaved as a strong sink in the 
upper levels throughout the life cycle of the system. Analysis of meteorological 
global reanalysis datasets enables researchers to examine the unique characteristics 
of specifi c  synoptic   events. Many of these reanalyses depict the large-scale circula-
tion characteristics of WDs reasonably well despite weak constraints due to data 
paucity in the Himalayas (Mohanty et al.  1998 ,  1999 ). As an example, Roy and 
Bhowmik ( 2005 ) successfully used gridded datasets of the Indian Meteorological 
Department global- model output to thermodynamically analyse the WDs over the 
Delhi region. The study revealed that there is external  advection   of water vapor over 
a region as a consequence of the passage of WDs. The atmosphere during the winter 
season over the region is relatively dry and cannot result in precipitation due to 
 convection   at the local level. Hence, the external source of moisture incursion is a 
necessity for the WD related winter precipitation. In association with the moisture 
infl ux, convective activity is observed as the energy realized when the  conditional 
instability   is released, the latter termed the  convective available potential energy 
(CAPE)  . The CAPE values increase during a WD passage, providing the required 
energy for the storm to form. According to Agnihotri and Singh ( 1987 ), during 
winters the shortwave solar radiation is absorbed mostly in the lower levels of the 
atmosphere due to the presence of the moisture. During WD occurrences due to low 
level moisture incursion, there is enhanced absorption of the incident solar radiation 
in the lower levels, which is another source of energy for the storm. Mohanty et al. 
( 1999 ) performed a comparative analysis of the dynamical and thermodynamical 
characteristics between weak and active WD using observational analysis. The 
study reports higher amounts of precipitable water and higher  convergence   of hori-
zontal heat fl ux during an active WD than in a weak WD. The role of the Himalayan 
orography in blocking and guiding the integrated moisture fl uxes within the model 
reanalysis for an active WD over northern India is shown by Raju et al. ( 2011 ), 
confi rming the early diagnosis of Ananthakrishnan and Keshavmurty ( 1973 ). It 
reported that zonal and meridional formation of  kinetic energy   was in opposition to 
generation. The study also showed a strong rise in the  convergence   of the fl ux of 
kinetic energy and weak  adiabatic   production of  kinetic energy   during the passage 
of an intense WD. Towards the centre of the low pressure area of the WD, destruc-
tion of kinetic energy took place, whereas generation of the energy occurred west of 
the centre of an intense WD. 

 Access to satellite imagery changed tools and methodologies in weather fore-
casting and have proven to be essential elements of improved effectiveness 
(Houghton  1987 ). Studies related to the WDs using satellite data have provided 
detailed information on the topic. The fi rst  synoptic   charts for India, with input from 
satellite imagery showing jets and cloud systems, were produced in 1970 (Srinivasan 
 1971 ). This study reported the formation of the clouds associated with troughs in 
the  SWJ   which is indicative of the precipitation associated with the WDs. Satellite 
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imagery and charts available were used to analyse the cloud bands associated with 
WDs, classifying cloud patterns in terms of the relationship between geometry and 
cloud area (Rao and Moray  1971 ). Such structure-based cloud imagery helped in 
assessing the evolution of WDs over time and provided an analysis of the life cycle 
of an evolving WD. Based on 10 years of satellite information, three broad catego-
ries were suggested by Agnihotri and Singh ( 1982 ). A signifi cant fi nding of this 
study was that there are important secondary extra-tropical depressions traveling 
with large-scale westerlies and approaching northwest India. Detailed analysis of 
the cloud formation associated with the WDs are described in the previous chapter. 

 Other than using satellite imagery to study cloud systems associated with the 
WDs, this imagery has been used to analyse other details about these systems. Using 
NOAA-6 satellite products, Sharma and Subramaniam ( 1983 ) pointed out the link-
ages of WDs with the low-level easterly troughs responsible for intensifi cation of 
the WD. They provided further support that this linkage caused expanded associ-
ated precipitation far to the south. A relationship between cloud-top temperatures 
and WD rainfall in the relatively drier month of November was proposed by 
Veeraraghavan and Nath ( 1989 ). They used  Arkin’s methodology   to estimate the 
precipitation caused by WDs using the cloud-top temperatures. But this methodol-
ogy did not provide accurate rainfall estimates when compared with the actual aver-
age rainfall based on the data provided by the gauge stations because the methodology 
was not used on a region of variable orography like Himalayas. Puranik and Karekar 
( 2009 ) used satellite observations from multiple platforms to delineate the cold-air 
intrusion and the moisture pathways. Their objective was to demonstrate the capa-
bility of  Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit -B (AMSU-B)  , fl ying onboard the 
NOAA satellite, to monitor WDs in fi ve different microwave frequencies. Now data 
assimilation of satellite data into modelling techniques are providing yet greater 
accuracy for the model simulated outputs when compared with the observational 
analysis. Rakesh et al. ( 2009 ) is one of the studies including satellite data into 
 numerical weather prediction  . 

 Satellite information has been an important tool in studying the interaction of the 
mid-latitude systems with tropical systems. An important aspect of the interaction 
between the tropics and mid-latitudes is the emergence of  cloud surges  , which are 
due to the interaction of tropical and mid-latitude fl ows, and are clearly visible in 
satellite imagery. When the existence of large amplitude troughs in subtropical 
westerlies impinge on low-latitude  synoptic   disturbances, this fi rst ‘interaction’ 
shows signs of cloud deformation north-eastward from the lower latitudes Kalsi and 
Halder  1992 ). Such interactions during summer monsoon months add to increased 
monsoonal fl ow. A similar case of tropical and extra-tropical interaction led to the 
massive disaster over the Kedarnath region in June 2013. Interaction between WD 
and MT caused the formation of dense clouding and resulting in the heavy precipi-
tation observed over northern India (IMD  2013 ), as also seen by satellite imagery. 
This cloud system was termed a transient cloud system (Pandey and Pandey  2014 ; 
 Chevuturi and Dimri in review ). Detailed analysis of interaction of tropical and 
mid-latitude systems are described in the next chapter.  
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2.2     Modelling Studies Related to Western Disturbances 

 A survey of modelling attempts of WD events is described here. Table  2.1  presents 
the framework associated with various modelling studies and major fi ndings of the 
studies. The main focus is on signifi cant milestones in WDs’ modelling studies that 
enhanced process understanding and model improvement. While greater under-
standing of the WDs needs no justifi cation, model improvement is important for the 
improvement in forecasting and prediction of the WDs. The fi rst mathematical 
description of cyclonic waves in the  baroclinic   westerlies was introduced by 
Charney ( 1947 ), which provided a theoretical basis for  numerical weather predic-
tion   (Charney  1948 ; Charney et al.  1950 ). Here, we mainly rely on existing dynami-
cal numerical models of WDs. Rao and Rao ( 1971 ) considered that the observed 
 zonal wind   profi le is unstable with respect to the small superimposed disturbance, 
most notably for a perturbation wavelength of around 7000 km at 28°N. Such  baro-
clinic instability   is a possible mechanism for energy release and the development of 
a WD. They also analysed the periodicity and wavelength of the WD in the form of 
wave disturbances. They found out that WDs have a periodicity of about 9 days and 
a wavelength of about 6.0 × 10 6  m in early stages and 8.5 × 10 6  m in the later stages 
of development. Ramanathan and Saha ( 1972 ) applied a primitive equation in a 
barotropic model at 500 hPa to predict the evolution of WDs and investigated the 
role of  initial   and  boundary conditions   on forecast accuracy. The study used two 
cases of WDs to analyse the forecast ability of the model using east-west cyclic 
boundary conditions. They developed encouraging and important applications of 
dynamical models to predict WD movement. Chitlangia ( 1976 ) employed a moving 
coordinate system to study the mean structure of a WD. The study used data from 
six WD cases in the model. Hoskins and Karoly ( 1982 ), using a steady-state- 
linearized- fi ve-layer  baroclinic   model, established the role of subtropical forcing to 
produce appreciable response in mid- and high latitudes. In low latitudes, it estab-
lishes that longer wavelengths propagate poleward and eastward, whereas shorter 
wavelengths are trapped in the equatorward side of the jet. This trapped jet enhances 
the evolution of embedded WDs. A comprehensive analysis of a WD simulated 
within a global  spectral model   reported by Dash and Chakrapani ( 1989 ) showed 
improvement in forecast skill with respect to  geopotential heights   and wind magni-
tude associated with a WD, and thus associated precipitation. deSilva and Lindzen 
( 1993 ) investigated stationary waves in the northern hemisphere winter using sta-
tionary and time-dependent, linear primitive equation models. In tandem with 
Nigam and Lindzen ( 1989 ), they found that small displacements of the  SWJ   causes 
signifi cant changes in stationary wave response right in the troposphere and in the 
lower troposphere. This behavior could be used for long-range forecasting of the 
associated  synoptic   weathers such as WDs. Predictability of precipitation associ-
ated with WDs increased with the introduction of  boundary-layer   and  convection   
schemes in numerical models (Azadi et al.  2001 ; Das et al.  2003 ; Das  2005 ; Hatwar 
et al.  2005 ; Dimri and Chevuturi  2014 ; Chevuturi et al.  2014 ).
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   Benchmark studies for understanding the model of the physics and dynamics 
associated with WDs are reviewed next. From Azadi et al. ( 2001 ), Fig.  2.2a  depicts 
the sea-level pressure chart during the 18–19 January 1997 WD event as seen in the 
observations reanalysis. In this fi gure, a clear surface low associated with the WD is 
observed. The corresponding MM5V3 (Mesoscale Model 5 Version 3) simulations 
for eight experiments with different combinations of planetary  boundary layers   and 
cumulus  parameterization schemes   are shown in Fig.  2.2b  corresponding to the 
observation, Fig.  2.2a . This study provides guidance about the best combination of 
parameterization of physical processes from the various available options to confi g-
ure the model to capture the dynamical structures of WDs. In this study, the analysis 
and prediction of fi eld variables like sea level pressure,  geopotential height  , tem-
perature, wind and precipitation are used as indicators of the best modelling output. 
Further, Dimri ( 2004 ), investigated the impact of topography and model resolution 
on the simulation of the WD on 23 January 1999 using MM5V3 and showed clearly 
that the evolution of the of WD in terms of its low pressure at 500 hPa is stronger 
when realistic topography is present (Fig.  2.3d, e, and f ) than in a corresponding no 
topography experiment (Fig.  2.3a, b, and c ). Similarly, more organized precipitation 
fi elds along the upwind slopes of the Himalayan complex are seen when realistic 
topography is present (Fig.  2.4d, e, and f ) than in the corresponding no topography 
experiment (Fig.  2.4a, b, and c ). Further, Dimri et al. ( 2004 ) study analysed the 
simulation of an intense WD using a mesoscale model (MM5) run at high resolu-
tion. According to the study, the model simulation at high resolution could capture the 
intensity and movement of the WD with accuracy. But the study of Azadi et al. ( 2005 ) 

  Fig. 2.2    Reanalysis of sea level pressure at 0000 UTC on ( a ) 19 Jan 1997 and ( b ) corresponding 
24 h forecast of sea level pressure in 08 difference model experiments (Source: Met Appli. Azadi 
et al.  2001 ). Figure   1.3    b is given on the next page         
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Fig. 2.2 (continued)
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showed that the same model could not accurately capture the  advection   during a 
WD and thus failed to simulate the observed speed of the system.

     The associated intensifi cation and modulation of the WD is further illustrated in 
Fig.  2.5a  using results of WRF model simulations for the WD on 7 Feb 2002 and 
compared with the corresponding reanalyses results. Figure  2.5a  depicts model- 
simulated 500 hPa wind,  geopotential height  , and wind speed which show similar 
cyclonic structure as in the corresponding with two reanalyses results presented in 
Fig.  2.5b and c  respectively. The two reanalyses datasets are - Modern Era 

  Fig. 2.3    500 hPa Geopotential height (m) after 48 h model forecast valid at 0000 UTC on 23 Jan 
1999 over fl at ( a ,  b  and  c ) and normal topography ( d ,  e  and  f ) with different model horizontal 
resolutions       
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Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications ( MERRA  ) and National 
Center for Environmental Prediction – National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Reanalysis Project ( NCEP-NNRPII  ). The wind speed shown in the shaded grey 
region depicts the fl ow intensifying along the cyclonic circulation. The overall wind 
pattern indicates that the model could simulate anomalous cyclonic circulation as 

  Fig. 2.4    Precipitation (cm/24 h) after 48 h model forecast valid at 0000 UTC on 23 Jan 1999 over 
fl at ( a ,  b  and  c ) and normal topography ( d ,  e  and  f ) with different model horizontal resolutions       
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seen in the corresponding verifi cation analysis with higher magnitude. The corre-
sponding geopotential fi eld corroborates with the mid-tropospheric trough over the 
Indo-Pak region. The fi gure depicting model-simulated  geopotential height   is simi-
lar to the corresponding observational reanalysis. The trough/depression is depicted 
over Pakistan and north-west India which forms the cyclonic circulation. 
Correspondingly, the model also shows the high wind speeds due to the stronger 
storm simulation. The well-marked low developed over the region, and movement 
of the said low pressure system is depicted well in the model simulation. The model 
simulates a more intense storm, thus, over predicting all associated fi elds leading to 
stronger cyclonic circulation and stronger wind speed in comparison with the obser-
vation data. Corresponding thermodynamical factors, maximum convective avail-
able potential  energy   (CAPE) and  convective instability   (CINE) are presented in 
Fig.  2.6a and b  respectively. It depicts the spatial distribution of CAPE and CINE on 
7 February 2002 elongated along the Himalayan topography. These fi gures show 
that during passage, the WD interacts with topography generating enough energy 
for intensifi cation of the winter storm, thus enhancing associated precipitation over 
northern India. Such interplay of the WD with topography provides an explanatory 
inference for the propensity of increased weather activity (Dimri and Niyogi  2012 ). 
Increase in CAPE is the release of energy from the instability in the atmosphere that 
s associated with the orographic lifting of unstable moist air. The  kinetic energy   
generated through conversion of CAPE maintains the convective system during the 
WD occurrence. During the peak of the WD, CAPE provides support for 
 intensifi cation, which over time reduces signifi cantly the dissipation of the energy 
and thus weakens the WD. Similarly there is also an increase in the CINE as seen in 
the fi gure across the region of WD occurrence. Though this parameter acts as an 
inhibiting agent for  convection  , the higher values of CAPE promote the WD. The 
high values of CINE in a region of  high   CAPE values indicates the development 
of the  synoptic   system in the vicinity. Overall there clearly is an increase in the 
values of CAPE and CINE in correspondence to the occurrence of precipitation. 
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  Fig. 2.5    500 hPa wind (m/s;  arrow ); geopotential height (m;  red contour ) and wind speed above 
22 m/s ( grey shed ) in ( a ) model, ( b ) MERRA and ( c ) NCEP-NNRPII on 07 Feb 2002 0000 UTC       
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Roy and Bhowmik ( 2005 ) observed similar high values of CAPE and CINE 
associated with the days of occurrence of precipitation during WDs.

    Another study by Chevuturi et al. ( 2014 ) was intended to analyse winter  hail-
storms   over India using  numerical weather prediction  . This is still under the  purview 
of our book as the study reported that the winter hailstorm was caused by the pres-
ence of a WD. Hailstorms are highly convective events and are uncommon during 
the cold and dry winter months. But this study describes how winter  hailstorms   are 
caused by the WD and in turn also provides a detailed description of the  baroclinic   
conditions developed during a WD. We have mentioned the  baroclinicity   associated 
with the WDs before as described by Singh and Agnihotri ( 1977 ), but in this section 
we will describe the condition in much greater detail as per the study of Chevuturi 
et al. ( 2014 ). In the study, the vertical cross section of the fi eld variable along the 
axis of core precipitation zone of the storm is shown in Fig.  2.7 . The area- averaged 
values over the 1° × 1° grid around the region of peak precipitation is shown in 
Fig.  2.8 . The region over and around 77.2° E and 28.6°N would be considered the 
NCR (national capital region/New Delhi) or the region of study/interest. Over NCR 
the  geopotential height    anomaly   shows an increase around 400–200 hPa (Fig.  2.7 ). 
This increase is associated with the dipping in the perturbation geopotential height 
contour lines. These changes are due to the  tropopause fold   penetrating the tropo-
sphere. The dip in the tropopause height values is also observed in the station data 
over New Delhi. This tropopause lowering is associated with  baroclinic instability   
occurring over the region (Bush and Peltier  1994 ). The increased storm intensity 
over the region is caused by the baroclinic instability due to the passing WD and the 
development of cyclonic circulation. The mid-latitude migratory WD attains higher 
intensities in the form of a baroclinically unstable disturbance specifi cally over the 
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  Fig. 2.6    Spatial distribution of model simulated maximum ( a ) CAPE (J/kg) and ( b ) CIN (J/kg) on 
07 Feb 2002 0000 UTC       
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Indian region (Rao and Rao  1971 ; Singh and Agnihotri  1977 ). This instability in the 
mid- to upper-tropospheric levels generates the turbulent  convective energy   required 
for the development of updrafts during storm occurrence. With the availability of 
moisture in the atmospheric column, the instability leads to heavy precipitation. 
This is the usual baroclinic condition associated with a WD. While not all WDs over 
northern India lead to  hail   formation during winter, some of the intense WDs may 
lead to the hail formation. Heymsfi eld et al. ( 2005 ) describes how strong convective 
updrafts (with vertical wind speed greater than 5–10 m/s) suppress homogenous 
nucleation to form the ice particles which grow to form  hail  . However, lower wind 
speeds would not contain enough energy to develop a strong  hailstorm  . In cases of 
WDs occurrences where such updrafts are, the  hail   formation may be possible over 
northern India. The instability developed in the mid- tropospheric levels due to the 
WD increases the propensity for  baroclinic   atmosphere in the upper half of the tro-
posphere. When the temporal variation of temperature profi le of the region is 
 analysed, a dip is observed in the −60 °C isotherm around 1600–1700 UTC 
(Fig.  2.8 ). This lowering corresponds to the tropospheric fold discussed before. 

  Fig. 2.7    Longitude-pressure cross section (at the line across preak precipitation spatial distribu-
tion of the storm) at 1700 UTC 17 Jan 2013 for geopotential height anomaly ( shaded ) and pertur-
bation geopotential height (m;  contour )       
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The lowering in the tropopause causes the incursion of colder stratospheric layers 
into the warmer troposphere. This in turn causes development of a steep tempera-
ture gradient as seen in the fi gure, which enhances upper-level instability. Still the 
reasons for instability in the lower layers are yet not clearly addressed. To under-
stand the lower layer instability, temporal variation in area- averaged   CAPE and 
 specifi c humidity   are represented in the black and blue contours of Fig.  2.7  respec-
tively. In this fi gure, an increase of moisture over NCR in the lower levels of the 
atmospheric column is observed along with development  of   CAPE from around 
1300 UTC. The source of this low-level moisture incursion is primarily from the 
Arabian Sea and, to a lesser extent from the Bay of Bengal. The moisture  conver-
gence   develops buoyancy which enhances the propensity of increase of CAPE in the 
atmospheric column. There is reduction in CAPE values in subsequent time periods 
after 1300 UTC. The increase of CAPE defi nes the  potential energy   that is available 
to drive a storm and release of CAPE in the form of  kinetic energy   promotes storm 
development. Along with this, the low-level moisture incursion provides the buoy-
ancy required for the air parcel to rise. Thus, upper-level  baroclinic instability   is due 
to the presence of the WD embedded within  the   SWJ.

  Fig. 2.8    Time-pressure cross section (area averaged over the grid around NCR) for CAPE (J/kg; 
 shaded ), temperature (°C;  black contours ) and specifi c humidity (g/kg;  blue contours )       
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    Various other studies examined the  sensitivity   to model the physics, spatial 
horizontal- model resolution, topography, domain, etc. towards the representation of 
WDs, and exhibited a systematic bias with the error in WD simulation increasing 
with integration time (Dimri and Mohanty  2009 ). These model biases can be 
reduced through the assimilation of satellite-derived atmospheric temperature pro-
fi les (Rakesh et al.  2009 ), surface observations (Dasgupta et al.  2012 ), and improved 
 boundary conditions   such as  land-use   maps (Thomas et al.  2013 ). This combination 
has provided signifi cant improvement in the simulated precipitation intensity and 
dynamics associated with WD dynamical evolution from the forecasters’ point of 
view and also the control factor of complex Himalayan topography within the model 
physics (Semwal and Dimri  2012 ). Accurate real-time prediction of WDs, which 
result in heavy snowfall and gale speed winds, allows for timely warnings of  ava-
lanches   and  landslides   (Srinivasan et al.  2005 ). Dimri and Ganju ( 2007 ) and Dimri 
( 2009 ) analysed the impact of orography and land-use interaction during  mesoscale   
simulations using a  regional climate model   for WD simulation. Das et al. ( 2003 ) and 
Das ( 2005 ) were studies specifi cally directed tomesoscale modelling for forecasting 
of WDs over mountainous regions. These two studies identifi ed model details for 
improved accuracy of mountain weather forecasting over the Indian region. 
Performance of the operational  global circulation model   called T80, used at National 
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasting (NCMRWF) for forecasting WDs, 
has also been studied (Gupta et al.  1999 ). They analysed four WD cases in detail to 
study the performance of the model for various qualitative and quantitative vari-
ables. The study showed an overall fair performance of the model, but still there was 
under prediction of the heavy precipitation event. 

 Even with some short-comings, there has been a marked improvement in the 
understanding of model simulation strategies in recent decades. This has enabled 
assessment of WD structure and dynamics with a level of detail that was very elu-
sive earlier. These enhancements and improvements over time have been tabulated 
in the Table  2.1 . These studies in the future will help forecasters in assessing these 
factors in advance through modelling efforts. Though there have been improve-
ments, most studies still demonstrate defi ciency in WD forecasting. Improvements 
have been suggested in the form of improved  parameterization schemes   specifi c for 
the mountainous regime of the Himalayas where the WDs occur. Improvements in 
developing a better observational network over this region, which has paucity of 
data, can improve the understanding of the weather systems impacting the region.  

2.3       Interplay With Himalayan Orography 
and Land-use – Land-Cover Interactions 

 From the discussions in the previous  and   the  current   chapter, we can say that surface 
interactions have a signifi cant impact on the extra-tropical systems, the WDs. Two 
types of surface interactions of WDs will be discussed in this section. The fi rst is the 
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interaction with the orography or the height variability of the surface. Orography 
acts as a barrier to the circulation patterns and weather systems and so has a signifi -
cation impact on their dynamics. The second is the interaction with variability in the 
land-use and land-cover patterns over the region impacted by the WDs. Land- 
surface interactions have more of a thermodynamical impact on the atmosphere 
above them. Overall these two interactions have a signifi cant impact on not only the 
origin and structure but also the movement and intensity of the WDs. 

 The fi rst infl uence of orography is during the origin and migration of the WDs. 
After the formation of the depressions in the eastern Mediterranean, as these 
approach the highlands of Iran these systems break into two (Mull and Desai  1947 ). 
Their fi rst portion moves north-eastwards towards northern Iran and is termed pri-
mary. Whereas the second portion moves over the Persian Gulf and southern Iran 
and is termed the secondary. This part of the depression is what ultimately forms the 
WDs that impact India. Though, this term secondary should not be confused with 
the secondaries of the induced WDs which have been discussed previously. The 
tendency of the parent depression to break up into the two depression due to the Iran 
Highlands is specifi c during winters since the  SWJ   lies over the region during this 
season. Further, during the migration of the depressions eastward, there is the pos-
sibility of orography infl uencing the structure of the WDs. Pisharoty and Desai 
( 1956 ) reported that the weather systems that start out as frontal systems arrive over 
India in an occluded state without the frontal structure in the lower levels but the 
structure maintained in the higher levels of atmosphere. The rough orography of 
Iran, Afghanistan and Western Pakistan remove the frontal structure from the lower 
levels of this system due to friction. The distribution of orography within the path of 
the WD system tends to develop the secondaries as discussed before (Malurkar 
 1947 ). According to Mull and Desai ( 1947 ), as the depression center crosses near a 
mountain range, the cold front gets cut off from the warm front and the development 
of secondaries is possible. But for the orography to impact the WD depression, it is 
required that the system is suffi ciently close to the mountain. A head-on interaction 
of the orography with the migrating depression may cause the depression to com-
pletely collapse if the depression height is lower than that of the mountain. Whereas 
if the height is higher, the lower portion of the depression is eroded (Mull and Desai 
 1947 ; Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). This causes the reduction in the  kinetic energy   of 
the system which revives with the infl ux of fresh warm and moist air in the lower 
levels. This forms the occluded structure of the WD, with the frontal depression in 
the upper levels and low level buoyancy due to the moist-air incursion. 

 The fi nal impact of orography on the WDs is the impact the Himalayas have on 
the WDs when the weather systems fi nally arrive over India and interact with the 
mountain range. The interplay of WDs with the topography of the Western 
Himalayas determines spatial and vertical distribution of precipitation. According 
to Dash et al. ( 2009 ), the rest of the Indian region receives most rainfall during 
monsoons but northwestern India receives up to 15 % of its annual precipitation 
during the winters and this is related to the interaction of WDs with the orography 
(Yadav et al.  2012 ). The annual precipitation pattern derived from Tropical Rainfall 
Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite radar data shows gradients across the range, 
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from east to west, and fi vefold differences between major valleys and their adjacent 
ridges (Barros et al.  2000 ; Lang and Barros  2002 ; Anders et al.  2006 ). Dimri and 
Chevuturi ( 2014 ) reported that the precipitation patterns associated with the WDs 
showed an axis along the Himalayan orography. The interannual variability of pre-
cipitation in the Nepal region of the Himalayas is dependent on the timing of the 
summer monsoon onset along the Himalayan range and is linked to the trajectories 
and strengths of the monsoon depressions forming over the Bay of Bengal (Lang 
and Barros  2002 ; Barros et al.  2006 ). Lang and Barros ( 2004 ) defi ned the WDs as 
“ westerly waves trapped and intensifi ed by the unique large-scale topographic fea-
tures, most notably the notch formed by the Himalayas and Hindu Kush mountains ”. 
The interannual variability of these systems is high and is dependent on the intensity 
of the circumpolar westerly jet and the location of the incoming disturbance with 
respect to the Tibetan Plateau. They also reported that orographic forcing is the 
dominant factor maintaining the precipitation due to WDs over the Himalayas. 
Evolution of the large-scale fl ow into an accurate geometric formation with respect 
to the orography causes signifi cant precipitation over the region. Similarly, the ori-
entation of major  drainage   basins and  catchment   areas can also lead to local differ-
ences in the distribution of precipitation (Barry  2008 ). The upper-level fl ow may 
interact with topography in variable ways to affect the low-level cloud motion in the 
valley. The precipitation to cloudiness scaling suggests a strong stationary behavior 
of orographic land-atmosphere interactions based on elevation class and ridge- 
valley scales (Barros et al.  2004 ). This is to be expected as topography plays a cru-
cial role in modifying these WD weather systems (Dimri  2004 ). This study analysed 
the  sensitivity   of model simulation of WDs with horizontal model resolution. The 
reports suggested that fi ner resolutions simulate precipitation better as, at fi ner reso-
lutions, the orographic effect and corresponding sub-grid  mesoscale   forcing are 
 better represented within the model. Similar studies of Mohanty and Dimri ( 2004 ), 
Dimri ( 2009 ); Dimri and Mohanty ( 2009 ) described topographic interaction of WD 
cyclonic circulation and Himalayan orography. According to the studies, in the 
Himalayan mountainous region, the precipitation is location specifi c and dependent 
on the orography. Raju et al. ( 2011 ) studied the role of the Himalayan orography in 
blocking and guiding the integrated moisture fl uxes during an active WD occur-
rence, as previously discussed. Though the Himalayas block the winter storms and 
cause precipitation on the windward side, exceptionally violent rainstorms can 
overcome orographic barriers and penetrate far into otherwise arid regions in the 
northwestern Himalayas at elevations above 3000 m (Bookhagen et al.  2005 ). 
Otherwise, in general, blocking effects prevail and penetration occurs along river 
valleys or mountain passes (Barros et al.  2006 ). Winter depressions are either 
strongly blocked or defl ected by the Himalayan topography. 

 Orographic forcing of the Himalayas on the WDs has also been studied by Dimri 
and Chevuturi ( 2014 ) using a numerical simulation method. Figure  2.9  shows the 
vertical cross-sectional distribution of  vorticity   and precipitation along with topog-
raphy across 33°N for a WD during January 2002. Here increased positive vorticity 
is observed over and along upslope orography particularly at 76.5° E from 14 
January 2002 to 16 January 2002. Intensifi cation of cyclonic circulation is associ-
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  Fig. 2.9    Vertical cross 
section of vorticity (×10 5  
s− 1 ,  shaded ), model 
precipitation (cm/day; 
 green line ) and observed 
precipitation (cm/day; 
 purple line ) along 33°N for 
the WD case studied       
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ated with increased positive vorticity, which in turn will intensify the WD and hence 
increase associated precipitation. It is also clearly seen that positive vorticity is 
closely associated with the maxima of precipitation. The distribution of vorticity 
along the rising topography of the Western Himalayan region causes the orographic 
forcing producing the precipitation by the WDs. It is seen that upslope increased 
cyclonic vorticity corresponds to increased precipitation which could be seen in 
increased precipitation in model fi elds and observation fi elds as well. Though quan-
titatively precipitation fi elds differ, their distribution along the topographic upslope 
and/or downslope is similar. This fi gure illustrates the precipitation forming mecha-
nism along the upslope topography. There is also formation of an associated posi-
tive vertical wind fl ow along the topography which causes the rising air parcel. The 
increased vertical-velocity associated increase convective activity is noted along the 
region which further forms clouds and causes precipitation. Similar positive  vortic-
ity   along the orography of the Himalayas during a WD occurrence was reported by 
Hara et al. ( 2004 ).

   WD model simulations show that the implementation of a sub-grid land-use 
scheme leads to a more realistic simulation of precipitation and surface air tempera-
ture (Dimri  2009 ). The sub-grid scheme provides a more accurate representation of 
resolvable sub-grid-scale processes and atmospheric/surface circulations that result 
in a better representation of the storm. With a set of modelling experiments, Dimri 
and Niyogi ( 2012 ) provided insight into the interplay of topographic and WD circu-
lation during the 21–23 January 1999 case. Figure  2.10a, b and c  presents a longi-
tude and vertical cross sectional distribution of  meridional wind   and air  specifi c 
humidity   at 34°N latitude at 0000 UTC on 21, 22 and 23 January 1999 respectively. 
This cross section was chosen because the highest topographic variability is seen 
across this latitude. Higher vertical  wind shear   in the lower troposphere and stronger 
meridional wind from the surface to 500 hPa along the Kashmir valley (~73° E) is 
discernible during the WD event. Also, contrast in meridional winds from the sur-
face to 200 hPa is seen around ~67° E. Along the valley topographic boundaries, the 
wind is weaker, while in the middle of the valley, the wind is stronger. Also, an 
increase in air-specifi c humidity up to the mid-troposphere over the valley is clearly 
visible, which is lower along the valley topographic slopes/boundaries.

   To investigate the precipitation mechanisms associated with WDs, a case during 
20–22 December 2006 was investigated by Dimri et al. ( 2013 ). They documented 
the distribution of moisture variables and  vorticity   modulation due to topography in 
the intensifi cation of WD. The Asian Precipitation -- Highly Resolved Observational 
Data Integration Towards Evaluation of the Water Resources ( APHRODITE  ; 
Yatagai et al.  2012 ) (for the 24-h cumulative at 0000 UTC on 22 December 2006) 
shows a large daily precipitation event (see Fig.  2.11a ). Note that the western 
Himalayan region has a limited observational network and most of the available 
reanalyses are based on the assimilation of satellite measurements, upper-air obser-
vations, and limited ground observations. Furthermore, the number of stations per 
grid cell is available for  APHRODITE  . This information was used to determine to 
what extent the gridded precipitation was determined from station data or derived 
using an interpolation between the stations. The climate over the western Himalayas 
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  Fig. 2.10    Lon-pressure 
cross section vertical 
distribution at 34°N 
latitude of model simulated 
meridional wind (ms −1 ) 
(continuous  black contour ) 
and air specifi c humidity 
(×1e-3) (broken  red 
contour ) at 0000 UTC 
during active WD ( a ) 21 
Jan 1999 ( b ) 22 Jan 1999 
( c ) 23 Jan 1999 ( Left hand 
side  vertical axis 
corresponds to the pressure 
distribution and  right hand 
side  vertical axis 
corresponds to the 
topography ×10 2  m)       
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  Fig. 2.11    Twenty-four hour cumulative precipitation on 22 December 2006 in ( a ) observational 
data (APHRODITE) and ( b ) the corresponding REMO simulated fi eld, and geopotential height 
(m;  shade ) and vector wind (m/s;  arrow ) in the REMO simulation at ( c ) 850 hPa on 20 December 
2006, ( d ) 500 hPa on 20 December 2006, and ( e ) 500 hPa on 20 December 2006       
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is colder and drier than that of other Himalayan regions, and therefore the daily time 
resolution of APHRODITE is more reliable than the monthly time resolution of 
other datasets and is, to date, the fi ner precipitation reanalysis available (25 km reso-
lution). Also representation of vertical and horizontal discretization of topography 
in the analytical methodology makes this dataset comparably better than other 
observational reanalysis as it inputs the role of topography while preparing the 
reanalysis. The simulated precipitation from the  Regional Climate Model (RCM)  –
REMO (Jacob et al.  2007 ) for this event is shown in Fig.  2.11b . The model simula-
tion uses global ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al.  2011 ) to supply large-scale 
boundary conditions (LBCs). REMO uses the GTOPO30 topography data of the US 
Geological Survey (USGS). The domains were chosen to cover the whole area of 
India including the Himalayas. REMO RCM simulated the regional climate with a 
spatial resolution of 0.23° (~25 km). Such model resolution was chosen to match 
APHRODTIE resolution. In the model and the corresponding observation, the peak 
precipitation appears across the Himalayan range, with the model showing the wet 
bias. The RCM  geopotential height   fi eld at 850 hPa (Fig.  2.11c ) shows a well- 
defi ned surface low associated with cyclonic circulation over 33°N, 65° E in the 
northwest of the western Himalaya two days earlier. The system develops on 20 and 
21 December 2006 as it moves over the western Himalaya (Fig.  2.11d and e ), indi-
cating that such systems can be adequately depicted from the RCM’s simulation. 
Figure  2.12  illustrates the vertical distribution of geopotential  anomaly   and  specifi c 
humidity   during that period. The clear infl uence of the topographic valley fl oor, 
upslopes, and downslopes are discernible in defi ning the spatial organization of 
precipitation.

    The  vorticity   and  relative humidity   distribution over this period are presented in 
Fig.  2.13 . The vertical defl ection of fl ow induced by the topography results in  adia-
batic   cooling, and, if suffi cient moisture is available from clouds, will eventually 
lead to precipitation.  Convergence   on the upslope/windward side due to decreased 
velocity through orographic retardation will deform or slow down the fl ow, generat-
ing a mid-troposphere positive vorticity at the peak of the storm (Fig.  2.13a and b ). 
Higher relative humidity is seen in the regions of positive vorticity (Fig.  2.13b and c ). 
A weaker negative vorticity occurs along the topographic surface toward the 
windward side with positive vorticity over the leeward side and over the valley 
fl oors. The effects of stronger valley fl ows are twofold: fi rst, these stronger valley 
fl ows reduce upslope moisture fl ow by channeling it, and second, the lateral circula-
tions constrained by the valley boundaries provide conditions for precipitation 
formation. This suggests the models’ robustness for mountainous regions at the 
event scale.

   Important mountainous physical processes that need an explicit driving mecha-
nism in the model physics are discussed and deliberated in Barros and Lettenmaier 
( 1994 ), Leung and Ghan ( 1995 ) and Bindlish and Barros ( 2000 ). Barros and 
Lettenmaier ( 1994 ) had shown earlier efforts of modelling and certain type of 
precipitation over mountains and associated runoff. Lin et al. ( 2001 ) has shown 
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  Fig. 2.12    Lon-pressure 
cross section vertical 
distribution at 34°N 
latitude of model simulated 
geopotential height (m; 
 continuous black contour ) 
and air specifi c humidity 
(×1e-3;  shaded ) at 0000 
UTC during active WD ( a ) 
20 Dec 2006 ( b ) 21 Dec 
2006 ( c ) 22 Dec 2006 ( Left 
hand side  vertical axis 
corresponds to the pressure 
distribution and right hand 
side vertical axis 
corresponds to the 
topography ×10 2  m)       
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  Fig. 2.13    Lon–pressure distribution of vorticity (×1e-5/s;  shade ), relative humidity (%,  broken 
contour ), and topography (×10 3  m;  shaded bar ) on ( a ) 19 December 2006, ( b ) 20 December 2006, 
( c ) 21 December 2006, ( d ) 22 December 2006, ( e ) 23 December 2006, and ( f ) 24 December 2006 
at 35°N Lat in the REMO simulation       
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environmental controls favoring heavy precipitation events over the mountainous 
regions. A theoretical framework of infl uence of stable moist airfl ow on precipita-
tion over the mountains and its formulation in the idealized model condition is 
reviewed and proposed by Smith ( 2006 ). Roe ( 2005 , p. 665) provided holistic 
review of the precipitation mechanism over mountains: ‘orographic precipitation is 
intrinsically a transient phenomenon, It tends to occur during the passage of a pre-
existing weather disturbance, and precipitation rates can vary substantially during 
the course of a single storm as a  synoptic   conditions change…’. This review gave an 
insight about the orographic interaction and precipitation mechanism over the 
mountains. The most recent review by Houze Jr ( 2012 , p. 42) has provided the latest 
insight into the orographic precipitation mechanism. ‘It provided variety of oro-
graphic effects that profoundly modify the structure of major precipitating cloud 
systems through combinations of dynamical response, terrain shape and size, and 
alteration of microphysical timescales…’. 

 The infl uence of various sections of the Tibetan Plateau and orography (referred 
as ‘regional mountain uplift’) is proposed by Chakraborty et al. ( 2002 ). He sug-
gested that the presence of the western Tibetan Plateau is more instrumental to the 
formation  of   ISM than the eastern Tibetan Plateau. Boos and Kuang ( 2010 ) illus-
trated that the presence of the Himalayan orography and adjacent mountains sustain 
the present day strength of ISM. There is an important fi nding that the orographic 
insulation of low- entropy    extra-tropical air masses by the narrow mountain chains  
(i.e. ‘ thermal insulation  ’) rather than the  diabatic   heating of the entire elevated pla-
teau maintains the ISM (Tang et al.  2013 ). 

 The above discussion is focused on the impact on the WDs themselves of the 
interactions between WDs and surface. These interactions might also have an impact 
on the orography and land surface. These impacts will be separately elucidated in 
the last chapter of this book  .     
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    Chapter 3   
 Western Disturbances – Indian Seasons                     

    Abstract     WDs usually impact India during the winter period. But there have been 
cases where western disturbances (WDs) with large amplitudes infl uenced the 
Indian weather during the other seasons also. This chapter discusses the impact of 
WDs during the different seasons of the Indian annual climatic cycle. India experi-
ences four seasons during the annual cycle; winter, pre-monsoon, monsoon and 
post-monsoon. This chapter begins with a brief review of the four seasons of Indian 
climate with their associated major weather systems. Impact of WDs during each 
season are discussed individually under different sub-topics of the chapter. Detailed 
information on the interaction of WDs with every seasonal weather system is 
provided.  

         The Indian winter season occurs over the months of January and February; but, 
when the north-western India is taken into account, even December is included for 
consideration. This season is associated with the dry cold-air mass from the Siberian 
region fl owing from the north (Attri and Tyagi  2010 ).  Diurnal   temperature shows 
large variation, along with the decreased average temperatures along with low 
humidity conditions during the season. Extremely low temperature conditions lead 
to  cold waves   over the region (De et al.  2005 ). The WDs usually impact northern 
India and cause wintertime precipitation over the region (Dimri and Chevuturi 
 2014 ) as previously discussed. Thus, this season in some cases can be termed as the 
northern Indian winter  monsoon  . WD-associated precipitation is the main source of 
snowfall over the Himalayas, and it replenishes the glaciers. Snow storms are con-
sidered severe weather events which may lead to other disasters like  avalanches   . 
Due to the availability of moisture in the environment after passing of a WD, the 
development of  fog   at a  synoptic   scale is common during this season (Dimri and 
Chevuturi  2014 ). 

 During the pre-monsoon (spring) season, the temperatures over the Indian sub-
continent steadily increase. This is the warmest season of the annual climatic cycle, 
the with highest daily temperatures recorded (Kothawale et al.  2010 ). This is also 
known as the summer season, hot weather season or the  thunderstorm   season. This 
season is characterized by high temperatures interspersed with a few storms. In 
extreme conditions, positive departures from temperature normal due to heating of 
the land surface lead to  heat-wave   conditions during this season (De et al.  2005 ). 
These heat waves are associated with hot and dry winds leading to dust storms in the 
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northern plains. The pre-monsoon is also known for violent storms which occur 
during the convectively unstable atmospheric conditions that result, due to transient 
disturbances observed in the air mass caused by the surface heating (Romatschke 
and Houze Jr.  2011 ). These conditions are conducive for short-term high-intensity 
storms with associated thunder, lightning and in extreme cases  hail   (Houze Jr. 
 1981 ). Over eastern and north-eastern parts such storms are termed as  Nor’westers   
(Attri and Tyagi  2010 ). Due to high temperatures over the sea surface, tropical 
cyclones develop during this time period (Singh et al.  2000 ). These low-pressure 
systems are associated with strong winds and heavy rains affecting the Indian coasts 
and islands and leaving in their wake heavy devastation (Singh et al.  2001 ). 
According to Wang et al. ( 2011 ), summer precipitation has two phases. The pre- 
monsoon phase preceding the  monsoon trough   generates very intense rainfall over 
small regions. 

 Monsoon is defi ned as the reversal of winds over a region that causes precipita-
tion during a season Lau et al.  2012 . The Indian summer  monsoon   or south-west 
monsoon is the most signifi cant feature of Indian climate because it brings precipi-
tation over the entire Indian landmass (Kumar et al.  1995 ). The summer monsoon 
over India is characterized by increased radiative heating during the pre-monsoon 
period (a  heat low   is formed over land surface) which leads to differential heating of 
the land and ocean, and causes the moisture-laden wind to fl ow from the ocean 
towards land. But, as this fl ow curls due to the  coriolis force   and due to the topogra-
phy of the Indian peninsula, the south-west monsoon fl ow is divided into the Arabian 
Sea Branch and the Bay of Bengal Branch (Koteswaram  1958a ; Ramage  1971 ; 
Sikka  1977 ). With the Himalayas acting as a barrier, precipitation due to this mon-
soon depression is confi ned to the Indian subcontinent. Individual disturbances dur-
ing this period distribute precipitation on a spatio-temporal scale (Ananthakrishnan 
 1977 ; Ding and Sikka  2006 ). On a spatial scale, th monsoon at southernmost tip of 
India begins at the start of June and covers the whole of India by mid-July 
(Ananthakrishnan and Soman  1988 ). In contrasting to the pre-monsoon phase, the 
monsoon phase is characterised by a larger area experiencing low-intensity rainfall 
(Wang et al.  2011 ) with some extreme events interspersed during the period. On a 
temporal scale, rainfall occurring over the central and west coasts of India is termed 
the active monsoon period whereas the rainfall low period is usually termed the 
 break monsoon   (Rajeevan et al.  2006 ). Extreme events during this time period are 
 droughts   or the highintensity rainfalls which lead to fl oods or  landslides   (Bhalmea 
and Mooley  1980 ; Parthasarathy et al.  1987 ). 

 The post-monsoon (autumn) season over India is characterised by complete wind 
reversal and the retreat of the south-west monsoon winds which establishes the 
north-easterly winds. This is also termed the  north-east monsoon  , retreating south- 
west monsoon or, in some cases, the southern Indian winter  monsoon  . This season 
marks the gradual lowering of temperatures from hot to cold seasons and transitions 
from the south-west summer monsoon to the north-east winter monsoon (Singh and 
Sontakke  1999 ). Due to the retreat of monsoon from the Indian landmass, there is a 
reversal of lower-level winds from south-westerlies to north-easterlies. The  heat 
low  ,  Mascarenes high  ,  Somali jet  , Tibetan anticyclone, easterly jet stream over 
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south India and  monsoon trough   along the Ganges valley are replaced by the 
Siberian anticyclone, cold surges from the Siberian high, Western Pacifi c high, sub-
tropical jet stream over north India and a monsoon trough over Indonesia during this 
season (Kumar et al.  2004 ). This causes precipitation over the north-eastern, eastern 
and southern parts of India. Most of the precipitation over Tamil Nadu, parts of 
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka receive rainfall due to storms developing in the Bay 
of Bengal. In extreme cases there are heavy rainfall events along with strong winds 
and storm surges over eastern coastal India. But, on the other hand, during this sea-
son north and central India is associated with clear skies and a decrease in humidity 
(Attri and Tyagi  2010 ). 

 According to Dash et al. ( 2009 ), the monsoon season of June, July, August and 
September generates the maximum rainfall over most of the Indian region. During 
this period, approximately 80 % of the total annual precipitation occurs, except in 
Tamil Nadu and northwestern India. Tamil Nadu receives maximum rainfall during 
the post-monsoon season and northwestern India receives signifi cant precipitation 
during the winter period due to the WDs. But the WDs’ impact is not just limited to 
the winter months. After the general review of the climate of the Indian sub- 
continent, we will further describe the  synoptic   conditions caused due to the impact 
WDs during the different seasons of the Indian climate. 

3.1     Winter 

 As discussed previously e, WDs are weather systems that impact India, mostly 
northern India, specifi cally during the winter season. Though in a few rare cases 
WDs also impact other sections of India in other seasons, they usually dominate the 
Indian weather during winter. The previous two chapters that discuss the WDs in 
detail describe the typical WD condition in general. Since a typical WD occurs dur-
ing the winter, this section provides only a short summary of WDs specifi cally dur-
ing winter. 

 Due to the tilt of the Earths axis, there are seasonal differences in the climate, 
primarily in the higher latitudes. As solar radiation peaks migrates from northern 
hemisphere to the southern hemisphere, there is also slight shift in the large-scale 
circulation patterns. The  inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ)   is a large-scale 
circulation pattern that shifts seasonally along with solar radiation peak. During 
northern-hemisphere winters, this ITCZ shifts southwards as the north pole of the 
earth tilts away from the sun. This results in the southward shift of other large-scale 
circulation patterns including the  SWJ   (Krishnamurti  1961 ). The WDs are wave 
disturbances migrating embedded within the SWJ. Due to the sub-tropical westerly 
 jet   shifting southwards towards the Indian region, these disturbances originating 
from Mediterranean Sea travel along the jet and infl uence northern India (Dimri 
 2013 ). This summarizes the reason why WDs usually impact India during winters. 
During winters, large amplitude WDs have a signifi cant impact even over the 
 southern Indian region. Sharma and Subramaniam ( 1983 ) discussed a case of a WD 
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over the Indian region and its interaction with lower-tropospheric easterlies in the 
Arabian Sea. These easterlies may lead to the intensifi cation of the WDs and extend 
the precipitation due to a WD further south during winters. Similar in-phase super-
imposition between the westerly troughs from the higher latitudes and the easterly 
waves moving westwards in the equatorial latitudes has been reported by Pisharoty 
and Desai ( 1956 ). The pressure highs on both sides of the superimposed trough 
lines reinforce each other and, with possible moist-air incursion, intensify the pre-
cipitation caused by the WD during winters. But as suggested by this study, this 
superimposition is not only limited to the Arabian Sea, but also may impact regions 
of Central India and the even Bay of Bengal region. During northern-hemisphere 
summers, the  ITCZ   shifts northwards and causes the shift of the SWJ further north, 
above the Indian Himalayan region. This negates the infl uence of the WDs from the 
Indian region. There are some papers describing a similar impact of WDs over 
China during early summer periods, but with weaker impact due to lack of orogra-
phy (Nitta et al.  1973 ; Yoshizaki  1974 ). But certain large amplitude waves of the 
WDs may also cause the extension of their infl uence towards lower latitudes even in 
the other seasons. These impacts will be discussed further in the next sections. 

 It has been extensively discussed that, during the winter season, the occurrence 
of WDs leads to winter-time precipitation. This is the major consequence of the 
WDs that have signifi cant impacts. But other than precipitation, WDs also have an 
impact on the temperature patterns of the region affected. A migrating WD has an 
infl ux of warm moist air from the Arabian Sea and Bay of Bengal ahead of the 
depression, whereas, the rear of the depression has an infl ow of cold and dry air 
from the northern latitudes. As a WD passes through the country, the region already 
impacted by the WD comes under the infl uence of the cold and dry air. The spread 
of this air fl ow leads to the formation of a  cold wave   condition (Mooley  1957 ). With 
the WD having already caused overcast skies, the cold conditions are enhanced with 
the incoming  cold waves   from the north (De et al.  2005 ). Prolonged cold-wave con-
ditions are observed in cases with WDs having deep troughs to draw in the air fl ow 
from higher pressures in the north. Further, these cold waves are extended, if there 
is no successive WD, leading to the uninterrupted fl ow of cold air from the north 
and no infl ow of warm air from the southern regions (Mooley  1957 ). So the absence 
of successive WDs maintains the prolonged cold wave conditions which is essential 
for the maintenance of the cold season. Clouds formed by the WDs have a moderat-
ing effect on the maximum temperatures during the winter season (Mooley  1957 ). 
Absence of WDs during winters for suffi ciently long periods cause warmer periods 
due to radiative heating of the air mass which increases the temperatures. 
Contrastingly, the presence of multiple active WDs in quick succession may also 
lead to warm and moist conditions. As discussed previously, the region ahead of the 
front of the WD depression contains incoming warm moisture-laden air from the 
southern latitudes. Thus, if there are WDs occurrences one after the other, a continu-
ous fl ow of the warm moisture air develops which generates warmer conditions 
during the winter season.  
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3.2     Pre-Monsoon 

 The pre-monsoon season is the hottest part of the entire annual cycle for most of 
South Asia. With anomalous high temperatures, this season can have recurring inci-
dences of  heat waves   resulting in the whole season being hot and dry (Kothawale 
et al.  2010 ). The high temperatures generate suffi cient energy for short bursts of 
 thunderstorms  ,  hailstorms   and  duststorms   that affect the Indian subcontinent during 
this time period (De et al.  2005 ). Other than these generic storms, specifi c storms 
impact the eastern region of India which are called the Nor’westers.  Nor’westers   or 
 Kalbaisakhis   (calamities in the season of Baisakhi or the spring season) and storms 
which develop wind patterns from the north-westerly direction, hence the name. 
These sometimes develop characteristic the funnel-shaped clouds seen during a  tor-
nado   (Pramanik and Alipore  1939 ; Srinivasan et al.  1973 ). All these storms re vio-
lent weather systems which may have quite a devastating impact. Though these 
have an independent impact on the Indian weather, these pre-monsoon weather sys-
tems are sometimes infl uenced by the presence of the WDs. Though unlike winter 
season, the infl uence in limited to northern regions only even with the passing of 
large amplitude WDs. During sporadic cases of the deep trough of WDs during the 
summer season, conditions can be generated for the development of cyclonic storms 
or deep depressions of small extent (Philip et al.  1973 ). These have a north-easterly 
migration and are much faster than typical tropical cyclones. They may develop 
both in the Bay of Bengal or the Arabian Sea (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ; Niyas et al. 
 2009 ; Chakravarti  1968 ). Development of these depressions is rare, and more com-
monly the WDs affect storm formation in northern and eastern India during the 
hot-weather season, which is discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 

 During the hot-weather period, the atmosphere is relatively dry, hot and very 
unstable. The WDs passing during this time period over northern India were 
observed to be closed cyclonic systems (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). The passage of 
the wave disturbances in the upper troposphere are thus often associated with the 
intensifi cation of the unstable atmosphere that leads to these violent storms. This 
usually enhances any dust storm or  thunderstorm   over Pakistan and north-western 
India. The region preceding the upper level trough manifests high-level  divergence   
which promotes lower-level  convergence   and ultimately leads to higher convective 
activity over the region. This enhanced convective activity or rapid rising of air 
masses leads to the occurrence of these storm systems ahead and along the WD 
path. According to Kalsi and Halder ( 1992 ) in certain cases, the WD trough during 
the pre-monsoon season shows deepening and oscillation over the Arabian Sea. 
North-eastward movement of the WD triggers convective activity along its track. 
This convective activity is caused by the low-level moist south-easterly fl ow in the 
front of the WD trough. This interaction of low-level and upper-level wind circula-
tion generates high amounts of rainfall over a very large area in the form of  thunder-
storms  . This substantiates the importance of WDs in enhancing convective activity 
during the pre-monsoon season over the northern Indian region. 
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  Hailstorms   over Northern India normally occur during the monsoon months, but 
at times a very few burst storms are observed during the pre-monsoon. Chevuturi 
and Dimri ( 2015 ) studied a severe hailstorm event over the National Capital Region 
(NCR, New Delhi) of India on 28 March 2013 using numerical simulation tech-
niques. The fi ndings suggested the rapid intensifi cation of a localized storm event. 
The results depict the development of a pre-monsoon shower which is a convec-
tively driven storm enhanced by the WD occurrence. With the development of insta-
bility and the release of convective available potential energy (CAPE)   , the storm 
evolved over the region. The WD enhances convective activity which achieves the 
 hail   formation processes typical of a storm reaching the upper tropospheric layers, 
where at top of the high clouds have the colder temperatures which promote hail 
formation. In this case, the moisture incursion, which initiates and maintains the 
hail formation and storm activity, was from the Arabian Sea The enhanced convec-
tive activity generated  hydrometeors  , i.e.  hail   due to the cycling of the hail particles 
through the multiple cells of the storm clouds. 

 In the case of  Nor’westers  , these tornadic level storms are initiated by the inter-
action of the westerly to north-westerly winds at higher latitudes and moist winds 
from the Bay of Bengal which have southerly to south-westerly direction. These 
occur during the transition period between winter, which has the westerly wind 
dominating, and the monsoon, which has the prevalence of the south westerly 
winds. The presence of the upper-level cold north-westerly winds interacting with 
the lower-level south-westerly winds generates a high lapse rate in the atmospheric 
column. The lower-level winds are laden with moisture as these arrive from the Bay 
of Bengal, generating suffi cient the moisture requirement and  latent instability   for 
the storm to develop (Pramanik and Alipore  1939 ). Any disturbance in the upper 
level fl ow enhances the storm activity over astern and north-eastern India and the 
Bangladesh region by enhancing the upper-level  divergence   ahead of the WD trough 
(Srinivasan et al.  1973 ). The moist current drawn ahead of the WD trough is also 
responsible for the strengthening of the Bay of Bengal current that is necessary for 
the formation of the  Nor’westers  . 

 Previously discussed are the various infl uences of the WDs occurring during the 
pre-monsoon season. We will be describing their occurrence and impact during the 
monsoon season in the next section. But a study by Das et al. ( 2002 ) suggests that 
the frequency of the WDs occurring during the pre-monsoon season has a signifi -
cant impact on the onset of monsoons. According to the study, the onset of mon-
soons over the northwestern part of India is delayed due to an increase in the 
frequency of WDs during the month of April or vice versa. However, this was a 
statistical study and did not provide detail on the cause of this correlation. Further, 
details of WD occurrence and monsoon onset will be described in the next 
section.  
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3.3     Monsoon 

 Although mid-latitude systems, i.e. the WDs, do not impact India during the 
 monsoon season, some of the large amplitude troughs in the  SWJ   cause an interac-
tion between the tropics and extra-tropical systems (Kalsi  1980 ). As with incoming 
sporadic WDs, there are varying impacts on the monsoonal circulation. One study 
suggested that in some rare cases the infl uence of WDs caused the onset of the mon-
soon either from the Arabian Sea or the Bay of Bengal (Bhullar  1952 ). Whereas 
another study, in contradiction, reported that the presence of a WD weakens the 
formation of the monsoon depression in the Bay of Bengal region and the onset of 
the monsoon occurred only after the WD had migrated further east (Chakravortty 
and Basu  1957 ). They also suggested that the increase in the number of eastern 
depressions generated in the Bay of Bengal during the monsoon season is associ-
ated with the decrease in the number of WDs impacting the region. Pisharoty and 
Desai ( 1956 ) also suggested that though the circulation changes in the Indian Ocean 
are responsible for the arrival of monsoons, the existence of WD may cause the 
delay in the arrival of the monsoon over the Indian subcontinent. It was also sug-
gested that the monsoon would arrive over India after the passage of the WD. During 
the end of the monsoon period, the wave disturbances again start impacting the 
Indian region. The monsoon depressions, when interacting with the WD during the 
end of the season, are forced eastwards. This movement further causes the gradual 
withdrawal of monsoons from the north of India (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). These 
conditions might not always be the typical case for monsoon withdrawal, but the 
presence of a WD brings about a change in the circulation that might promote the 
monsoon withdrawal. Other than the onset and withdrawal of monsoon (in terms of 
attracting or repelling), the WDs have signifi cant infl uence on the intensifi cation or 
weakening of the monsoon after it enters the Indian subcontinent (Chakravarti 
 1968 ). The frequency and the track of the WDs are two major factors that infl uence 
the precipitation patterns caused by the monsoon. The different effects of interac-
tion between the tropical (monsoons) and extra-tropical (WDs) systems produce 
different types of weather conditions (Kalsi and Halder  1992 ). These interactions 
have been termed as interactions between the tropics and mid-latitudes ( ITML  ) that 
lead to the variation in the monsoonal precipitation pattern infl uenced by the WDs. 
According to two research studies (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ; Rao 1976) these can 
be summarized as:

    (a)    Intensifying rainfall in pre-existing weather systems (monsoons as well as 
WDs)   

   (b)    Developing and amplifying lower tropospheric troughs and convection   
   (c)    Causing the onset of the  break monsoon   conditions   
   (d)    Changing the path curvature of the lows, including the oscillation of the  mon-

soon trough     
   (e)    Pulsatory extension of the monsoon (PEM)    towards northern India    
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  The fi rst two cases are the intensifi cation of the weather systems and amplifi ca-
tion of other  synoptic   conditions. During the monsoon period there is interaction of 
the tropics and mid-latitudes (Kalsi and Halder  1992 ). The tropics over India are 
characterized by easterly winds and the mid-latitudes by a westerly fl ow separated 
by a subtropical anticyclone. If there is a large amplitude mid-latitude system pass-
ing through, then there are  ITML   systems. This interaction occurs over the  baro-
clinic   zones elongating the cloud-cover zones. The cloud patterns are of vertical 
type that sharpens the  baroclinicity   of the upper and middle troposphere over north-
ern India. When large amplitude waves in the westerlies impinge on the lower lati-
tudes, there is deformation of the clouds. Further, this causes a change in the 
lower-level circulation that results in the easterly fl ow extending northwards and 
interacting with the westerly fl ow of the upper to middle troposphere. This causes 
the enhanced  convection   and ultimately leads to intensifi cation of weather systems 
and higher amounts of precipitation. Also, the WDs produced signifi cant rainfall 
over the northwestern region of India during the monsoon season (BhaskaraRao and 
Venkataraman  1965 ). Upper-level  divergence   due to the trough in the westerlies 
pushed southwards and the lower-level convergence associated with the monsoon 
causes intensive rainfall. Other than the general intensifi cation of the weather sys-
tems, there are two specifi c conditions of  ITML   which are the  break monsoon   con-
ditions and the oscillation of the  monsoon trough   and  PEM  . We will address the two 
cases separately. Another major consequence of ITML over the monsoon period is 
the break monsoon period. We described  the   ISM in brief at the beginning of this 
chapter. The characteristic features of the monsoon circulation are the  heat low  , near 
equatorial trough and  Mascarenes high  , SWJ  and   tropical easterly jet streams, and 
the  Tibetan high  - and  low-level jets  . Due to large amounts of solar radiation during 
the summer, heating of the landmass over the continent causes the development of 
strong heat low in the lower atmosphere. A low pressure trough forms over the equa-
tor which migrates northwards to merge with the heat low. This enhancement of the 
low-pressure region over India draws the moisture-laden fl ow from the southern 
hemisphere. In contrast, over the southern hemisphere, an anticyclonic circulation 
develops a Mascarenes high-pressure region over the Madagascar coast. Further, in 
the upper layers of atmosphere over the southern portion of India, an easterly jet 
dominates, termed as the  tropical easterly jet (TEJ)  , whereas the SWJ moves north 
of the India (Ding and Sikka  2006 ). There is an associated  low-level jet (LLJ)   which 
forms the south-westerly fl ow of the monsoon (Findlater  1969 ). This is a cross-
equatorial jet stream that brings in the moisture-laden fl ow from the southern hemi-
sphere (Joseph and Raman  1966 ). The monsoon draws large-scale  convection   and 
widespread precipitation over the Indian subcontinent. But within the monsoon 
period, there is intra-seasonal variability which shows brief periods of more rainfall, 
interspersed with slightly longer periods of  drought   (Blanford  1886 ). These periods 
are termed the active and break events respectively (Ramamurthy  1969 ; Rajeevan 
et al.  2010 ). The  heat low   which is pronounced over the Rajasthan region extends 
towards the east and forms a low-pressure region that has an east west direction 
(Ramage  1971 ). This is termed the  monsoon trough   (MT) and is vital for the mon-
soonal precipitation distribution. When this MT exists over the middle of the Indian 
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region, it causes precipitation over the major part of the subcontinent and these 
periods are termed the active events (Rajeevan et al.  2010 ). But the MT is a  quasi-
stationary   system and shows oscillations and migrations. One such migration of the 
MT towards the foothills of the Himalayas causes  drought   like conditions over the 
rest of the Indian region and rainfall over the Himalayas and is aptly termed the 
break event (Ramamurthy  1969 ). Break events last for seven to ten days on the aver-
age. A WD as a trough in the  SWJ   arrives over the  Tibetan high   region where it 
slows down, producing the increase in its amplitude. This completely removes the 
Tibetan high and extends the wave of the WD much further southwards. This south-
ward extension of the westerly wave disturbance causes the weakening of the upper- 
level easterly jet over the Indian region (Ramaswamy  1962 ). There is an associated 
migration of the MT towards the foothills of the Himalayas. Thus the whole atmo-
sphere over the region shows a westerly wind movement. There is intensifi ed merid-
ional fl ow which causes northward fl ow of moisture (Kalsi  1980 ). This migration of 
the MT causes low rainfall over the central parts of India but heavy rainfall due to 
both the MT and WD over the Himalayas. With the eastward movement of the 
trough, there is also rainfall in the eastern parts of the country. 

 Other than the  break-monsoon   events, the WDs also have other impacts on the 
movement and intensity of the MT, e.g. interaction between the tropical and extra- 
tropical weather systems during summer generated fl oods over Pakistan during 
2010. Hong et al. ( 2011 ) studied the  synoptic   conditions and concluded that the 
northward propagating monsoon surge coupled with the extra-tropical trough pen-
etrating the region. This coupling promoted low-level  convergence   and increased 
 vorticity   and further increased the intensity of the monsoon surge and dragged it 
over the region. Further, coincidental  La Nina   conditions generated remote forcings 
of easterly wind further east which enhanced the moisture  convergence   over the 
Pakistan region. From the Indian perspective, according to Pisharoty and Desai 
( 1956 ), a WD over the Gangetic plains in the month of June delays the migration of 
the MT towards Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. A WD also delays the migration of the 
MT towards the Konkan Coast from the Malabar Coast. The infl uence of the WD in 
preventing or slowing down the monsoons may not be so common, but even if rare, 
it has a signifi cant impact. The presence of an active WD may also cause the exten-
sion of the Arabian Sea branch of the monsoon towards Punjab and Rajasthan 
before the movement of Bay of Bengal branch towards Uttar Pradesh (Pisharoty and 
Desai  1956 ). Only after the WD moves further east does the monsoon enter the 
Gangetic Plains of Punjab and the Himalayas of Kashmir. These describe the oscil-
lation of the MT over the Indian region produced by the WD. But there is a different 
kind of change in the migration of the MT called  the   PEM which will be discussed 
in greater detail. According to Pisharoty and Desai ( 1956 ) and Mooley ( 1957 ) there 
is sometimes a pulsatory extension of the Bay of Bengal branch of the monsoon 
termed the PEM towards Punjab and then west into Uttar Pradesh (currently 
Uttarakhand) and the Kashmir region. The PEM was associated with enhanced 
monsoonal activity with heavy rainfall. An example of heavy rainfall due to a PEM 
in the recent records is the natural disaster affecting the Kedarnath region of 
Uttarakhand on 16–17 June 2014. The details of the PEM ( Chevuturi and Dimri in 
review ) and the cause of the disaster are discussed in detail next. 
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 A natural disaster in the form of fl ash fl oods due to extreme precipitation occurred 
at Uttarakhand (Kedarnath), India, on 16–17 June 2013. According to Dube et al. 
( 2014 ), Uttarakhand received 375 % more rainfall (340 mm) than its daily normal 
(65.9 mm) for the monsoon period. Early reports suggested a rapid advancement of 
the  ISM  , since it reached the western Himalayan region within fi fteen days of its 
onset on 1 June 2013 on the Kerala coast of southern India (IMD  2013a ), which 
usually takes around 25 days. The MT associated with the ISM showed westward to 
north-westward movement (Dube et al.  2014 ) and showed up as a low-pressure area 
developing in the Bay of Bengal of India on 13 June 2013. Further, this system 
intensifi ed on 15 June 2013 when it was located in the east of India. On subsequent 
2 days, it moved north-westward towards the Uttarakhand. IMD ( 2013a ) reported 
the presence of a low-pressure area over eastern Rajasthan region (western India) in 
association with a trough in the mid-upper level westerlies on 16 June 2013, which 
formed a WD. The WD moved eastward in the subsequent days (Dube et al.  2014 ). 
The system reached Uttarakhand on the 16 June 2013, lasting over the region until 
18 June 2013. Both the MT and WD systems arrived and remained over the 
Uttarakhand region from 16 to 18 June 2013. IMD ( 2013b ) reported that the interac-
tion between the two weather systems led to the formation of low-level  convergence   
over the steep orography of Uttarakhand. Dense clouding and heavy precipitation 
was observed over northern India due to the moisture incursion from the south- 
westerly fl ow (IMD  2013b ), as seen in the satellite image (Fig.  3.1 ). The very early 
migration of the  monsoon trough   (MT) towards northern India and its interaction 
with an incoming western disturbance (WD) formed a  transient cloud system (TCS)   
that led to extreme precipitation. We  discuss   PEM dynamics in this section.

   During the merging of MT and WD causing the PEM, following circulation pat-
terns emerge. Monsoons are associated with south-westerly fl ow at the lower levels 
of the atmosphere, which is a cross-equatorial fl ow  termed   LLJ (Blanford  1884 ; 
Joseph and Raman  1966 ; Findlater  1969 ) and has a direct connection with mon-
soonal rainfall over peninsular India (Joseph and Sijikumar  2004 ). In the upper- 
troposphere, a trough is observed in the  SWJ  , which extends into north-western 
India. This is the WD travelling in the SWJ and its axis shows a slight eastward 
movement. A confl uence of the two systems, the MT of  ISM   and the WD in the 
SWJ, occurred on 17 June 2013. Considering that the two systems are present in the 
lower and upper parts of troposphere respectively, this merging system extends right 
from the lower- to upper-troposphere. The trough in the middle atmosphere shows 
the merged low-pressure zones of both the MT and the WD trough. This trough is 
the cause of the development  TCS   (Fig.  3.1 ), formed along the same axis centered 
over Uttarakhand. These are the cloud systems formed during the  ITML   as described 
by Kalsi and Halder ( 1992 ). 

 Consistent with the dynamical understanding, the  ISM   shows warm  advection   
whereas, as discussed in detail previously, the region ahead of the WD shows colder 
advection. In spatial extent, the clear zone of thermal-advection confl uence is the 
zone of instability and  frontogenesis   (Singh and Agnihotri  1977 ). A clear zone of 
interaction between the two different systems (tropical and extra-tropical) is 
observed around the mid-troposphere when an incoming WD interacts during the 
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monsoon, leading to enhanced instability. The interaction of the MT and WD 
 generates instability in the vertical column. As the  potential instability   declines, 
there is an increase in the deep-layer wind shear. In comparison, the deep-layer 
 wind shear   shows higher values than the low-level wind shear, signifying the deep 
 convection   observed during the storm. Instability (buoyancy) promotes the wind 
shear during storms (Weisman and Klemp  1982 ). Instability is promoted by mois-
ture and temperature, but, in this case, also by the front formation with the interac-
tion of two systems, further invigorating the precipitation forming mechanism. The 
next paragraph deals with this interaction of systems in detail. 

 The upper-level easterly winds are the  tropical easterly jet (TEJ)   as described by 
Koteswaram ( 1958b ). This TEJ is an important part of the  ISM  , and it enhances 
convection by promoting the upper-level  divergence   (Sreekala et al.  2013 ). During 
the  ITML  , the westerly winds in the mid- to upper-troposphere dominate and ulti-
mately overcome the TEJ. This westerly jet stream has already been discussed ear-
lier as the  SWJ  . This SWJ moves north of India during the summer due to a shift in 
 the   ITCZ (Ding and Sikka  2006 ). Thus the troughs in the SWJ usually do not impact 
India during the summer. But, due to the fl uctuations in the ridge and some 
 disturbances having large enough amplitude and intensity, these might extend 
towards the northern Indo-Pakistan region (Ding and Sikka  2006 ; Ramaswamy 

  Fig. 3.1    Kalpana satellite images (Source: IMD  2013a ,  b ) for ( a ) 15 June 2013 (0600 UTC), 
( b ) 16 June 2013 (0600 UTC) and ( c ) 17 June 2013 (0600 UTC). ( d – f ) is same as ( a – b ) but with 
INSAT-3A with thermal infrared band       
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 1962 ). In such situations,  the   TEJ gets weakened or replaced by the westerlies as 
was observed during this case. In the lower troposphere, orography dominates in the 
north-west due to the presence of the Himalayas, whereas in the south-east strength-
ening westerly fl ow is seen. If  meridional wind   is considered, a strengthening south-
erly wind is also observed. Thus, this combined fl ow is a south-westerly fl ow, which 
is a characteristic  of   ISM fl ow  or   LLJ, towards the Himalayan region. With the 
presence of  SWJ   trough or a WD which replaces the TEJ in the upper troposphere 
and lowlevel monsoonal fl ow, it exhibits some characteristics of the   break monsoon    
period (Ramaswamy  1962 ; Bhatla et al.  2004 ). The upper tropospheric region also 
manifests southerly winds. Such a northward movement of meridional wind is asso-
ciated with the break monsoon (Joseph  1978 ). 

 During the  break monsoon  , precipitation is common over the foothills of the 
Himalayas and rest of the India experiences dry conditions (Ramaswamy  1962 ; 
Bhatla et al.  2004 ). But according to IMD ( 2013a ), the monsoon of 2013 showed no 
break periods and also precipitation was observed in some other parts of India, as 
well, during this time period. The interaction of the WD and the MT does generate 
a situation similar to the break period. But the question arises: what type of interac-
tion of the WD and MT not only enhances the approach of the monsoon over India 
but also causes unusually high amounts of precipitation? Pisharoty and Desai ( 1956 ) 
in their paper briefl y mentioned that WDs sometimes extend the Arabian Sea branch 
of the monsoon to north India before the Bay of Bengal branch in the early monsoon 
period. They termed it a  pulsatory extension of the monsoon  (PEM)    towards north 
India. Mooley ( 1957 ) described a similar case (09 July 1953) of extension of the 
monsoon moist current towards former north-western Uttar Pradesh (currently 
Uttarakhand). This extension was said to be caused due by a WD leading to enhance-
ment of precipitation over the region. But the PEM has not been much discussed in 
detail in the literature. PEM is characterized by suddenly enhanced precipitation 
over north-western India, which is extremely vulnerable to disasters due to such 
events. It is imperative to have a detailed understanding of such rare but extreme 
events due to their consequences. In the forthcoming portion of this monograph, the 
physics and dynamics of the PEM causing heavy precipitation over Uttarakhand is 
discussed in detail. 

 In Fig.  3.2 , the analysis of  geopotential height   is represented. The geopotential 
height  anomaly   at each pressure level shows a lower geopotential height in the 
north-western upper-troposphere (with the presence of a WD) and higher geopoten-
tial height in the south-east lower-troposphere (with the presence of a MT). This 
indicates that the geopotential height lines are tilting down towards the south-east. 
This tilt can also be visualized in the perturbation geopotential height lines. This is 
causing   compression    in the pressure surfaces where the WD is present, and   rarifi ca-
tion    around the location of the MT. The compression is caused by colder  advection   
in the region and rarifi cation is due to the layers becoming less dense with higher 
temperatures. Further, enhancement of both WD and MT is evident from Fig.  3.2a–
c . This change in the thickness of the pressure surfaces leads to the development of 
changes in the  geostrophic wind   and occurs due to changes in temperature gradi-
ents. But from this fi gure we see two different systems in the opposite corners of the 
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graph. Black lines demarcating the systems are represented in Fig.  3.2c  where a 
clear distinction of weather systems is seen. The lower-level south-west portion has 
orography whereas the upper-level northern part should be infl uenced by the 
WD. Here the upper-level WD is again divided into two portions; the warmer east-
ern part and the trailing colder western part. A WD is the form of frontal layer in the 
upper troposphere with a pre-existing low (Singh and Kumar  1977 ; Dimri and 
Chevuturi  2014 ).

   Thus, there is a formation of an   occluded discontinuity    during the  PEM   at  synop-
tic   scale in the atmospheric column (Fig.  3.2c ). The interaction of the weather sys-
tems forming the discontinuity with orography leads to lower-level  convection   
enhanced by mechanical lifting and upper-level  divergence   due to the westerlies. 
The occluded discontinuity is located exactly over the Uttarakhand region (Fig. 
 3.2c ) approximately between 79°E and 80°E. The discontinuity over the region is 
also leading to the high perturbation seen in the vertical atmospheric column 
between 79°E and 80°E. To further show that the occluded discontinuity is the 

  Fig. 3.2    Geopotential height anomaly ( shaded ) and perturbation geopotential height (×10 2  m/s; 
 contour ) over the axis normal to the formation of TCS for different time periods       
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 reason for the generation of the instability for storm formation, the  refl ectivity   and 
 hydrometeor   mixing ratios are analyzed. From 16 June 2013 to 17 June 2013, a 
clear increase in the concentrations of hydrometeors is observed due to increasing 
 refl ectivity  . This increase represents cloud formation and convective activity over 
Uttarakhand. This is an indication that the occluded discontinuity interacting with 
the orography culminates in heavy precipitation. Singh and Agnihotri ( 1977 ) stated 
that in winters WDs get their energy from  baroclinic   zones along the axis of the 
upper-level front ( frontogenesis  ). In a slightly similar way, the  occluded discontinu-
ity   also generates a baroclinic zone at the interaction point due to differences in the 
temperature gradient between the two weather systems and front formation within 
WD itself. These baroclinic zones give rise to enhanced instability in the atmo-
sphere, which strengthens the precipitation-forming mechanism. 

 The thermal winds along with temperature advection is a representation of the 
 advection   due to the temperature gradient in two slices of the vertical atmospheric 
column; low to mid-troposphere (900–500 hPa) and mid to upper-troposphere 
(500–100 hPa). In the lower half of the troposphere, no clear representation is seen 
over Uttarakhand due to the presence of topography. But there is warm  advection   
evident adjacent to the region. This warm advection with slight clock-wise motion 
of thermal winds contains veering winds. The horizontal movement of a low-level 
 warm and humid  air mass is observed and is associated with the MT. In the upper 
half of the troposphere, a clear frontal zone is seen over the Indo-Pakistan region, 
with cold advection trailing behind warm advection. The thermal winds signify a 
change in the  geostrophic wind   at different pressure levels. When the thermal winds 
are considered, a clear counter-clockwise movement is seen with height. This signi-
fi es backing winds, which also represent a cold air  advection   in the upper half of 
troposphere. Such a formation of a front with cold air advection is due to the trough 
in  SWJ   (WD formation). This zone of discontinuity between two air masses is due 
to the meeting of a tropical air mass with a middle latitude air mass which forms a 
 baroclinic   zone (Singh and Agnihotri  1977 ). This also explains s the reason for the 
 early advance of the monsoon  which was reported in all studies. An enhanced ther-
mal gradient is seen at the surface due to the northward-moving MT and at the cold 
front in the form of the eastward moving WD. This strong temperature gradient 
accelerates the rate of northward propagation of the MT towards north India. A 
temperature gradient within the atmosphere causes the differential densities of air 
within the atmospheric column. Heating causes  rarifi cation   and cooling causes 
 compression   which produces varying thicknesses of pressure levels. Due to such 
density/thickness differences in the pressure column, the pressure surfaces or  geo-
potential surfaces   show a tilt (Fig.  3.2 ). Only horizontal temperature gradients and 
advection can cause such a tilt in geopotential surfaces and thus changing  geo-
strophic winds   with height. The thermal winds are a result of the vertically varying 
geostrophic wind. The stronger is the  advection  ; the stronger is the change in the 
geostrophic  wind   with height; which forms stronger frontal zones. Also, since most 
of the mid-latitudes are in  geostrophic balance  , slight  ageostrophic wind   over the 
troughs and depressions in the pressure surfaces generates the  synoptic   scale 
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weather systems as seen in this case. The  baroclinic   zones between the fronts 
( especially in the region of  occluded discontinuity  ) generates instability which is 
the source of the  kinetic energy   driving the storm and enhancing precipitation. 

 The heavy precipitation that caused devastation in Kedarnath was observed all 
over the Uttarakhand state. The interaction of WD and MT formed a cloud cluster 
directly over Uttarakhand termed the TCS, which caused the extreme precipitation. 
The formation of  the   TCS was attributed to the rapidly  advancing   PEM towards 
northern Indian in the early monsoon period. This was caused by the formation of 
an   occluded discontinuity     or front  over north India. WDs usually do not impact 
India during summer due to a northward shift of the  SWJ  . In summers some WDs, 
with larger amplitudes of upper-level troughs, migrate over the Indo-Pakistan 
region. Eastward-moving WDs in the upper levels have cold-air mass  advection   
towards the warmer air mass, forming strong temperature gradients leading to  front-
ogenesis   associated with cold fronts. The low-level warm and humid air mass asso-
ciated with the MT acts similar to a warm front. With a northward PEM, a warm and 
humid air mass interacts with the cold front associated with the eastward moving 
WD (Fig.  3.3 ). The movement of the cold front over this warm and humid low-level 
fl ow forms an occluded front which develops deep instability at the lines of discon-
tinuity. This thermal forcing develops a pseudo-frontal system between the low and 
upper levels of the atmosphere. The enhanced temperature gradient of such a front 

  Fig. 3.3    Conceptual model of the PEM towards Himalayas       
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causes a stronger pressure gradient leading to a faster northward approach of the 
MT. Also, the formation of a strong occluded front augments instability more than 
simple  convective instability  . This generates the formation of a large organized 
storm (rather than multiple small storm cells) which caused the high-intensity pre-
cipitation over a large region.

   In addition to these effects of WDs directly impacting  the   ISM due to their occur-
rence during monsoon season and their subsequent interaction with the tropical sys-
tems, there are also indirect consequences of WDs on the ISM. Anomalous heavy 
snow in the Himalayas during winter or spring has long been regarded as a possible 
precursor of defi cient Indian monsoon rainfall during the subsequent summer 
(Godbole  1973 ; Hahn and Manabe  1975 ; Das and Bedi  1978 ; Yanai et al.  1992 ). 
However, the  teleconnection   mechanisms by which snow anomalies in the Tibetan 
Plateau affect the summer monsoon, and its dependence on the spatial variability of 
the snowpack remains largely unknown. But many studies have been performed to 
understand the dependence of summer monsoon intensity on the snow depth of the 
 Eurasian snow cover  , which includes the Himalayan snow cover. Kripalani et al. 
( 2002 ) suggested that snow depth over Eurasia impacts the low-level  jet   which is a 
characteristic feature of the monsoons. Sankar-Rao et al. ( 1996 ) hypothesized that 
the high snow amounts lead to the generation of the high-pressure perturbation over 
the north of India in the lower levels of the atmosphere and the lower-pressure 
 anomaly   in place of the upper-level monsoon high. These two changes weaken the 
subsequent  ISM  . As this snow cover is caused by the winter precipitation associated 
with the WDs, there is a possibility of a relation between the WDs and the ISM. In 
fact, Dash et al. ( 2005 ,  2006 ) reported that the variability in the snow depth over 
Eurasia is associated with variability in the mid-latitude circulations in the winter 
season, which may be precursors to the variability of the monsoon circulation and 
in turn the ISM rainfall. 

 The Himalayan snow cover during winter is a key factor in long-range forecast-
ing of ISM rainfall (Vernekar et al.  1995 ; Kripalani et al.  1996 ; Dash et al.  2004 , 
 2005 ; Mamgain et al.  2010 ). A model study by Turner and Slingo ( 2011 ) revealed a 
 Blanford-type   mechanism involving reduced surface  sensible heat   and longwave 
fl uxes, reduced heating of the troposphere over the Tibetan Plateau, and conse-
quently a reduced meridional tropospheric temperature gradient that weakens the 
monsoon during early summer (Blanford  1884 ; Fasullo  2004 ). Snow  albedo   is 
shown to be key to this mechanism, explaining around 50 % of the perturbation in 
sensible heating over the Tibetan Plateau and accounting for the majority of cooling 
throughout the troposphere. Various model experiments undertaken to  understand   
ISM forecasting on seasonal-to-interannual variability (Cane  1991 ) using Pacifi c 
ocean trade winds, show that weak trade winds, when imposed on the ocean models, 
result in  heavy winter snowfall regime and subsequent weak summer monsoon  
(Barnett et al.  1989 ). Bamzai and Shukla ( 1999 ) reported a statistically signifi cant 
correlation between western  Eurasian snow cover   and the subsequent ISM rainfall. 
Kripalani and Kulkarni ( 1999 ) found a signifi cant negative correlation between the 
winter snow depth of western Eurasia and the subsequent ISM rainfall, whereas the 
eastern Eurasian snow depth had a positive correlation with the monsoon rainfall. 
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With the higher snowfall amounts in winter, there is a possibility that decreased 
surface temperatures over India cause weakening of the  heat low   and in turn weaken 
the ISM. The relationship between snow cover and the  ISM   may change in the 
future as more dust and black carbon from anthropogenic sources deposited on the 
snow reduce its  albedo   (Gautam et al.  2013 ).  

3.4     Post-Monsoon 

 The post-monsoon season is the season during which the withdrawal of the  ISM 
  takes place. As mentioned before, this is the reversal of the monsoonal winds. As 
monsoon is a term that defi nes reversal of large-scale circulation, even this reversal 
can be termed as a monsoon which is called the  north-east monsoon   as the direction 
of wind fl ow is from the north-east. The withdrawal of the  ISM   leads to heavy pre-
cipitation over peninsular India, mainly over the eastern coastal regions such as 
coastal Andhra Pradesh and the Tamil Nadu region (Srinivasan and Ramamurthy 
 1973 ; Dhar and Rakhecha  1983 ). Further, this season is known for the occurrence 
of the tropical cyclones, since these storms form usually during the late summer and 
the autumn (Niyas et al.  2009 ). Seven percent of all global tropical cyclones form in 
the north Indian Ocean. Maximum cyclone formation in the north Indian Ocean 
occurs during the pre-monsoon (especially in the month of May) (Philip et al.  1973 ) 
and post-monsoon (October and November) (Singh et al.  2001 ). The cyclonic dis-
turbances have fi ve to six times higher frequency of formation over the Bay of 
Bengal than over the Arabian Sea (Niyas et al.  2009 ). During the advance or retreat 
of the monsoon, the  ITCZ   exists near the equatorial region of the oceans surround-
ing the India coasts, which promotes the initiation and intensifi cation of low-level 
 cyclogenesis   into cyclones (Srinivasan and Ramamurthy  1973 ). According to Barry 
( 2008 ), the transition of upper-air easterly winds to the sub-tropical westerly  jet   dur-
ing autumn period is sudden as compared to the gradual transition observed during 
the spring. 

 WDs are not known to have a signifi cant impact on the heavy precipitation 
caused due to the  north-east monsoon   over the Tamil Nadu region. As during this 
time the ICTZ is still shifting southwards and the SWJ is still north of India, only 
the WDs of very large amplitude impact the convective disturbances that far south 
over the Tamil Nadu region. But the WDs might affect the precipitation associated 
with the northeast monsoon over the Tamil Nadu region, if there is a superimposi-
tion of the westerly trough with the easterly waves, which sometimes also happen in 
winter (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). Superimposition during this season must be over 
the Bay of Bengal region between tropical marine air and dry northerly air. Possible 
asymptotic confl uence occurs on the western side of the easterly wave trough and 
the rear of the westerly wave trough. This confl uence of the air masses with variable 
temperature and moisture causes intensifi cation of the rainfall on the western side of 
the easterly trough which is over the Tamil Nadu region. On the other hand, the 
WDs may have a more signifi cant impact on the tropical cyclones that form during 
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this time period. We have already discussed the impact of WDs on the tropical 
depressions that form during the pre-monsoon season. In this section we describe 
the impact of WDs on the tropical cyclones that form during the post-monsoon 
season. 

 Tropical cyclones interacting with the WDs may result in changes in the inten-
sity, structure and the track of the tropical cyclones. Kalsi and Halder ( 1992 ) 
reported the occurrence of cases where the mid-latitude westerlies caused the shear-
ing off of tropical cyclones. Mandal et al. ( 1990 ) and Kalsi and Halder ( 1992 ) 
described the tropical cyclone of 2 February 1987 over the Bay of Bengal shearing 
off and weakening due to the mid-latitudes. Further, WDs with extended troughs 
towards the lower latitudes cause changes in the track of the tropical cyclones of the 
Bay of Bengal as well as the Arabian Sea. The changes in the path or re-curvature 
are sudden phenomena, and the tropical cyclone remains active even after the storms 
re-curve (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). The re-curvature of the tropical cyclones can 
also be due to  semi-permanent highs  , but during such conditions, due to upper level 
 convergence  , the tropical storm might lose its intensity. However, during the re- 
curvature due to a WD, the upper-level  divergence   is maintained, and the tropical 
cyclone remains active. 

 The presence of a westerly trough may also cause intensifi cation of the tropical 
cyclones, because the westerly trough lines extend southwards between region of 
semi-permanent highs. If such a extension of the westerly trough interact and inter-
locks with the easterly trough of the southern latitudes, this causes intensifi cation 
of both the troughs (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). In contrast, the westerly trough 
west of the tropical cyclone develops a strong outfl ow channel towards the wester-
lies (Kalsi and Halder  1992 ). A tropical low moving westward may also arrive 
vertically under the rear of trough (at the rear of the WD which has the anticyclonic 
fl ow). This causes the westerly tough to be in the east of the tropical cyclone. In 
such situations in the Bay of Bengal, the tropical low evidently intensifi es into a 
tropical cyclone (Pisharoty and Desai  1956 ). Kalsi and Jain ( 1989 ) discussed 
another mechanism of tropical cyclone intensifi cation due to WDs. Sometimes 
close proximity occurs between the cold upper-tropospheric low and the low-level 
warm tropical cyclone. This proximity causes the sudden sinking of the upper low 
which intensifi es the tropical system. The cold air pool blocked by the westerlies 
causes sub- tropical genesis of the cyclone at the base of the mid-tropospheric 
trough in the westerlies. This sub-tropical genesis causes rapid onset of the cyclone 
which has an extensive belt of precipitation (Kalsi and Halder  1992 ). In addition to 
intensifi cation of the tropical cyclones, the westerly troughs may also cause changes 
in the forward speed of the tropical systems. An extra-tropical vortex of the WD 
north of a tropical depression might cause abnormally fast movement of that tropi-
cal system. The rapid movement of tropical depression and its merger with the 
northern vortex ultimately leads to the further intensifi cation of the depression into 
a tropical cyclone.     
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    Chapter 4   
 Western Disturbances – Indian Winter 
Monsoon                     

    Abstract     In this chapter, wintertime dynamics associated with large-scale fl ow and 
western disturbances (WDs) infl uencing winter precipitation is proposed and termed 
‘Indian winter monsoon’. In Indian meteorological research, the northeast monsoon 
and Indian winter monsoon terms are interchangeable. In addition, winter precipita-
tion – the Indian winter monsoon – is assumed to be similar to an extra-tropical 
cyclone traveling in large-scale westerlies. With concurrent research and the chang-
ing global context, increased understanding of the Indian winter monsoon is imper-
ative. This chapter delineates the Indian winter monsoon while differentiating it 
from the northeast monsoon which so far is the prevalent term used in Indian meteo-
rological parlance. Therefore, the present chapter provides comprehensive details 
on defi ning the Indian winter monsoon.  

           The   Indian subcontinent is characterized by unique geographic positioning. The 
north is surrounded by the mighty Himalayas and the south by ocean. Such situa-
tions, along with many the seasonal changes, give rise to different weather patterns 
over the Indian subcontinent. The Indian summer monsoon (June, July, and August – 
JJA)    (ISM) has been studied and discussed along with its varying dimensions 
(Annamalai et al.  2007 ; KrishnaKumar et al.  1999 ,  2006 ; Turner et al.  2007 ; Saha 
et al.  2011 ) such as the  Tibetan high  , which also well plays a signifi cant role in 
defi ning the strength  of   ISM (Yasunari et al.  1991 ; Wu and Qian  2003 ; Sato and 
Kimura  2007 ). In the case of the  northeast monsoon (NEM)  , Kripalani and Kumar 
( 2004 ), Kumar et al. ( 2007 ) and Yadav ( 2012 ) have deliberated upon its dynamics 
comprehensively. On another regional scale, non-monsoon periods as well are of 
great importance for the Indian region. In winter (December, January, and February- 
DJF), accumulation in the form of snow provides important feed to the north Indian 
rivers, glacier etc. (Dai  1990 ; Lang and Barros  2004 ; Yadav et al.  2013 ; Dimri 
 2014 ). This precipitation is mainly contributed by the extra-tropical cyclones called 
WDs (Dimri and Mohanty  2009 ; Dimri et al.  2013 ). Though there are various stud-
ies available on the ISM and NEM, very limited information is available on the 
Indian winter monsoon (IWM) (Dimri  2004 ,  2006 ,  2012 ,  2013a ; Yadav et al.  2013 ). 
Only very few studies have focused on the IWM variability (Laat and Lelieveld 
 2002 ; Dimri  2012 ,  2013a ,  b ,  2014 ; Yadav et al.  2013 ). 
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4.1     Introduction 

 Many studies have defi ned dominant intraseasonal (ISO) modes that vary at differ-
ent time scales  for   ISM (Hartmann and Michelsen  1989 ; Goswami and Mohan 
 2001 ; Hoyos and Webster  2007 ). Though the  interannual variations (IAVs)   in the 
IWM are in phase  with   ENSO forcings (Yadav et al.  2010 ; Dimri  2012 ,  2013a ), 
much less has been explained concerning its ISOs behavior (Dimri  2014 ). Since 
most of the Indian economy and agriculture is driven by ISM and derived from to 
its broader impact, most of the research is focused on understanding and defi ning 
the ISM. Apart from the contribution to winter precipitation over the northern Indian 
region, interaction of IWM with the northern Indian Himalayas topography and 
land use, paucity of observations, solid – liquid precipitation ratio and snow- covered 
land-surface interactions are research questions that still need to be debated. With 
concurrent research and the changing global context, the impacts of sub- continental- 
scale circulation changes during the IWM over northern India are imperative. In 
order to defi ne the IWM, this chapter elaborates on the potential role of sub–conti-
nental and global-scale circulation changes and interannual and intraseasonal 
behavior associated with the IWM. Such deliberation will provide new dimensions 
and defi nition to the understanding of IWM in Indian meteorological parlance 
which has been missing thus far. The following sections sequentially deliberate 
upon the important dynamics associated with the IWM. 

 To understand the winter precipitation over the northern Indian region dataset in 
this chapter, these sources are used: Asian Precipitation – Highly-Resolved 
Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation of Water Resources 
( APHRODITE  , Yatagai et al.  2012 ), Global Precipitation Climatology Project 
( GPCP  , Adler et al.  2003 ), Global Precipitation Climatology Centre ( GPCC  , Rudolf 
et al.  2005 ) and Climate Research Unit ( CRU  , New et al.  2000 ). Corresponding 
winter precipitation over the western Himalayas (WH) is shown in Fig.  4.1a . The 
reason for using multiple sets of precipitation data is to assess the spatial variability 
in different precipitation fi elds over the WH region. It is important because this 
region has a paucity of observations and possesses  land-use   heterogeneity and topo-
graphic variability. Wind, moisture and geopotential fi elds are taken from the 
National Center of Environmental Predication/National Center for Atmospheric 
Research ( NCEP/NCAR  ) (Kanamitsu et al.  2002 ).  Sea-surface temperature (SST)   
is incorporated from the Hadley Center, UK (Hadley Center  2006 ). Outgoing long-
wave radiation (OLR)    from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) in the US (Liebmann and Smith  1996 ) is also used to identify such sea-
sonal and ground dependency. Data from 28 winters (1979–2007) for  geopotential 
height  , wind,  stream function  , moisture fl ux etc. are considered to examine ISOs 
associated with the IWM.

   Most of the algorithms used in preparing precipitation reanalyses generate ‘syn-
thetic’ precipitation values which sometimes deviate from the real observations. To 
remove this ‘probable’ bias of inadequate representation, a mask fi eld of a 10 mm/
month precipitation threshold is used. Also, precipitation,    OLR, and reanalysis of 
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  Fig. 4.1    ( a ) Topography (×1e–3 m;  shaded ) and ratio of 0.05° grids for stations (%;  contour ) over 
the western Himalayas. The area of 30°N, 72°E to 37°N, 82°E is considered in the present chapter; 
( b ) winter season precipitation climatology (mm/DJF) based on APHRODITE precipitation 
observed data reanalysis       
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daily data anomalies are homogenized and deseasonalized. For each year, the fi rst 
three harmonics of the annual cycle (about 120 days) are subtracted from the  anom-
aly   time series to homogenize it. Then to deseasonalize/detrend the time series, 
sub-monthly (7–25 days) perturbations were computed by applying a  Lanczos fi lter   
(Duchon  1979 ). In the WH, the region from 30°N 72°E to 37°N 82°E (indicated by 
the box in Fig.  4.1a ) was chosen to analyse winter precipitation and associated IAV 
and ISO. This region was chosen because the area receives the highest winter pre-
cipitation and is topographically variable. Figure  4.1b  shows the seasonal precipita-
tion climatology based on reanalysis of  APHRODITE   observations. Winter 
precipitation climatology is distributed across and along the WH topographic orien-
tation. Precipitation maxima at ~34°N 76°E and ~35°N 72°E are observed. This 
climatology was compared with the other reanalysis data ( GPCP  ,  GPCC  , and  CRU  ). 
Correlations of greater than 0.8 were recorded between APHRODITE data and 
these reanalysed data. Over the WH, spatial precipitation patterns of precipitation in 
all four gridded precipitation reanalyzes are similar. Of these four reanalyzes, 
APHRODITE reanalysis is used for further analysis and discussion because they 
have the fi nest spatial resolution. It should be noted that over such a region, some 
data may be ‘synthetic’ due to the various algorithms used while preparing the 
reanalysis of precipitation fi elds. However, this issue is beyond the scope of the 
present chapter.  

4.2     Interannual Variability of the Indian Winter Monsoon 

 A physical mechanism of the IWM over the WH with reference to excess/defi cit 
years and their year-to-year variability is discussed based on the period 1980–2007 
(28 years). In the following paragraphs, explanations with specifi c reference to the 
sub-continental and global-scale circulation changes are provided followed by 
deliberations on the role of the sea-surface warming/cooling phase and associated 
circulation patterns in defi ning winter precipitation over the WH. 

 Interannual variability associated with IWM over the WH is explained with com-
posite sets of wet and dry years with the study area shown in Fig.  4.1 . Based on ±0.5 
standard deviation, wet (1983, 91, 92, 95, 98, 2005) and dry (1985, 88, 97, 2000, 01, 
06) precipitation years are chosen. The region from 30°N 72°E to 37°N 82°E 
(marked by the box in Fig.  4.1a ) is selected as it receives the highest winter precipi-
tation. Seasonal and monthly area-averaged winter precipitation  anomaly   is shown 
in Fig.  4.2a . There are years having excess and defi cit precipitation over the region. 
Corresponding wet-dry composite precipitation differences, with 99 % confi dence, 
are depicted in Fig.  4.2b . It shows that the signifi cant region of higher precipitation 
is oriented along the WH topography which corroborates with Dimri and Niyogi 
( 2012 ). On global-scale circulation patterns, 200 hPa  zonal wind   differences 
between wet and dry year composites show southward movement of the  SWJ   over 
and across the Indian subcontinent (Fig.  4.3a ). In the mid-latitude region, steep 
pressure-gradient anomalies attribute to these stronger westerlies (Raman and 
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Maliekal  1985 ). At 500 hPa (Fig.  4.3b ), signifi cant lower geopotential is visible 
right from Saudi Arabia to the head of the Arabian Sea extending along 10°N to 
30°N Weaker westerlies dominate from the Black Sea region to the northwest Indian 
and Tibetan Plateau region in and around 30°N. During wet years, at lower level 
(850 hPa – Fig.  4.3c ) over the head of the Arabian Sea, a weak anomalous cyclonic 
surface low persists. Such mid-tropospheric circulations provide necessary 
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  convergence   augmenting the precipitation mechanism by enhancing moisture sup-
plement from the Caspian and Arabian Seas. Further, an axis of anomalous anticy-
clone dominates along ~60°N 120°E at 200 hPa exists (see Fig.  4.3a ). Another 
anomalous anticyclone extends from the central African continent to the Indian 
Ocean and up to Indonesia. A strong anomalous cyclone separates these two anom-
alous anticyclones and overruns the Indian subcontinent. In wet years, due to such 
enhanced anomalous highs and lows, the  SWJ   shifts southwards. The upper-level 
circulation patterns persist down into the mid-troposphere as well during the wet 
winters (Fig.  4.3b ). Such stronger meridional pressure gradients provide favorable 
conditions for frontal WDs formations. During winter, these characteristic fronts in 
mid-latitude westerlies generate troughs in a sequential manner, and this is respon-
sible for the genesis of a number of WDs. In wet years, at 850 hPa, stronger anoma-
lous cyclonic circulation at and around ~18°N 62°E dominates (Fig.  4.3c ). Slower 
westerlies around the equator and a deepening of northwesterlies over the Arabian 
Sea exist during wet years. Such deepening brings in moisture fl ux over the WH 
during the wet years. In addition, vertical distributions of cyclonic formations 
immediately west of the WH create favorable conditions for higher precipitation. 
Anomalous  velocity potential   and corresponding  OLR   at upper troposphere are pre-
sented in Fig.  4.4a and b  for wet and dry year composites, respectively. In wet times, 
signifi cant strong infl ow (outfl ow) over the equatorial western (eastern) Pacifi c 
dominates (Fig.  4.4a ). In dry year composites, a weak convergent source over the 
equatorial central Pacifi c is apparent (Fig.  4.4b ). In addition, during wet years, the 
equatorial central (western) Pacifi c is associated with increased (decreased) convec-
tive activity. Further, lower-level increased (decreased)  convection   over the equato-
rial eastern (western) Pacifi c is associated with strong upward (downward) motion. 
In  boreal   winter, such situations attribute to enhanced north-south circulation in the 
upper tropospheric branch of the zonally-symmetric  Hadley circulation  . 
 Corresponding   OLR distributions show strong (weak)  convection   followed by pro-
nounced (reduced) cloud formation and hence reduced (enhanced) OLR over the 
equatorial central (western) Pacifi c region (Fig.  4.4a ). A slightly decreased OLR 
over the WH and western Indian Ocean, which also corresponds to increased cloud 
formation, is also observed. The upper-tropospheric anomalous  stream function   
(representing rotational part of wind) with the corresponding anomalous OLR is 
depicted for wet and dry year composites (Fig.  4.4c, d  respectively). A well-defi ned 
anomalous cyclonic core is seen over the WH. In addition, an upper- tropospheric 
low/cyclonic circulation dominates from the Mediterranean Sea to the western 
Pacifi c.  ElNiño   formed enhanced cooling over the western equatorial tropical 
Pacifi c and hence the corresponding Rossby responses (Kawamura  1998 ) creates 
cyclonic formulations over the WH. In this dry situation, anticyclonic/divergent cir-
culation dominates over the WH (Fig.  4.4d .)

     The antecedent dependency of the IWM is investigated here. The lagged correla-
tion between winter precipitation over the WH and sea-surface  temperatures   for 28 
years (1980–2007) is presented in Fig.  4.5 . The IWM shows persistent and strong 
correlation with equatorial warming in previous seasons. Signifi cant strong (nega-
tive) positive correlation with the eastern (western) equatorial Pacifi c warming 
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  Fig. 4.4    Seasonal anomalous velocity potential (×1e–6 m 2 /s;  contour ) with corresponding anoma-
lous divergent wind (m/s;  arrow ) at σ = 0.1682 and anomalous outgoing longwave radiation (W/m 2 ; 
 shade ) for ( a ) wet and ( b ) dry year composites and seasonal anomalous stream function (×1e–6 m 2 /s; 
 contour ) with corresponding anomalous rotational wind (m/s;  arrow ) at σ = 0.1682 and anomalous 
outgoing longwave radiation (W/m 2 ;  shade ) for ( c ) wet and ( d ) dry year composites       
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  Fig. 4.5    Correlation 
between 28 years 
(1980–2007) area averaged 
winter precipitation –D(-1)
JF(0) – (mm/d) with sea 
surface  temperature   (°C) 
during ( a ) D(-2)JF(-1) ( b ) 
MAM(-1) ( c ) JJA(-1) ( d ) 
SON(-1) and ( e ) D(-1)
JF(0). (Figures in bracket 
correspond to sea surface 
temperature with previous 
and corresponding 
seasons). Region within 
 contour  corresponds to 
99 % signifi cant level       
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(cooling) is seen already by the previous winter (concurrent summer) season 
(Fig.  4.5a–e ). This signifi cant positive correlation with Indian Ocean warming 
increases (Fig.  4.5d, e ) corresponds to the buildup of the IWM by the previous sea-
son (September, October, and November). By winter, equatorial eastern (western) 
Pacifi c warming (cooling) with the equatorial Indian-Ocean warming corroborate to 
create a stronger IWM. Warming over the Indian Ocean enhances the northward 
gradient for mass transfer and hence increased response of the  Hadley cell  . This 
robustness, in tandem with functioning of the enhanced Hadley cell and the attenu-
ated  Walker circulation  , corresponds to the strengthened increased IWM, which 
previously was not well known (Oort and Yienger  1996 ; Mitas and Clement  2005 ).

4.3        Sub-seasonal Oscillation Associated with the Indian 
Winter Monsoon 

 As discussed in the preceding section, monthly (December, January, and February) 
interannual variabilities in precipitation are positively correlated with the corre-
sponding seasonal (DJF) interannual variability in precipitation, but they are not in 
phase with each other. January interannual variability is negatively correlated with 
December and February interannual variabilities (Fig.  4.6 ). Seasonal (DJF) interan-
nual precipitation variability is positively correlated with individual monthly inter-
annual precipitation variability (0.60 for December, 0.20 for January, and 0.65 for 
February: Fig.  4.6 ). December and February show a higher degree of correlation 
than does January. It was found, however, that monthly anomalous interannual vari-
abilities in the winter months (December, January, and February) were negatively 
correlated with one another. January interannual variability was negatively corre-
lated with interannual variability in December (−0.29) and February (−0.30).  ENSO 
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  forcing has a similar behavior during the whole season (DJF), and thus the reason 
that the January interannual variability is opposite to that of December and February 
is unclear. To address this question, a seasonal and monthly composite analysis for 
selected extreme precipitation years is performed to explain it further during the 
IWM. In the following paragraphs, discussion of the linkages of the IWM with 
global and local forcings to determine the reasons for the contrasting behavior of 
monthly interannual variabilities is presented.

4.3.1       Wet and Dry Winters over the WH and Its Associated 
Circulation 

 Initially, the corresponding composite monthly anomalous precipitation distribution 
during wet (Fig.  4.7a, b, and c ) and dry (Fig.  4.7d, e, and f ) years was analyzed. To 
remove the effect of inadequate in situ observations from the observational reanaly-
sis, fi eld masking with a 10 mm/month threshold was employed. The result indi-
cates that January anomalous precipitation is reduced (enhanced) more during wet 
(dry) years (see Fig.  4.7b, e ) than in December (Fig.  4.7a, d ), and February (Fig. 
 4.7c, f ). The January composite precipitation for wet (dry) years shows less (more) 
precipitation than the December and February values. In the case of composite pre-
cipitation for dry years, January shows a relatively higher anomalous precipitation 
when compared with December and February. Such contrasting sub-seasonal 
behavior during IWM is presented, deliberated and a rationale for such patterns and 
associated variability is developed.

   During extreme winter, signifi cant anomalous cyclonic circulation associated 
with the IWM exists over the Himalayas due to suppressed  convection   over the 
western equatorial tropical Pacifi c (Kawamura  1998 ; Dimri  2012 ,  2013a ). To assess 
this dynamical role during the excess and defi cit IWM, Fig.  4.8  presents wet-minus- 
dry composites at the 200 hPa height (contours) and wind (vector) for December 
(Fig.  4.8a ), January (Fig.  4.8b ), and February (Fig.  4.8c ), respectively. The hatched 
region corresponds to a ≥95 % signifi cance level. Similarly, only wind data at the 
≥95 % signifi cance level is shown. Broad differences between the wet and dry 
monthly composites indicate that, in the upper troposphere, a signifi cant anomalous 
cyclonic circulation extending up to the South China Sea prevails over the Himalayas 
during December and February, which weakens during January and is not signifi -
cant. Another anomalous anticyclonic circulation located over the Siberian region 
during December weakens and becomes more elongated during January and shifts 
northward during February. During January, a well-defi ned anomalous anticyclonic 
circulation exists over the North African region to the west of the Himalayas. 
Corresponding wind fi elds suggest that, over the north Himalayas/Tibetan Plateau, 
slower westerlies prevail during wet years. In particular, slower westerlies dominate 
during December and February. In the mid-troposphere, at 500 hPa, anomalous 
cyclonic circulation over and around the WH prevails during December and January 
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(data not shown). Detailed scrutiny indicates that, during December, an elongated 
signifi cant anomalous cyclonic circulation spreads over the west of the Himalayan 
region and then decays during January. However, an anomalous anticyclonic circu-
lation over the Caspian Sea region prevails, which strengthens during January and 
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  Fig. 4.7    Cumulative average monthly anomalous precipitation (mm/month) during wet compos-
ites of ( a ) Dec, ( b ) Jan, and ( c ) Feb and for dry composites of ( d ) Dec, ( e ) Jan, and ( f ) Feb. Masking 
with 10 mm/month was employed       
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becomes an anomalous cyclonic circulation during February. It was observed that 
during January, the anomalous cyclonic circulation weakens over the Himalayas, in 
contrast to the situation observed during December and February. Corresponding 
signifi cant wind data indicates that winds over the equatorial Indian Ocean, which 
are slower westerlies during December, are almost neutral during January and then 
become faster during February. In addition, northward propagation weakens during 
January. In the lower troposphere, at 850 hPa, stronger northwest wind propagation 
dominates during December and February, becoming almost neutral during January 

  Fig. 4.8    Monthly difference in (wet–dry) anomaly for 200 hPa geopotential height (hPa,  contour ) 
and wind vector (ms −1 ,  arrow ) for ( a ) Dec, ( b ) Jan, and ( c ) Feb. The hatched region corresponds to 
≥95 %. Similarly, only winds with 95 % signifi cance and above are shown       
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(data not shown). This propagation at the surface, arising from moisture-fl ux trans-
port from the equatorial Indian Ocean to the WH, strengthens the IWM during 
December and February more than during January.

   Corresponding air-temperature conditions associated with the IWM illustrates 
the upper tropospheric wet-minus-dry composite air temperature distribution (data 
not shown). It can be clearly observed that January is much warmer over the 
Himalayas than December and February during wet seasons. This anomalous warm-
ing during January may be due to the presence of anomalous anticyclonic circula-
tion, which in the process reduces fl ux exchanges from northern winter currents. 
This anomalous warming during January may contribute to a weakening of cyclonic 
formation in the sub-seasonal phase. At the mid-tropospheric level (data not shown), 
January also exhibits an anomalous warming over the Himalayan region, greater 
than that during December and February. Similarly, in the lower troposphere, at 850 
hPa (data not shown), signifi cant cooling occurs over the head of the Arabian Sea 
and the entire Indian subcontinent during December and February, in contrast to the 
relative warming observed during January. 

 To analyse the associated  convection   on the global scale, Fig.  4.9  illustrates the 
anomalous OLR for wet-minus-dry-month composites. The  resulting   OLR distribu-
tion shows a negative OLR (strong convection) over the eastern equatorial Pacifi c 
Ocean, a positive OLR (weak convection) over the western equatorial Pacifi c Ocean, 
and a negative OLR (strong convection) over the Indian Ocean. This distribution of 
OLR is related to warming (cooling) of the eastern (western) equatorial Pacifi c 
Ocean linked with  El Niño  . During the positive phase of El Niño, enhanced warm-
ing is associated with strong  convection   and hence enhanced cloud cover over the 
eastern equatorial Pacifi c region, whereas suppressed convection occurs over the 
western equatorial Pacifi c region due to anomalous cooling. This suppressed con-
vection over the western equatorial Pacifi c Ocean generates increased anomalous 
cyclonic circulation over the Himalayan region due to the Rossby response 
(Kawamura  1998 ; Dimri  2013a ). Convection associated with attenuated  Walker cir-
culation   over the eastern equatorial Pacifi c Ocean remains similar during all 3 
months, but  convection   is suppressed over the western equatorial Pacifi c Ocean, and 
convection over the equatorial Indian Ocean weakens more during January than 
during December and February. The Indian Ocean exhibits higher convection dur-
ing December and February, which does not occur during January. The increased 
 convection   over the Indian Ocean is mainly suppressed by low-level clouds during 
the IWM (Bony et al.  2000 ). This stronger heating during December and February 
compared with January (around ~60–70°E) enhances the  Hadley circulation   during 
December and February compared to January (Tanaka et al.  2004 ), along with an 
attenuated  Walker circulation   (Kawamura  1998 ). This increased Hadley circulation 
provides a greater mass transport from the Southern to Northern Hemisphere during 
December and February when compared to January.

   Corresponding monthly moisture fl uxes (wet–dry) and  divergence   were analysed 
to establish the repercussion of the dynamics discussed above. It depicts the 
enhanced  convergence   over the WH associated with the IWM during December, 
which almost becomes neutral during January and then shows higher convergence 
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during February. Stronger anomalous southwesterly moisturefl uxes transport mois-
ture from the equatorial Indian Ocean to the Himalayan region (Dimri  2007 ). During 
January, this fl ow weakens and becomes anomalously high over the Arabian Sea. To 
investigate this further, Fig.  4.10  illustrates the longitudinal–vertical cross-sectional 
distribution of anomalous meridional transport at 30°N during wet (Fig.  4.10a, b, 
and c ) and dry (Fig.  4.10d, e, and f ) months. It can be clearly seen that wet condi-
tions in December and February result in higher meridional moisture fl ux, which 
weakens during January particularly beyond 75°E and in the lower troposphere. 
During dry composites, the opposite is seen.

  Fig. 4.9    Same as Fig.  4.8 , but for outgoing longwave radiation (W/m 2 ;  shaded )       
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   During an  El-Niño   phase, symmetric circulations over the equatorial Pacifi c 
Ocean, anticyclonic in the Northern Hemisphere and cyclonic in the Southern 
Hemisphere start building up in December and peak in February. The response from 
the IWM is similar throughout the winter. For the whole winter season (DJF), the 
IWM remains in phase with these when compared to January. The anomalous lower 
precipitation during January is infl uenced by sub-seasonal oscillations within the 
IWM. The discussion above suggests that warming/cooling of the Indian Ocean 
basin seems to be the dominant effect in defi ning sub-seasonal behavior during the 
IWM.  

4.3.2     Large-Scale Global and Local Forcings 

 To determine large-scale global forcing, fi rst the correlation of monthly winter pre-
cipitation over the WH with the concurrent and preceding months’ sea-surface  tem-
perature   (data not shown) for 28 years (1980–2007) was studied. The correlation of 
December and February monthly winter precipitation over the WH with the concur-
rent month’s sea-surface temperature reveals similar patterns. Both were positively 
(negatively) correlated with the eastern (western) equatorial Pacifi c Ocean and the 
equatorial Indian Ocean sea-surface temperatures. This suggests that the eastern 
(western) equatorial Pacifi c Ocean warming (cooling) during December and 
February is in phase with the increased precipitation over the WH. For January, no 
signifi cant correlation exists. Rather January precipitation is negatively correlated 
with the equatorial Indian Ocean sea-surface temperature for the preceding 
December, whereas February precipitation is strongly and positively correlated with 
equatorial Indian and western equatorial Pacifi c Ocean sea-surface  temperatures   for 
December and January. These results suggest that warming (cooling) over the east-
ern (western) equatorial Pacifi c Ocean infl uences December and February precipita-
tion more than January precipitation. The Indian Ocean warming also infl uences 
December and February precipitation opposite to the infl uence found in January. A 
similar analysis using 2 m surface-air temperatures shows that January precipitation 
is infl uenced more by the preceding December surface-air temperature (data not 
shown). A correlation between January precipitation and December 2 m-surface 
temperature indicates that the preceding month’s cooling over the equatorial Indian 
Ocean and the warming west of the WH provides conditions conducive to higher 
precipitation. December cooling over the north equatorial Pacifi c Ocean also cor-
responds to higher precipitation. A similar analysis using February precipitation and 
January temperature data produced opposite correlations. In this case, the equatorial 
Indian Ocean warming and the western (eastern) equatorial Pacifi c Ocean cooling 
(warming) were positively and strongly correlated. This may be attributed to the fact 
that, during the wet phase, January precipitation is controlled more strongly by the 
Indian Ocean temperature patterns, by local forcing over the WH region, or by both, 
and contrasts with conditions during December and February. 
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 To further investigate the role of air temperature in controlling precipitation, 
anomalous air temperatures averaged over the WH region in wet and dry monthly 
composites are presented in Fig.  4.11a, b , respectively. During the wet phase, 
December and February temperatures show cooling (warming) in the middle (upper) 
troposphere. This is in contrast to January, when warming (cooling) takes place in 
the middle (upper) troposphere. January remains warmer (colder) in the middle 
(upper) troposphere than in December and February. Also, almost similar vertical 
temperature distributions from the surface to the mid-troposphere are seen during 
January. In the case of dry years, December and February remain warmer (colder) 
than January from the middle to upper (lower) troposphere. In wet and dry phases, 
both December and February show similar vertical distributions of air temperature 
compared with January. Such a distribution leads to the warmer mid-atmosphere 
during January. The WH area-averaged anomalous 2 m surface-air temperatures 
and anomalous precipitation for wet and dry years are shown in Fig.  4.11c, d . These 
data show that if the preceding month’s surface temperature increases (decreases), 
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  Fig. 4.11    Area-averaged (30°N 72°E to 37°N 82°E) vertical cross-sectional distribution of anom-
alous air temperature (°C) in ( a ) wet and ( b ) dry composites for Dec ( black line ), Jan ( red line ), 
and Feb ( green line ) and area-averaged (30°N 72°E to 37°N 82°E) anomalous 2-m surface-air 
temperature ( black line ; °C) and anomalous precipitation (mm/d) during ( c ) wet and ( d ) dry year 
composites of Dec, Jan, and Feb       
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the succeeding month’s precipitation decreases (increases). Based on such an obser-
vation, a hypothesis is proposed that the preceding month’s surface forcing also 
affects the succeeding month’s precipitation. This hypothesis still needs to be stud-
ied in detail; however it is clear that sub-seasonal oscillations are observed in the 
IWM.

4.4         Intraseasonal Oscillation Associated with the Indian 
Winter Monsoon 

 Here robust features of the ISOs of the IWM and associated atmospheric circulation 
patterns are discussed. 28 years The WH daily precipitation (hereafter WHDP) (see 
bar)), corresponding pentad climatology (see black curve with open circles) and 
7–25-day fi ltered precipitation (see red curve with open circles) are shown in Fig. 
 4.12a . The ISO on sub-monthly timescales with active and break peaks is seen. 
Defi ned active (break) peak phases are considered which exceeded above (below) 
the 28-winter climatological 0.5 standard deviation in the 7–25-day WHDP anoma-
lies. On doing so, 140 active and 119 break peak phases are identifi ed. To investi-
gate the temporal relationship of WHDP variability, circulation fi elds,    OLR 
composites and daily time-lag composites were used.

   Using the  fast Fourier transform (FFT)  , the dominant mode of the ISO in the 
WHDP during the 28 winters was seen. WHDP (the fi rst three harmonics of the 
annual cycle were removed) is detrended and masked from 15 November to 15 
March (120 days) (Dimri  2013a ,  b ). Figure  4.12b, c  shows the FFT spectrum for the 
WHDP for 28 winters. A pronounced periodic ~16-day peak with a 95 % statistical 
signifi cance appears (Fig.  4.12b ). The corresponding Fig.  4.12c  presents 28 years’ 
power spectrum of IAV of the WHDP showing approximately a 16-day period scale 
in each year. This corresponds closely with the ensemble spectrum (Fig.  4.12b ) at a 
sub-monthly-scale. Hence analysis of ISO mode of ~7–25 days- periodicity in the 
WHDP is proposed. 

 The sub-monthly scale pace-time structure of atmospheric circulation and  con-
vection   in composites of active and break phases is investigated. Total 140 active- 
and 119 break-peak phases are chosen out of 28 years of climatology. A daily-lag 
composite of vertically integrated moisture fl ux and  divergence   from day −8 to day 
+8, based on the 7–25-day precipitation variation over the WH, is presented in Fig. 
 4.13 . Day 0 corresponds to active precipitation-peak phases and day −8 and day +8 
corresponds to break-peak phases. This cycle corresponds to a composite variation 
of 16 days. A peak-break phase is characterized by divergence over the WH with 
moisture exiting out of the region. On day −6,  convergence   builds up over the 
Arabian Sea near the Gujarat coast with fl uxes still exiting out from the WH. On 
subsequent day −4, subtle changes in fl ux direction with shift in convergence zone 
towards the Himalayas is observed. Crucial fl ow transfer starts by this time with two 
breakaway streams. First one fl ows into the WH as the second move farther out 
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  Fig. 4.12    ( a ) Based on 28 years (Dec 1979, Jan, Feb 1980 to Dec 2006, Jan, Feb 2007) of data, 
time-series of WHDP climatology ( bar; left axis ), pentad precipitation climatology ( black line 
with open circles; left axis ), and 7–25-day fi ltered precipitation anomaly ( red line with open cir-
cles; right axis ). The line of 95 % signifi cance is also shown and the period above this corresponds 
to climatological active phases. ( b ) The 28-winter (DJF) ensemble spectrum of the WHDP time 
series from 15 Nov. to 15 Mar. (120 days). A  red  noise spectrum ( dashed curve ) and its 95 % level 
of signifi cance ( solid curve ) are also shown. ( c ) Interannual variation in the WHDP spectrum from 
1980–2007. The thick  black  solid line shows the 95 % level of signifi cance         
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  Fig. 4.13    Composite of vertical integrated moisture fl ux (vector; 40 kg/m/s) and divergence 
( shaded ; ×1e 5 /s) based on 7–25-day fi ltered values of specifi c humidity and wind anomalous fi elds 
from day −8 to day +8 based on WHDP. Day 0 corresponds to the active peak of 7–25-day WHDP 
variation. Values above 95 % statistically signifi cant are plotted with  shade        
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from the eastern Himalayas. During the precipitation peak in the active phase, well- 
defi ned moisture infl ux with a well-defi ned convergence zone over the Himalayas 
sets in. This characteristic weakens on day +2 with increased outfl ow and  divergence 
over the Himalayas. Such a situation dominates and strengthens in the following 
days.

   Daily-lag composites of 500 hPa  stream function   and wind from day −8 to day 
+8 based for 7–25-day precipitation variation over the WH are investigated to estab-
lish the character of dynamical atmosphere (Fig.  4.14 ). An anomalous higher stream 
function, corresponding to anticyclonic circulation, builds up over the western part 
of the WH on day −8. This moves eastwards on subsequent days. With this, on day 
−4, anomalous cyclonic circulation characterized by lower stream-function values 
develops over Saudi Arabia. Signifi cant winds succeeding (preceding) the anoma-
lous anticyclonic (cyclonic) circulation are seen. This situation of anomalous 
cyclonic circulation intensifi ed and moved eastward over the Afghanistan and 
Pakistan region by day −2. Such a situation is as well associated with strong winds. 
On peak phase, day 0, intense wind located over the WH and adjoining Pakistan 
region dominate. It is interesting to note that the center of anomalous cyclonic cir-
culation over and near the WH persists for at least 4 days, from day −2 to day +2. 
Such positioning provides a situation conducive to southwesterly moisture infl ux 
from the Arabian Sea during active peak phases. This dominance in association with 
the WDs’ life cycle defi nes the rationale for higher precipitation in active phases. 
The Himalayan topography as well weakens, stagnates and/or changes the direction 
of the southwesterly fl ow and the signifi cant winds. In the upper troposphere (200 
hPa – data not shown), similar structure of the mid-troposphere dominates except 
that, at this level, a larger and more elongated signifi cant area with signifi cant south-
westerly winds preceding the system persists. This vertical distribution of deep 
cyclonic circulation extends from the mid- to upper-troposphere during the peak 
active phase. The cascading of anomalous anticyclones and anomalous cyclones 
persist in the upper troposphere which on subsequent days decay and so on. The 
upper tropospheric anomalous cyclonic circulation persists longer than that found in 
the mid-troposphere.

   Further  OLR   distribution from day −8 to day +8 based on the 7–25-day precipi-
tation along with a similar distribution of 500 hPa  stream-function   and wind as 
shown in Fig.  4.14  (for better assessment) is illustrated in Fig.  4.15 . Increased and 
faster advancement of the anomalous cyclonic circulation due to suppressed  con-
vection   dominates over the Himalayan region. This deepens by day −4 and further 
build up of convection leads to more localized precipitation over the WH. Increased 
(suppressed) convection ahead (rear) of the anomalous cyclonic circulation is seen. 
The active peak displays strongest convection ahead of anomalous cyclonic circula-
tion on day 0. Here as well, such a situation is seen occurring in a cascading manner 
which corresponds to a chain of anomalous cyclonic circulations, followed by 
another anomalous anticyclonic circulation, and so on.

   To understand the periodic occurrences of alternating anomalous anticyclonic and 
cyclonic circulations and its association with associated precipitation, Fig.  4.16  pres-
ents time-lag composites based on 7–25-day active peak phases. It shows evolution 
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  Fig. 4.14    Composite of 7–25-day fi ltered 500 hPa streamfunction (×1e −6  m 2 /s) and wind (m/s) 
anomalies from day −8 to day +8 based on WHDP. Day 0 corresponds to the active peak of 7–25- 
day WHDP variation. The contour interval for streamfunction is 5 ×1e −6  m 2 /s, and the 95 % statisti-
cally signifi cant streamfunction is shaded. The strength of the wind vector is 15 m/s, and the 95 % 
statistically signifi cant wind is plotted with  red  color       
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  Fig. 4.15    Composite of 7–25-day fi ltered OLR (W/m 2 ;  shade ), 500 hPa streamfunction (×1e −6  
m 2 /s), and wind (m/s) anomalies from day −8 to day +8 based on WHDP. Day 0 corresponds to the 
active peak of 7–25-day WHDP variation. The contour interval for streamfunction is 4 × 1e −6  m 2 /s. 
The strength of the wind vector is 5 m/s       
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of cyclonic systems which is in correspondence with the life cycle of the WDs. This 
conformity of WDs as a “family,” with one following the other in a symmetric wave 
which peaks at day 0, followed by subsequent decay, is associated with its precipita-
tion distribution as well. Associated  convection   and corresponding 500 hPa height 
indicate the evolution of the storm by day −6 and/or day −4 with peaking by day 0. 
Wind distribution shows symmetrical in phase movement associated with each peak-
ing cyclonic storm. Primarily WDs moves as a ‘family’ – a set of a number of evolv-
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  Fig. 4.16    Time-longitude cross-sectional distribution at 35°N of composites for 7–25-day fi ltered 
OLR (W/m 2 ;  shade ), 500 hPa height (hPa;  contour ), 500 hPa wind (m/s;  arrow ), and precipitation 
(mm/d;  red curve ;  upper axis ) anomalies from day −8 to day +8 based on WHDP. Day 0 corre-
sponds to the active peak of 7–25-day WHDP variation. The  yellow  curve corresponds to anoma-
lous precipitation (mm/d;  yellow curve ;  upper axis ) from day −8 to day +8 based on WHDP and 
( b ) Schematic representation of physical mechanism associated with enhanced IWM during ENSO 
phases       
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ing and decaying WDs - in periodic occurrences of alternating anomalous anticyclonic 
and cyclonic circulations. Such a traveling pattern forms a kind of wave structure. 
Figure  4.16a  shows time-travel composites based on 28 years of data (1980–2008) 
for active WD peak phases. Here a very clear evolution of WD with time is seen. 
‘Family’ structure – evolution and decay – in a phased manner in which one WD 
following the other in a symmetric wave followed by decay is seen. Such evolution 
associated with an outgoing long-wave corresponding to  convection   starts building 
up by day −6 and peaked on day 0. At 500 hPa, corresponding anomalous  geopoten-
tial height   depicts WD intensifi cation starts by day −6 and/or day −4 which peak by 
day0. Here as well, we see symmetrical phase movement associated with each WD 
at 500 hPa wind. Every WD peaked in a similar phase of wind. Associated precipita-
tion is highest on day 0, and this shows the corroborative correspondence of its dis-
tribution as per the WD evolution and decay. This  baroclinic   structure is a dominant 
mechanism for storm intensifi cation during storms evolution (Dimri  2013b ).

   To analyse the signifi cant coupling with the  SWJ   during winter conditions and 
explicitly during enhance  ENSO  , warming over equatorial central/eastern Pacifi c 
and Indian Ocean provides attenuated  Walker circulation  . This warm episode over 
equatorial Pacifi c corresponding to the attenuated Walker circulation creates 
conditions for the SWJ to move southwards (Kawamura  1998 ; Dimri  2013a ,  b ). 
In addition, signifi cant cooling with an extension over eastern Pacifi c Ocean pro-
vides north–south gradient (Webster et al.  1998 ) provide a physical mechanism for 
an intense IWM over the WH (Fig.  4.16b ). Such response produces anomalous WD 
evolution in the west of the WH. This signifi cant cooling and convective heating over 
the equator results in the Rossby type of response. These two processes of increased 
 convection   over tropical Indian Ocean and anomalous WDs establish a strengthen-
ing  Hadley circulation  . In such provisioning, large scale meridional transport due to 
ascending atmospheric motion over the tropical Indian Ocean and descending 
motion over the west of Himalayan region become established. This coupling pro-
vides more moisture intake from the southern latitudes and which substantially adds 
moisture to the anomalous WDs and hence increases associated precipitation. Thus 
vertical  baroclinic   response over the Himalayan region provides more suitable con-
dition for genesis/intensifi cation of cyclonic storms (Fig.  4.16a ) during wet condi-
tions (Kawamura  1998 ). Therefore, such baroclinic response assists intensifi cation 
of WDs and hence increases associated precipitation during wet years. This physical 
mechanism as well shows signifi cant southward shifting of the  SWJ   over south 
Asian regions associated with deepening of northwesterly fl ow immediately west of 
northern India. Such situations are conducive to enhanced cold surges. As discussed, 
attenuated  Walker circulation   associated with  El-Niño   conditions and strengthened 
 Hadley circulation   due to asymmetric meridional upper tropospheric fl ow from the 
Southern Hemisphere to the Northern Hemisphere with strengthening of  Hadley 
circulation   work in tandem to push the  SWJ   southwards and help in providing mois-
ture to evolved WDs. Such stationary wave-phase formation in the mid-troposphere 
provides suitable conditions for genesis/intensifi cation of WDs/troughs. Also, verti-
cal structure from the lower to the upper troposphere strengthens the formation of 
such  synoptic   weather resulting in higher precipitation over the WH. 

4 Western Disturbances – Indian Winter Monsoon
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 A physical mechanism of interannual variability associated with the IWM during 
wet years shows signifi cant southward shift of the  SWJ   over south Asian regions. It 
manifests in a deepening of the northwesterly incoming fl ow over the northern 
Indian region. This situation is favorable for enhanced cold surges associated with 
WDs. Increased  convection   over the central equatorial Pacifi c region corresponds to 
higher convection and hence attenuated  Walker circulation  . In tandem with it, a 
strengthened  Hadley Cell   causing asymmetric meridional upper tropospheric fl ow 
from the Southern to Northern Hemisphere forms a stationary wave in the mid- 
troposphere. This situation supports genesis/intensifi cation of WDs/troughs consist-
ing of more frontal systems. Such a situation corresponds to higher precipitation 
over the WH. Although the interannual variability of individual months is in phase 
with seasonal interannual variability, the interannual variability of individual months 
is not in phase with other months. A positive  ENSO   phase corresponds to a south-
ward positioning/shifting of the 200 hPa  SWJ  . The reduction in January precipita-
tion is infl uenced by the equatorial Indian-Ocean surface temperature due to the 
weakening of the Hadley response during January compared to December and/or 
February. Additionally, comparatively greater middle-tropospheric warming during 
January enhances the middle tropospheric anticyclone with an increased northerly 
wind to the east compared to December and February. Such sub-seasonal/bi- 
monthly oscillations in the IWM correspond to higher precipitation during December 
and February relative to January. ISO characteristics associated with the WHDP 
show an average life cycle of approximately 10–12 days of evolution and decay. 
Dominance of ~16-day periodicity is associated with the WHDP. Correspondingly, 
a cascading wave train of peaking and decaying of cyclonic storm is observed. In 
the active peak phase, convective activities in association with westerly to south-
westerly enhanced moisture fl ux dominates and provides higher precipitation. 
 Convection   in association with the storm seems to always precede anomalous 
cyclonic circulation. A succession of cyclonic–anticyclonic–cyclonic, and so on, 
circulation dominates in  the   SWJ .     
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    Chapter 5   
 Western Disturbances – Impacts and Climate 
Change                     

    Abstract     The signifi cance of a weather system is usually measured on the basis its 
impacts. Impacts related to the western disturbances (WDs) have been mentioned 
briefl y in a preceding chapter. Without detailing the impacts of the WDs, one cannot 
justify the signifi cance of studying the topic. In this chapter, we will discuss in detail 
the various positive (on the cryosphere and hydrology of the region) and negative 
(severe weather and natural hazards) impacts of the WDs and how these infl uence 
India as a whole. Discussion of the evolution of WDs in the changing climate is also 
included in the chapter, along with speculation on how a warming climate might 
affect changes in the direct and indirect impacts of WDs.  

         Impacts related to the WDs have been mentioned briefl y before in a preceding chap-
ter. In this chapter we detail the importance and justify the signifi cance of WDs as 
measured in form of their impact. This book is focused on the WDs in an Indian 
parlance as WDs have signifi cant impact on India. Various positive and negative 
impacts will be discussed in the sub-sections below. Discussion of the evolution of 
WDs in the changing climate is also included in the chapter, along with speculation 
on how a warming climate might affect the changes in the direct and indirect impacts 
of WDs. 

5.1     Winter Precipitation and Its Impacts 

 The winter precipitation is one of the major impacts of the WDs, and  the   Indian 
winter monsoon has been discussed in great detail in the previous chapter. So in this 
chapter dealing with the impacts of WDs, we will not be repeating this impacts of 
the weather system. Rather we discuss the effects of the winter precipitation due to 
WDs. Winter season WDs contribute up to 15 % of the precipitation over the north- 
western region. This precipitation reduces in frequency and intensity southwards 
and eastwards (Yadav et al.  2012 ). As mentioned in the fi rst chapter, precipitation 
can be a resource for life in moderation or be disastrous in extreme cases. In this 
section, we discuss both the positive as well as the negative consequences related to 
the WD-related winter precipitation. 
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 Precipitation over a region has a high ecological and environmental impact. 
These rainfall events render ecological services and help in the maintenance of the 
regional  fl ora   and  fauna  . Natural  ecology   is acclimatized to this climatological fea-
ture and requires the winter precipitation for its preservation. The economic equiva-
lent of the environmental services performed by the precipitation is unquantifi able. 
This is not only important in the  catchment   area but also along the downstream fl ow. 
Precipitation is also very important for the agriculture sector. This is especially so 
in a country like India where the irrigation network is not well developed and the 
farmers are dependent on natural sources for irrigating their fi elds. Even in the case 
of the current irrigational infrastructure, the precipitation always supplements the 
irrigational requirements. Winter precipitation as rainfall is important for ‘ rabi  ’ 
crops or winter crops. In Arabic the term rabi refers to spring, which is when the 
rabi crop is harvested, but it actually grows in the winter season. Examples of rabi 
crops are wheat, barley, peas, gram and mustard, which are sown in November and 
harvested in April (Yadav et al.  2012 ). The WD-related winter precipitation and the 
cold and dry winds from the northern side at the rear of WDs maintain the moisture 
and low -temperature conditions required for the development of these crops, spe-
cifi cally wheat. For the sustenance of the region with high food requirements for the 
growing population, the winter precipitation is very important for the high yield of 
these staple crops. Winter rainfall also supplements the land-based water bodies, i.e. 
the lakes, aquifers and rivers of the region. Thus the precipitation is of utmost 
important for the ecological health and socio-economic requirements of the 
Himalayan and Gangetic regions. 

 Winter precipitation over the region might also occur in the form of snow. The 
snowfall during winters due to WDs is the source for glacier growth over the moun-
tainous regions of the northern India (Benn and Owen  1998 ). This snowfall is also 
signifi cant for the  ecology   of the region. But mainly the glacier mass-balance main-
tenance is a very important effect of winter snowfall. The snow line of the western 
Himalayas is as low as 1500 m and for the eastern Himalayas is 3000 m during the 
winters (Barry  2008 ). The glaciers are storehouses of fresh water on land, which 
feeds the watershed hydrology of the region (Thayyen and Gergan  2010 ). The sum-
mer melt of these glaciers (the  ablation   period) and surface run-off originates and 
supplements all the major rivers and lakes of the region (Archer and Fowler  2004 ). 
So even in cases of summer  drought   conditions when monsoons might fail, there is 
a constant source of fresh water over the region. Other than agriculture and power 
generation, this water supply is essential for domestic, developmental and industrial 
usage. According to Barros et al. ( 2006 ), the storm precipitation over the Himalayas 
(which also includes winter precipitation) may lead to erosion processes over the 
mountain range. Also, as already discussed, the snow cover generated during win-
ters has much larger impact than just on the winter-time climate, and impacts the 
regional climate and large-scale fl ow patterns. 

 Glacialogical and hydrological impacts of the WDs are very signifi cant. On the 
other hand, extreme precipitating events during the winter time may lead to hazards 
and are dangerous in nature (Dimri and Chevuturi  2014 ). During winter, the 
Himalayan region is prone to severe weather due to large amounts of precipitation 
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produced by WDs. According to Dimri ( 2006 ), out of six – seven WDs occurrences 
per month, two – three WDs can cause severe weather conditions. These events may 
be realized in the form of heavy rainfall events (Zafar and Rasul  2009 ). These may 
be in the form of severe  thunderstorms   which, if not disastrous, most certainly can 
disrupt life and damage property. There may be cases of heavy snow storms precipi-
tating high amounts of snow over the north-western Himalayan region during win-
ters (Dimri and Mohanty  1999 ; De et al.  2005 ; Dimri  2006 ). Such  blizzards   are 
hazardous for road, rail or air transport, cause agricultural losses, and negatively 
impact the day-to-day lives of the people. Though uncommon in winters, sometimes 
 hail   precipitation also occurs over the northern Indian region under the infl uences of 
WDs (Chevuturi et al.  2014 ).  Hailstorms   can cause destruction of crops, 
 infrastructure, property and, in extreme cases, may cause injuries to humans (De 
et al.  2005 ). Also due to the perception that hailstorms occur only in summer, hail-
storms are not expected in the winter months. This may lead to unpreparedness 
which may increase the devastating consequences. 

 Extreme precipitating events are quite hazardous in nature, but sometimes these 
events lead to secondary natural disasters that are even worse. These secondary 
natural disasters can occur in the form of  avalanches  ,  landslides  , glacial-lake out-
burst fl oods, landslides and  fl ashfl oods  . The Himalayan region, with pockets of high 
population density and a migrating tourist population, is very susceptible to natural 
hazards causing devastating impacts. Also, the precipitating events which are con-
sidered as moderate over the plains might have hazardous impacts over the region. 
On the other hand, heavy precipitation events might not culminate in disasters if the 
geophysical features of that particular location are not conducive to disasters. For 
example, heavy precipitation due to WD and MT interaction occurred over the 
entire Uttarakhand state, but the natural disaster in the form of fl ashfl ood struck only 
the city of Kedarnath. 

  Avalanches   are caused by structural collapse of the snow cover in the mountains. 
This can be either in the form of loose snow collapsing or a slab of snow and ice 
falling down the slope of the mountain. Moreover, avalanches can be caused by the 
internal factors of snow metamorphosis. In this chapter, we focus on the avalanches 
due to external factors that cause excessive snow loading to the existing snow cover 
(Srinivasan et al.  2005 ). For the northern Indian regions, the external factor is snow 
precipitation during winters caused by WDs. The north-western Himalayan region 
is under constant threat of avalanches during winter snow storms, as the  avalanches   
in this region are quite frequent. These avalanche incidences can be widespread 
under the infl uence of a very intense WD (Rangachary and Bandyopadhyay  1987 ). 
These are very hazardous because they sometimes bury whole regions under a huge 
mass of snow and ice. Tragic human fatalities are a major concern during avalanches 
and infrastructure destruction is quite high (Ganju and Dimri  2004 ) Unusually 
heavy snowfall from 1 to 3 January 1991 triggered a severe avalanche which lead to 
the tragic demise of many mountain climbers at the base camp (Hara et al.  2004 ). 
 Landslides   are another possible impact of heavy precipitation events during winter 
or even during summer glacier-melt fl ow over the Himalayan range (Lang and 
Barros  2004 ). The vulnerable geomorphological region of the Himalayan moun-

5.1 Winter Precipitation and Its Impacts
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tains is susceptible to  landslides   in heavy waterfl ow conditions. With severe anthro-
pogenic changes to the land use and land cover due to rapid and unplanned 
developmental activities, the region becomes even more vulnerable. Similar to  ava-
lanches  , the landslides displace large swaths of land surface down the slope of the 
mountains. These also have similar devastating impacts on life, property and infra-
structure (De et al.  2005 ). 

 Glacial lakes are naturally-dammed or moraine-dammed lakes within or at the 
margin of glaciers which may be left behind when the glaciers retreats. Snow and 
rain lead to formation of glaciers and supplement the glacial lakes. Sometimes the 
heavy winter precipitation overwhelms the glacial lakes. Then in summer, when 
further stress is added from meltwater, there is a possibility of natural  moraine   
breaking. This causes the outburst of water from the glacial lake in the form of the 
glacial-lake outburst fl oods (Bajracharya et al.  2007 ). The structural integrity of 
the geomorphological features and the  drainage   of the region changes without 
warning. Thus, these fl oods are sudden, showing no prior indication, and thus are 
very dangerous. Himalayan region is highly prone to the risk of these glacial-lake 
outburst fl oods. 

 The ultimate impact of the winter precipitation events discussed here are the 
 fl ashfl oods  . Extreme precipitation or even moderate rainfall events over the 
Himalayas may collect through multi-channel fl ow in the  catchment   area and the 
natural drainage systems to form fl ood water (Kala  2014 ). Due to the steep hill 
slopes of the region, this collected mass of water gains large momentum and rushes 
as a fl ood over a region. An example of fl ashfl ood was the Kedarnath disaster of 16 
and 17 June 2013. This was the  fl ashfl ood   caused by the heavy precipitation result-
ing from the interaction of a WD with the MT ( Chevuturi and Dimri in review ). The 
fl ood water dragged along with it eroded surface debris along the steep slope, lead-
ing to further devastation throughout the city.  Flashfl oods   in general cause severe 
damage to the region by causing erosion, destruction to transport and communica-
tion lines, and harm to life.  

5.2     Severe Weather 

 A major impact of WDs over the Indian region is the associated precipitation that 
occurs. Cases of heavy precipitation events leading to natural disasters have been 
discussed above in detail. But WDs also might lead to other meteorological impacts 
or weather events which also fall under the category of severe weather conditions. 
Out of six – seven WDs impacting India during winters, two – three WDs might 
lead to severe weather conditions (Dimri  2006 ). There are two types of severe 
weather that form due to the occurrence of WDs. First is the possibility of severe  fog   
conditions where the visibility over the region drops considerably. And the second 
severe weather event are the  cold waves   which reduce the temperature of the region. 
These two weather events have signifi cant consequences and will be described in 
this section in detail. 

5 Western Disturbances – Impacts and Climate Change
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 During the winter period, fog is a severe weather hazard impacting the northern 
Indian region. Though fog is a localized phenomenon, during conditions favorable 
to its formation, the  fog   cover may extend over thousands of kilometers and persist 
for many days. The local occurrence and non-occurrence is dependent on local con-
ditions (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). This blanket of fog usually covers a large area 
from west to east parallel and south to the Himalayan range over the Gangetic 
plains, from Pakistan to Bangladesh across the whole of north India (Syed et al. 
 2012 ). The formation of fog is usually limited to the lower layers of the atmosphere 
where the gases and  aerosols   are in higher concentrations.  Fog   is a precipitation 
type with droplets much smaller than rain drops (approximately 100 times smaller). 
Due to their small size and condensation method, they are suspended in the air and 
are more concentrated than rain drops (Ali et al.  2004 ).  Fog   over the northern Indian 
region occurs in rare cases during the post-monsoon season (October–November) 
and is usually seen in the winter season (December–February). The months with 
peak incidences of fog which is dense and persistent, are December and January. 

 Of the different types of  fog   types being formed over the northern India during 
winters, one is formed due to radiative cooling. A synthesis of the fog formation 
during winters by Syed et al. ( 2012 ) is provided in this paragraph. Radiation  fog 
  forms near the surface when an anticyclone occurs over a region of stable condi-
tions. The cause of the radiation fog is, as the name suggests, radiative cooling of 
the surface and the near -surface cooling due to the loss of energy. Other reasons for 
the formation of the radiation fog can also be upward heat fl ux from the soil,  dew   
deposition leading to warming and moisture loss from the atmosphere and turbulent 
mixing in the stable  boundary layer  . The capacity of the soil types to hold moisture 
and its thermal conductivity are important factors that infl uence the  latent heat fl ux   
of the surface and determines the capacity of radiative cooling and surface  inver-
sions  . Conditions of low wind speed, high humidity and low surface temperatures 
are conducive to the formation of radiation  fog  . Such conditions lead to the very 
stable conditions or even inversion conditions that form boundary trapping, since 
there is limited mixing of air within the troposphere. These conditions lead to con-
densation of the moisture available into the fog droplets. The presence of gases and 
particles such as  aerosols   infl uence the formation and the composition of the fog 
particles (Ali et al.  2004 ). Persistent fog form in regions of high air pollution due to 
the availability of additional nuclei to generate a larger frequency of smaller fog 
particles. The physico-chemical interactions between the pollutant gases and parti-
cles and the  fog   droplets allow the formation of the fog in sub-saturated conditions. 
Some occurrences of  advection   fog are also observed over this region during the 
winter season. The advection fog occurs when a warmer air mass moves over a 
colder surface. But such cases are more common over bodies of water and rare over 
this region. 

 These are the mechanisms of typical localized fog formation. The  fog   formation 
during winters covering large areas of northern Indian region is associated with the 
occurrence of the WDs (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). The precipitation related to the 
WDs causes an inundation of water vapor in the lower levels due to evaporation of 
the precipitation. And the WDs are the only source of precipitation during the win-

5.2 Severe Weather
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ter season. As discussed before, ahead of the migrating WD trough there is low- 
level warm air and moisture incursion from the Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal 
that is the source of the high humidity also required for the fog formation. As the 
WD passes through the region, the rear end of the trough contains a high-pressure 
(anti-cyclonic) system which develops stable atmospheric conditions. These  synop-
tic   conditions, along with low wind speeds, form surface-based  inversions   with the 
moisture availability triggers and promotes  fog   formation (Syed et al.  2012 ). But 
these conditions are generated just in the immediate rear vicinity of the WD and 
thus the  fog   conditions usually occur immediately after the passing of the WD over 
a region. Further, as this region is infl uenced by different  aerosols   and atmospheric 
particles in the lower atmosphere, solar radiation further heats up the region (Ali 
et al.  2004 ). In cases of large moisture infl ux, dense and persistent  fog   may last up 
to days. In the rare case of  advection    fog   formation, the warm moist air fl ow in the 
front of the WD arrives over the cold surface. Another mechanism for advection  fog 
  formation is due to an easterly warm wind being drawn towards the region due to 
the presence of a WD. Such conditions where the fog is formed ahead of the WD by 
the fi rst method can cause fog over the regions of Orissa and West Bengal. The 
second mechanism of advection  fog   formation causes fog occurrences over Bihar 
and Uttar Pradesh (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). 

 Changes in  land-use   and  land-cover   in the form of urbanization, industrializa-
tion, agriculture (leading to crop burning) and road development (increasing trans-
port) lead to the massive increase in the air pollutant load of the region (Syed et al. 
 2012 ). Specifi cally the Gangetic plains are a hub of increased human activity with 
huge population density. With this region being the focus of the  fog   formation, there 
are reports suggesting that these pollutants and emissions are increasing the dense 
fog incidences over the region (De et al.  2005 ). On the other hand, the increase in 
urbanization has lead to an urban heat island effect which is said to help disperse fog 
much more quickly. But still, according to Syed et al. ( 2012 ), the frequency of fog 
incidences have increased three times in three decades (1976–2010) over India. 
While the  fog   incidences over the whole region are a signifi cant impact of the WDs, 
these fog occurrences have their own impact. One of the major consequences of 
concentrated fog is the human health hazard. Inhalation within a foggy environment 
may cause many health issues to humans, for example respiratory distress and dis-
orders. The  fog   composition may be acidic or alkaline depending on the forming 
 aerosols   or emissions which determine the chemistry of the  fog   (Ali et al  2004 ). 
In extreme cases the chemical composition of fog might be a potential hazard to the 
humans, vegetation, wildlife, cattle and infrastructure due to its corrosiveness. 
Another impact of fog incidences is the severe reduction of visibility. This reduction 
in visibility causes obstruction of the transport system. The foggy conditions may 
lead to transport accidents which may be injurious or fatal to humans (De et al.  2005 ). 
These may also cause delays and various other inconveniences specifi cally in the 
railway and aviation sector. The  fog   is a major hazard for aviation which may lead 
to the necessity of diverting, delaying or grounding aircraft (Jenamani  2012a ,  b ). 
In these regions of high urbanization and heavy air traffi c, the fog occurrences are 
highly disadvantageous. With the guarantee of increased transport- network density 
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and frequency in the future, these increasing  fog   events become even more serious. 
According to De and Dandekar ( 2001 ), visibility over northern Indian airports show 
an increasing trend during winters for more very poor visibility days, due to fog, as 
compared to the southern airports. Due to all these negative impacts, major economic 
loses that are comparable to the natural disasters like hurricanes are attributed to the 
 fog   events (Syed et al.  2012 ). 

 The second severe weather events which are a consequence of WD during win-
ters that we are discussing in this section are the  cold waves   or cold surges. 
Conditions in which the minimum temperatures of a region drops well below the 
normal minimum temperatures are designated as  cold wave   conditions. Only depar-
tures from normal minimum temperatures are used to defi ne cold waves, and no set 
minimum temperature is set as it may vary for different regions (Bedekar et al. 
 1974 ). In such instances, associated reductions in maximum temperatures as well as 
lowering of moisture conditions are also observed. Strong wind speeds during cer-
tain cases of cold waves may add to the wind chill factor. Cold wave conditions are 
sometimes also associated with ground  frost  . Ground frost is caused due to the 
direct deposition of frozen water vapor onto the surface due to freezing tempera-
tures. The cold waves impact mostly northern India during winters, but may also 
extend their infl uence southwards and eastwards during severe cases. The frequency 
of the cold waves reduces drastically southwards and eastwards even within the 
northern region. This can be explained due to the warming of the cold stream as it 
descends and moves along the orography. The intensity of the cold waves are gener-
ally said to decrease east of 80°E and south of 20°N. These events usually last up to 
4–5 days and in extreme cases 7–10 days (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). Due to the 
migration of the WDs, the  cold wave   events appear along the track of the WDs. 

 Cold and dry air from the north is a characteristic feature associated with the rear 
of the WD. As the WD migrates past a region, cold and dry air from the higher lati-
tudes sweeps over the same region (Yadav et al.  2012 ). This region is mostly the 
northern India region as discussed above.  Cold waves   may form due to active (pre-
cipitating) as well as weak (non-precipitating) WD occurrences. In the wake of an 
active WD, there is a sudden drop in the minimum temperatures due to stronger 
circulation patterns which draw in cold air quickly from the north. Whereas, if there 
are already low minimum temperatures associated with weak WD instances, then 
there is a gradual further fall in minimum temperatures. In certain cases, a low or a 
disturbance north of India may also generate cold waves from the high at the rear of 
the disturbance, where the high extends towards the Indian region. From the discus-
sion it can be concluded that  cold waves   usually are northerly or north-westerly and 
fl ow towards southern and eastern directions (Rao and Srinivasan  1969 ). As the 
pressure gradient at the back of the WDs can be strong, winds with high speeds 
might develop along with the cold waves. These winds can be associated with the 
term wind chill factor which increases the cold impact during such an event and 
strong wind will also cause the spread of the cold waves over a large spatial extent. 
 Fog   conditions may also enhance cold waves as dense fog conditions mute the solar 
radiation by inhibiting the heating of the ground and causing further cooling 
(Bedekar et al.  1974 ). Mooley ( 1957 ) stated that to maintain cold wave conditions 
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there should be no successive WD after the fi rst one. This maintains the northerly 
cold air fl ow without interruption. A second WD right after the fi rst causes an infl ux 
of warm air in the front of the second WD. This warm fl ow disrupts the cold wave 
conditions. Thus  cold wave   conditions are maintained if a intense WD is not fol-
lowed by another WD or even develop a disturbance in the north of India or an 
induced low in the south. In fact, continuous and successive WDs over the northern 
India leads to unusually warm conditions during otherwise colder winter season. 

 Physiologically, people are acclimatized to a temperature range specifi cally 
associated with the region of their long-stay residence. The  cold wave   events are 
damaging to the humans due to their  sensitivity   to extreme lowering of temperatures 
beyond their acclimatized temperature range (Bedekar et al.  1974 ). Thus, cold wave 
events may cause health hazards like  frost bite   or even claim fatalities in the human 
population (De et al.  2005 ). Extremely cold conditions are also not favorable for 
winter or  rabi   crops or even wildlife and natural vegetation (Yadav et al.  2012 ). 
Frosting conditions are even more harmful for the agriculture sector.  

5.3     Western Disturbances in the Changing Climate 

 Climate change is the most debated scientifi c topic of the twenty fi rst century. India, 
with its large expanse and heterogeneous geography, already has a wide variety of 
climatic sub-divisions, and any change in the climate has a large temporal and spa-
tial impact. Specifi cally over India, issues of vulnerability, prevention, mitigation 
and adaptation are usually associated with climate change. But as it is not in the 
scope of this book, we will not be getting into this debate of the truth about the cli-
mate change over India. Instead this section focuses on the question if there is an 
impact of climate change on the WDs or even vice versa. And in addition, as there 
might be very few studies relating the climate change and WDs directly, hence we 
will also focus on the relation between changing climate and the impacts of WDs 
(winter precipitation,  cold waves   or low temperature conditions etc.) that have been 
discussed previously in this chapter. According to Dash et al. ( 2007 ), the general 
perception is that there has been an increase in the frequency of the extreme events 
like cold waves, natural disasters etc. But as they suggested, such a perception 
should be supported by scientifi cally sound facts. Thus this section provides a review 
of the different scientifi c studies on WDs or their impacts on changing climate. 

 The global hydrological cycle is expected to accelerate with increased CO 2  as the 
warmer atmosphere can hold more water (Zahn and Allan  2013 ). Thus regions 
where the precipitation is strongly dependent on ocean moisture uptake will experi-
ence stronger precipitation events (Gimeno et al.  2013 ). The variability of mid- 
latitude winter weather is strongly governed by extratropical cyclones, although 
there is very little evidence that the frequency or wind speed of these cyclones will 
increase. However, more intense precipitation from the cyclones associated with 
WDs will have socioeconomic impacts over the western Himalayas. This remains 
an open question for social scientists to investigate further in line of existing scien-
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tifi c knowledge and understanding. So far there are no observation-based studies 
concerning the changing nature of WDs with increased CO 2  concentrations. Based 
on Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 3 ( CMIP3  ) experiments, Meehl 
et al. ( 2007 ) revealed possible increased future storm activity; however, the more 
recent  CMIP5   simulations show a decline in Northern Hemisphere storm activity 
(Chang et al.  2012 ). Therefore, extensive investigations in line with various model 
projections are needed to establish how exactly the trend of these storms will be in 
future. It is important to note that accurately simulating snow/rain differentiation in 
models are likely to be signifi cantly limited in their ability to capture this. Of the 
climate drivers presented within the model environment, snowfall amounts are 
likely to be more uncertain, as well as how good the regional topography is repre-
sented in the coarse resolution global CMIP series of models. In addition, since 
polar amplifi cation means that the higher latitudes will warm faster than the 
Northern Hemisphere as a whole, the temperature gradient will decrease (Hall 
 2004 ). It can be expected that the total winter snowfall from WDs will increase, but 
the frequency of such events will remain largely unchanged. 

 According to Dash et al. ( 2007 ) there has been an slight increase in the precipita-
tion during winter over the northern Indian region. This study also reported a warm-
ing trend, and an increasing trend in the maximum temperature and fl uctuating 
minimum temperatures during winters in northern India in the recent decades. This 
warming trend has become more pronounced after 1960s (Bhutiyani et al.  2007 ). 
Winter rainfall over the hilly region shows a decreasing trend for moderate rainfall 
days and increasing trends for heavy rainfall days (Dash et al.  2009 ). Also the short 
burst events of precipitation interspersed with longer dry spells show signifi cant 
increasing trends. Due to the increasing temperatures, the melting of the winter 
snow cover during summer period has been enhanced (Kripalani et al.  2003 ). Dash 
et al. ( 2009 ) specifi cally mentioned that the increase in the short but heavy precipi-
tating events are an indication of increasing frequency of intensifi ed WDs which 
leads to strong localized storms. Syed et al. ( 2009 ) also reported an increase of 
winter precipitation over central and southwest Asia during the period 1951–2000 
which is possibly due to intensifi cation of eastward moving  synoptic   disturbances 
from the Mediterranean. According to Fowler and Archer ( 2006 ) and Dimri and 
Dash ( 2012 ), there is a warming trend over the western Himalayas during the win-
ter, thus indicating the lowering of the frequency of the  cold waves   events. Though 
the trends in the winter precipitation are inconsistent, still the study showed a 
decreasing trend in the winter precipitation over the western Himalayas (Dimri and 
Dash  2012 ). There is a decrease in the heavy precipitation events. The inconsistency 
is due to the variable orography which leads to highly variable precipitation events 
over such terrain which might not be detected on the sparse observational station 
network. On the other hand, variability within the winter precipitation over the north 
of India shows an increase in the recent decades (Yadav et al.  2012 ). And the future 
trend of the precipitation patterns and surface air temperatures show an increase 
over northwestern India during winters at the end of the twenty-fi rst century (Yadav 
et al.  2010 ). Shekhar et al. ( 2010 ) also showed a decreasing trend in the winter sea-
sonal snowfall and frequency of snowfall days. As previously discussed, there is a 
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possible  teleconnection   between the snow cover over the north and  the   ISM. But 
after 1970s there has been weakening of this teleconnection which is attributed to 
the warming trends observed during winters and post-winters which is causing the 
rapid melt of the snow cover post-winters (Bhutiyani et al.  2007 ). In fact the study 
of Kripalani et al. ( 2003 ) suggests that the earlier negative correlation between this 
winter snow cover and ISM in recent decades has turned positive in certain cases as 
there is higher impact of snow melt on the monsoon circulation. Such rapid melting 
of snow in the warming climate has also lead to fl ood situations over the region. 

 In the scenario of the changing climate, we need to understand the alterations in 
the frequency, intensity and tracks of the WDs. Studies have found a decreasing 
trend (Das et al.  2002 ) or no consistent signifi cant trends (Shekhar et al.  2010 ) in the 
WD occurrences in the recent decades. Shekhar et al. ( 2010 ) suggest that there is 
decreasing amount of snowfall in winter, but WDs are not reducing in frequency. 
Though they are suggesting no correlation between WDs and winter snowfall, it can 
mean that intensity of the WDs is reducing and thus leading to lower precipitation. 
Observations suggest recent decreasing trends in cyclonic activity over the western 
Mediterranean, whereas no signifi cant change over the central and eastern 
Mediterranean (Syed et al.  2006 ). With specifi c reference to the frequency of WDs, 
Ridley et al. ( 2013 ) have provided a comprehensive overview of the increase in WD 
frequencies up to 2100, and associated snowfall is also predicted to increase over 
the region. Ridley et al. ( 2013 ) explained this by changes in circulations using the 
 regional climate model   (HadCM3) which simulated increased occurrence of WDs 
and an associated overall 37 % increase in winter snowfall. In view of this model, 
the environment produces higher circulation corresponding to the evolution of the 
WDs and hence higher precipitation. But one of the regional climate models 
(HadRM3-E) used in the study did not show any signifi cant changes in the fre-
quency of the WDs or the snow precipitation. Madhura et al. ( 2014 ) also indicate an 
increase in the frequency of the WDs due to the mid-tropospheric warming trends 
in recent decade over the west-central Asia. Such warming enhances the meridional 
temperature gradient which will in turn increase the  baroclinic instability   of the 
mean westerly wind. These changes favor increased variability of the WDs and 
higher propensity of the associated precipitation. Another important fi nding for 
such increase is based on elevation dependency of the climatic signals over the 
Tibetan Plateau and Himalayan region, which introduces zonally asymmetric 
changes in the winter circulation through mid- and upper tropospheric temperatures 
over the Eurasian region. 

 There exists still no in-depth study on the trends of the intensities of WDs in the 
changing climate or even future predictions, let alone on the track changes of the 
WDs. But studies on the typical extra-tropical cyclones in the northern hemisphere 
show a decreasing trend in the frequency of the extra-tropical cyclones with increas-
ing temperatures (Catto et al.  2011 ; Mizuta et al.  2011 ; IPCC  2012 ). A warming 
environment is also suggested to increase the intensity of the extreme extra-tropical 
cyclones (Mizuta et al.  2011 ) due to changes in the temperature gradients required 
for the development of these cyclones. Such cases of sporadic but extreme weather 
events are predicted to produce higher episodic losses increasing the risk of such 
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events even in the face of decreasing frequency of the events (Air Worldwide  2012 ). 
Increase in such disasters due to extreme WDs are also possible in the future warm-
ing climate. But there is another school of thought that suggests that the warming 
environment may cause a decrease in the temperature gradient between latitudes 
and so will reduce the intensity and frequency of these disturbances. Additionally, 
studies also predict a poleward migration of the tracks of the extra-tropical cyclones 
in a warming climate (Catto et al.  2011 ; IPCC  2012 ). These changes predicted for 
the typical extra-tropical cyclones might be refl ected in the changes in the WDs. 
Thus, this might even mean a poleward shift of WDs which would result in reduc-
tion in the winter precipitation over India. As already discussed, the winter 
 precipitation is a very import part of the Indian  ecology   and economy and loss of 
this part of Indian climatology would be disastrous. Thus, there is possibility of a 
change in WDs in the changing climate, and these changes will have signifi cant 
direct or indirect impacts on the Indian subcontinent. There is a need to list and 
quantify these changes in the different scenarios so as to develop mitigation and 
adaptation strategies. 

 Regional model studies suggest an increase in mean annual temperature, aver-
aged over the Ganges basin, in the range of 1–4 °C for the period from 2000 to 2050 
(Moors et al.  2011 ). Projections of precipitation indicate that natural variability 
dominates the climate change signal, and there is considerable uncertainty concern-
ing changes in regional annual mean precipitation by 2050. Glaciers in headwater 
tributary basins of the Ganges appear to continue to decline (Bolch et al.  2012 ), but 
it is not clear whether meltwater runoff would continue to increase in the future 
since this depends on the snow accumulation regime. Future changes of monsoon 
intensity will have an important effect on Himalayan glaciers, but current climate 
projections do not agree even on the sign of change, thus introducing further uncer-
tainties (Moors et al.  2011 ). Nevertheless, all models project glacial mass losses in 
the coming decades that are substantial for most parts of the Himalayas, but consis-
tently fall well short of complete region-wide glacier disappearance even by 2100. 
Water availability is subject to decadal variability, with much uncertainty in the 
contribution from climate change (Moors et al.  2011 ). Meltwater is extremely 
important in the Indus basin and important for the Brahmaputra basin, but plays 
only a modest role for the Ganges (Immerzeel et al.  2010 ). Interannual variability of 
the monsoon onset alone can have a strong infl uence on monsoon rainfall totals 
(20–30 %) and the patterns of accumulation (Lang and Barros  2004 ; Barros and 
Lang  2003 ), which are diffi cult to predict. The predicted changes in precipitation 
and temperature will probably not lead to a signifi cant increase in water availability 
by 2050, but the timing of runoff from snowmelt will likely shift to earlier in the 
spring and summer. 

 Although global socioeconomic scenarios show trends to urbanization, locally 
these trends are less evident and in some districts rural population is increasing. 
Falling ground-water levels in the Ganges plain may prevent expansion of irrigated 
areas for food supply (Rodell et al.  2009 ). Changes in socioeconomic development 
in combination with projected changes in the timing of runoff outside the monsoon 
period may increase fl ash fl oods associated with more extreme rainfall (Thayyen 
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et al.  2012 ), and will make choices diffi cult for water managers. Because of the 
uncertainty in future water availability trends, decreasing vulnerability by augment-
ing resilience is the preferred way to adapt to climate change. Adaptive policies are 
required to increase society’s capacity to adapt to both anticipated and unanticipated 
conditions. 

 This work on the role of the WDs during the present climate provides motivation 
to anticipate the impacts on impacts on various socio-economic issues particularly 
over the northern Indian region. Better understanding and an improved correspond-
ing forecast will provide advantages in cases of adaptation and vulnerability within 
a changing global context.  

5.4     Western Disturbances and Future Research 

 Despite the all the information reviewed and synthesized in this book about the 
WDs, there are still gaps in our knowledge on these complex systems, the WDs. 
With ongoing research, future studies need to be planned for the different focus 
areas related to WDs. From our understanding, we can classify the some areas of 
focus for improvements as follows:

    1.    Dynamical studies

•    These should include more exhaustive research on the origin and tracks of the 
WDs before they reach the Indian sub-continent.  

•   More studies to quantify the impact of surface variability on the WDs in light 
of urbanization and other increasing anthropogenic activities.  

•   Directed studies on the infl uence of WDs during the non-winter season and 
the WD linkages with global  teleconnections  .      

   2.    Impact studies

•    Performing correlation studies to defi ne the various signifi cant impacts of the 
WDs over the Indian subcontinent.  

•   Inter-disciplinary studies to understand the hydrological and geomorphologi-
cal impacts of the WDs  

•   Quantifi cation of the socio-economic losses associated with the disasters 
linked with the WDs.      

   3.    Climate change studies

•    Understanding the changes in the WDs’ intensity, track and frequency due to 
the changing environment.  

•   Listing the possible impacts due to the changes in the WDs and developing 
possible mitigation and adaptation strategies.  

•   Understanding possible impacts of WDs on the regional climate and how 
these might infl uence the changing climate.            
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